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A copy from a Spanish po~tcard of J.bout 1915, shows a mill for grinding olives The two gentlemen arc Berbers 
who live in the Riff, in north Morocco, at that time under Spanish ·'protection.· It is my opinion that the 
underdevc\op·~d countries see Appropriate Technology as in fact a ·'mill-stone." It may seem quaint tG m. ;1s it 
obviously did to the Spaniard.~ who ~old .• md l~oughr, this postcard. but you h;~ve only to look at the face of the 
Berber on the right to see the truth. In fact the Riffs were engaged in insurrection .1gainst the Sp;~ni~h from 1921 
on. Only the intervention vf the Frettch poo.~poned the inevitable d;~te uf independence till 1956. 

~HE OTHER UAY i< hi< me. The h·v. Thc·v .dw.<y; 
refer to it not .ts an ,tppr~~pliate technology, bur :ts Apprnpnat1' 
Technology. The big A .md the big T, somc•tirnes AT. 1n 
simply <~.ltering J lower CISC to ,;n upper cast'. we go from 
experience to belief. 

The realization IS not as obvious as it appears~ it eluded me 
for some time. [was attending a meeting in Mexico City last 
y..:ar to discuss the role of appropriate technologies in the 
development of the poorer nations. Ab~mt d1irty people had 
b~·o:rl invited. and it soon became clear tO me that. if not a 
schism, at 1..-:ast a ~erious division, was C!pparent ,1mong 
the participants. 

An American, obviously tak~11 v.rith the Appropriate Tech-
no' ogy argument if not himself an active member. described 
the aspirations of the people he worked with. Among oth<.'r 

things ht: described their relationship to money as a c~ncern 
with giving rath.::r than getting. Now, in a Californian context 
this does make sense. and it certainly has a poetic ring to it. 
One can only speculate 0'1 the impact of such a statement 
comi11g from the richest country in the world on someone 
from "the other side of the tracks." During lunch 1 was 
talking w-ith a Colornbiap_ whose organization was responsible 
for encouraging the growth of small and medium-sized indus
rrics. H<O" was puzzled by rhe Amc'rica.n's presentation. "What 
does it mean?" he asked me, "Do the~e people actually live 
without money; is this now possible in the Unitt:d States?" 
Try explaining the idea of culwral secession to someone 
outside the United States or Europe, you will fmd it difficult 

ir'ntlt Impossible:. Yet lt ~~ t'X:.Jctly tl-1is kind ufsec~'o;sion th;:.t 
(qnns on~· (lf th~· CoLnc-"Stnn~'s ul Appropn.1tc TL·chnolo.tLY· 

It i~ s1~nitlcmt that the Ayprtlpri,ne T e<:hnulugy de\'ote<:s in 
the underdL·vclt)ped countrie"S are by ,llld large financc·d b:
tlw t\.lothcr Ccuntn·. Lih·\,-i~.: visits by Appropri,lte T,·ch
fl'Jlogy advocates to advise Thud \Vorl.d bur:::aucrats arc 
rarely fin,tnced oy their ht)sts. \Vhat does this rnean? Is this 
a new version of the White Man's Burden? !sit still up to Us 
to sho\v Them? ls this, as some Third World nations cla1m. 
"neo-colonialist trick? Has any underdeveloped country 
actually .:spoused Appropriate Technology on its own? 

There ar<: ebment~ of a rdigious reviv;li in Appropriate 
T~chnology. lt is a strange melange of Marx: ism, Puritanism, 
and something called Buddhist Econotnico.. To the pragmatic 
observer however, who is interested in solving problems, AT 
has littl~: to offer. It is a movement that is long on polemic, 
<llld pitifully short on actual accomplishments. 

-- Witold Rybczynski 

Jj.-1 1' is <l religion, fl'itold Rybc::y~JSki is .::me r.-'f its Jmmrhng 
saints. His Minimum Cost Housing Croup at McCilll-nil'ersity 
in Montrec<l put out The Ecol Operation and Stop the 5-Ga\lon 
Flush (w!tich Peter ~<Jarsilall called "on, af the cn~cial books 
of the 70's"}, and m~merous pampl1let~· on building with 
recycled COiltainers. Here he is carping away like every sairzt 
in history lOitg-livcd enough to see !tis teclmique decay iiJto 
a !Jr.' liP f 

- Stewart Brand 
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  favorite
  phrase. I like to think that the ventures

shown in this book represent beginnings that ore in
he process of developing  new  of integrat-
ing  and our environment.   a dreadful urgency
in all this, and  think that many of the adventurers

 here would agree.  Earth miners 
Earth nurturers.  the nurturing attitude is to pro-
vail, we hod better got busy. But doing what? We
started years ego with  

After the wove  books, 
 of what   “suppress” books appeared. Some

of  to be suppressed turned  to be
science and technology in general. Technological

     tool   
   $20,  of   

 begat   Fortunately,
 ore   con think in  of process
  mere labels They see a future in which

technology  steered with on eye towards helping to
make Experiment Earth a success They see that 
are going to have to  how  live here in large
numbers  trashing the place.  have

 made dramatic progress in utilizing technology
to       systems. Many
hopefully evolutionary starts ore actually being made.

There ore   champion a return to the 
Of  forefathers, but this has not turned  to be
much of on answer. Our grandparents  in 

  than ourselves. They sow forests es end-
less and topsoil beyond measure. The wonderful

 Cod House assumed on unlimited supply of

 may be a book for soft tech professionals.

It is certainly a book  Y soft technology professionals.
Steve  of  John  of Now
Alchemy Institute.   of  

 of Minimum Cost Housing Group,
Montreal. Underground architect Malcolm Wells.

And,  the gent on my loft, J. Baldwin, 
soft technology evaluator since the Whole Earth
Catalog began in   James 
Baldwin graduated from the University of Michigan
in 1955 and did graduate work at the University of
California, Berkeley. In 1952 ho had the 8th 
wagon in America. Ho first worked with 
Fuller about that time.  ho  in the Ski
Infantry in Alaska.  with  Moss Associates
working on such advanced camping equipment es the
Pop Ton t  ho  teaching design at San
Francisco  College  I mot him), San Fran-
cisco Art Institute and Oakland College of Arts and
Crafts, simultaneously.  of Fuller’s invitation
ho  Visiting Lecturer in Design et Southern Illinois
University. 196972 he was at Pacific High School
teaching the kids and working with Lloyd Kahn on

 I and  1972-74 ho worked
with Bob  et Integrated Living Systems in Now
Mexico contriving  independent solar and
wind energy system  1976  and  Kathleen

 helped  Now Alchemists finish the
renowned Ark on Prince Edward Island, Canada 

  Nowadays  is with us, the 
Institute, the New Western Energy Show, the 

 Office of Appropriate Technology, and the Mew
 again.

With his skills  has never looked for a job. Work
looks for him.

Thanks to the Energy Crisis of 1973 and 
developments, work in those areas is looking for a
lot  particularly ones  can integrate
their  in to an applied form of whole systems
thinking. Wherever  happens it makes news.
Considering that most of the pieces in this book ore
reprinted   articles, it is sur-
prising how many  The report on the
astonishing properties of the “heat muscle” alloy
Nitinol on  35 is still on exclusive scoop. The
history   technologyboom, 
1923   has appeared nowhere else. And a pre-
viously  structure of the solar  is revealed
in “Sunlight Convergence/Solar Burn”  661.

As for the book’s tit/o, “Soft Tech” is a term we’ve
used end defended since the  sixties. It first
emerged in Groat Britain but then dropped out of



BRAND continued

fashion to be replaced by Alternative Technology
  and Appropriate Technology  Recently

the publication of   landmark book
Soft Energy Paths has helped revive the better
language. “Soft” signifies that something is alive,
resilient, adaptive, maybe even The other
terms are administrative.

Governor Jerry Brown’s aide Jacques  recently
quoted a Gregory    “There are just

 kinds of people in the world. The cuckoos. And
 administrators” Jacques said. “Gregory, I hope 

will  be a cuckoo.  Same here. And to help
that here’s a book of cuckoo technology.

BALDWIN 

firewood nearby.   wrecked the lend
and moved west to wreck some more. The westward
movement has slowed a bit but the wrecking hasn’t.
Even the Native Americans did their share of damage.
There are lessons in  but we shouldn’t end
can’t  back. As a species, we’re not doing so 
in the  t either.

So  do we do? How do we decide what to try
next?  of the hopeful signs in this time of uproar
is that we are beginning to talk about technology in
a wider context The Space Colony arguments are an
example. Not too long ego there would have been no
public discussion of such an enormous 
hopeful is that the discussions take in many aspects
of the proposal rather than  confined to 
were feasibility, I take this to be setting a precedent

 systemic  something that we 
 must have if we are to survive.

On the  thnr hand the discussion is endlessly complex
as  the nuances of special interest groups are given
time at the microphone. All that talk can be 

  it is a time for action. Much of the basic
knowledge we need for action hasn’t been developed
yet. For instance, you’d think that after countless
centuries there would be hard data for something so
simple es the heat transfer rates of adobe, but it is
only recently  such work has been done. There’s
a  more to do. I call it “doing your homework.”
One of the more distressing aspects of the anti-tech
movement is that it has tended to discourage doing
homework. Ignorance IS bliss, but there is no future
in it Equally distressing is the number 
undertaken by people of good heart  are willing
to  new things but who also have not done their
homework. The thousands of leaky domes are a 
example. Righteousness doesn’t  tee 



     take 
 /got into    

 a previous 
 you may  /couldn’t

afford a 500 horsepower monster
  built a super  t one with a

 motor. Quite without intent,
I had begun to think  
with-less.    I
met  Fuller. It  a
shocking  to a callow 18
yea, old. He used the  

 Something  me was
ready to hear that, and I began to

 my   to pro.
 with more redeeming social

virtue then a fast and noisy quarter
mile. Yet the  had taught
me how to use  and 
dreams in to reality. Somewhere
along the line /had begun to think
more-with-less  I can’t

 that 
It has prove” to be en 
mode of thought More recently,

 begun to integrate a feeling for
 systems into my intuition.

Just in time.  still hold high
regard for those who replace iron
with brains.

I don’t know how the other writers
in Soft Tech got into it; they are a
pretty     I  

 that they share some common
    curiosity

about  everything. Another
is a willingness to risk  their
money end time  
that of their friends) to see

 

Some    of
Soft  (Robin Clarke)

  that they think has to happen.
They a// do their homework. They seem to work
herder than most. None appear to be genius types,
Their work excited me a lot. When  meet, there is
much arm-waving end  exchange of infor-
mation just in from the field. Most exciting of 
there always seems to be a force urging  of us
to  synthesis and in  there has
been a strong emerging idea  technology be used
to facilitate and augment natural systems rather than

 them. An  would be passive solar
house design instead of glittering arrays of whirring
hardware, however efficient When I  with John
Todd at the New Alchemy Institute. ideas 
around like machine gun bullets My blood boils
and it’s hard to sleep. I hope that reading 

 in Soft Tech will give you the same feeling
of excitement and potential
the fray.

I hope you will join
It really  a new  men.

This book has been arranged with only a 
linearity. It  with the hard specifics of tools
end materials end proceeds through various floppily

  don’t like  to the
stunning  of systemic thought in the
ARKS. Along the  is a selection of books 
tools that I  you  find useful. You may
already have noticed there seems to be a lot missing
that you’d expect to see in a Soft  book.  
because I’ve purposely avoided needless  
with those on  side who  already doing a 
job. Thus I’ve left most energy matters to the new
edition of the excellent Energy Primer and  superb
bibliography, end just about everything else Soft Tech
doesn’t mention to the remarkably complete 

What we are showing in Soft Tech is a 1978 still-shot
of a continuing process that has been visible for maybe
ten Many of the experimenters began 
about the  time the  Catalog first
appeared es  place for them to get together to trade
information. The work not only continues, but is

 momentum es the people involved begin to
  knowledge into new combinations. What

you see reported here must be pretty close to the
state of the art .
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BY J. BALDWIN

 shop has been  for about 75
years now. There’s nothing really very special about
if except that a continuing process of removing
obsolete or  tools and  them
with better  has resulted in a collection that
makes trying  ideas uncommonly easy.  a
generalist’s shop; we’re not equipped to produce

  We can work   material.
 is orderly enough to permit others to find things,

but it stops short of  anal neatness.
enables things to  done with  hassle, and so
more gets done with  hassle. We “se it as a
three-dimensional sketchpad.

We mostly shop  and  S. General. Their
prices nearly always beat  stores  when

 add postage. Sometimes the savings are
dramatic. You should compare these catalogs with
each other and with Sears to get an idea of what

 are saving. There’s nothing more annoying
 sending away for something that turns  to

be cheaper a block from your home.  mail
order places have a larger selection than 

 More esoteric tools can be found in the
  offerings of  

Wade, and other specialty houses.  lack of
  me from going bananas ordering things)

Check your Whole Earth Catalog,  
 for other sources. Most mail order places

accept  

For faster service or for items awkward to ship, hit
the nearest big city wholesale hardware and industrial

 houses.  usually will  wholesale
so  have to work out something.  can be very
frustrating to have to pay 40% more for something
than it is worth. Behind the wholesale curtain, we
call it. A  license helps Here are 
addresses.  wish you luck in acquiring the money
to use them.

As thing-makers, tool freaks and 
Kathleen and  find ourselves  of about 
ton  versatile hand tools. These have been used by
us and friends over the  to help many projects
and repairs get done. People keep asking us what
tools to get, where to get them. and  to keep

 from getting ripped off. Well. here goes.

 in Sears Tool Dept. and  soon be obvious
that you don’t need  even if you have
the money. Ask a craftsman what to buy, and 

 as many answers as people  ask, for each has
 own favorites and specialized needs. They’ll all

agree on one thing though:  THE BEST YOU
CAN. And the  a  will be used,  better
the quality should be. Tools used every day, especi-
ally electric tools, should be of commercial or pro-
duction line grade. You  can’t find these at
hardware stores. Industrial supply houses are where
to go. Take a  who can buy wholesale. These
tools will be expensive. so we’d better  

For many, the best reason to go  class is that
good tools are a real pleasure to use and handle. This
helps make work less labor. The heavy duty stuff
looks brutal. It wasn’t made to look good in the box,
it was made  do the job and has been perfected
over many years. The tough  have their own kind
of beauty that  better as your viewpoint gets
aligned with  Such  of course last longer
and are repairable when they finally do wear. They
can take a lot more abuse, especially the inevitable
overload. They can handle the bigger jobs and poor
working conditions that would soon  cheap 

 And after a few years in  hand, they often
get to be old friends.

For tools that get used now and then. middle quality
will do.  that I mean Sears better grades and no
lower. Really  are of no use at all, can

Brookstone Tools Garrett Wade Co. Woodcraft Silvo U.S. General Supply

Free         

 Tools
 

 Hardware Co.
 

  
Garrett  co.: Inc.  Genera, 

 302 Fifth 
 “EC

313  Avenue   
 NH  New “ark, NY 

 WE
 MA Philadelphia, PA   NY 11753



BOSCH TOOLS 
Note how rh;•; dr ·II t1tS my hJr1( pu:tlfl(j rn•1 
,ve1ght d•r'"criy l.Jeh1n•j the IJit :··~the only ~-hill 
we've seen where yo•jr hanci cluc·sn't cuver cool1ng 
sicJ\:i. Smoo;h allG suf.)el polt,:erfut, these Urlils lc~st 
J lor•o long t1me They are Jl>u double •tlSula~ed 
1'1.·h1ch makes them .J lot S~1ier, iXI!'ICUia•ly 0ufdOOIS 

be dangerous. c:nd uften tJr,;ak the t!rst mne you use 
them. Tht:v Jre also d•scoU!Jgmg to usfc, which miqht 
even cause a hc•Jinrler to IJ!~'l' up Our on!v regrets 
have be>;;n not buvir1g ttw be:.t wlwn './\'!;could have 

COME-.i>,LQNG 

It's suror-l>•nr.; ho\1\,· ott<;>n th1s tbr'lg gets used 1f 
you'r~ liu'rng 'fl th~ countrv L1ft:ng engines. 
"bett'O!nm~ dCJwr.,'' unstuck:ng car~ 1n the rnuU, c.Jrag· 
Qlng loads !n~o trvcks, strai~thtening s'l.gg:ng sheds, 
stretch:ng fence, rnov:ng th!ng:; ::'.JVer just a itttie. 

The Bosch j1gsaw 1s me:e1y tt1e ues\ there 1s c\,;f.. 
<.:nyon,; NhO has used une •\·ly l··niy re\ovet IS tf•,d 
I ;'\la.ted 5 years to ~et one. and •n<Jde do ,.vqn J 

po·-..~•ly cies1gned domestiC c:ommercLJI o1rade 
rfldCillne whosE-! f}eiHina,; fc,lle.;J reaularly anci vvhuse 
l1andle soon goi roo hc:;t tc ho:d -\Seers oest qr ,d" 
pgsaw 15 more ver·s<Jtde tJu!. not i.:S h1gh Ull:llnv 

Tools tl;i't receive great strJII1, surh d:; qciH puiiL·r~, 

should be super top uuairtv 1Jr1iv if\"(\\,, i·,; ~~~~r:d 

une every five ye~H~. ttOtl1 rt 

OK ~o \'-.•hat toois du you ;,eed) 1-io, .. , du '/,)U st01t 
the stashl There are a few lJas.c tou!s tf•,Jt ;~,.e,vone 
should have a•;ailabl"' H2rnmcr crosscut_ sa\v', adjust· 
able wrench, pliers. screwdrivers \get a set), tape 
measure, hand drili and bits. Beyond these, vou'd 
best gather tools as you need therr Auto work will 
require a rather complete se~ of vvrenches and a whole 
boxfuli of specii.JI tools, some of which ere for par tic
ular vehicles. CarpP:ltry wilt require ;mother· who!e 
group: planes, chisels, etc. Elf:CTriCill and ~~:umiJ;n~_i 
still more. Our rut'; of thumb rs 1f we rwed to borrow 
a common too! more than once, we buv onE. 

Fleamarkets are a good place to took tu: cxDensr·d~ 
items like vises or anvils .:\lJsolutely the best IJiace 
to get a whole mess of tools at once is to keep JIE:rt 
for a widow selling off her deceased husband's retire 
ment shop. Another ptaci' to !oak is a\lctions. !Jut 
you'd better know what you're doing. '{ou '~hoL,icl 
shop around Recen-.-!y 1n the Bay .-"\rt>a, ·,·ve were 
quoted prices vary!f'1g 50< o;o ::l too! '''',o: /IC~''~t'd I if 
you want to buy a bunch al! at once, ivvhi,_;h ;nakes 
sense these days of inflation - tools are a good 

9 



What do  do   little voice that whispers.
 you might need  someday!” Well, it’s

 you’ll be  rhem   but
Sears is only the tip of  iceberg.   

 a      On the
other hand, if  does      of 
that greatly  your  such as a 

 rig. Another way to   for a   buy a
Set  tools for working on one particular item. 

 old Chevy 6  and  everyone in the
group that needs a   one that uses that
engine and hence those  and  consequent
parts pile.     here. There

 be  56 Chevy pickups and flatbeds
 30 miles.1 Some   known for

specialties: “the    fix
tractors.” Those  and  pool
their resources    set  expensive heavy duty

     You have to  pretty



BIR~HEADS (Sornet<rllf!S ca !ed "Parrot" 

If VUG do ;1 lOt Of W()l"i( \Nl til il '<W\' 'Nift', thPSt' dff' 

ju~t the t!1inq Cernpouncllt·'oero let yo,J sr•rp 
tnrough mo:t \/\!'·"' !;ke rt Wii•'l t lh;~•e. i\J,y,r• :ll;!k,!S 

wo•·krng c~verl,-!iid ec='·"· 

4 F-:_)QT RUL.E!-1 

If vou wor·k \·"villi r,ly·,v·-~·-hl ur lx8 
ct th~s" vvr·' -;ave ·,_·ou 'ub ut · .,,, 
Somf! r>wN p!vwcoc: ·o:t ~ ~:HJ ,qcJd:·el 1 

c;!wav~- BPSi ··Jier·. ''dV{; L'IC'>'Ii r ll'"i'· 

')IH• 

Steel or· f,her·~Jias 
but the heads don't 
sh1 rnks th·:! nandie. 

rwt IJe ,-;~ c;eS\IWIIC Ch I.VOOd, 

r;lf ·:-;her> dry wtcather 
\!:o;ent narl f'UIIrng vvon'1 iJre,1k 

them ettile~ Pro dfr.'RI"'ter~ don'1 'rkP then1, c 1a,rr-
ing thaT ;hcv e;-.e;;~uCJirv 111J.;re elbov·1s rf uo"rj 
everv rJdV. 

~ne!iow w rnJk•} ihi~; work, e•;pccral!y ,f th~rc: !Sa htgh 
iUrnover of peopiG But this rs a wowtrHJ trend. Jnd 
we think J good one. It It: ads to barter ami lessens 
the need for ciupitCdlt' seL uf spec tal ty t"qui~Jrnent 

Our shop tS k1'0· .. vr, for i1 s vei-sJtlllty. It's portable, 
everything t1ts a 4x5 U-Haul trailer In bee11 'Jet up 
in ten different places irl 5',~ ye,w. The tuols were 
chosen for quality and versdtrl;ty With ·ver:;ati!ity 
goes a handy abil1ty to wur k 111 harmorw with other 
tools, enhanc!ng aii For ex~1mple, with the dri!ls 
and vtses we have, 'Ne can drill a hole at any angle in 
just about anvthing The combination:, allow us to 
easily mass-produce par!s like dome struts or lnkle
loom frames. This gives a nice potential fo1· milking 

VISEGRIPS 
Buy these hy the genun1e n,Jme V1set;r ,p T!•ev 
come rn an cHray of srzes .md 1c1w ~hdpPs .r1L.J''''Ih1 
you tu qrd!J what you see 1.\'rth d qr;p q,-,_,r>g enou~il> 
to uush things H,lndy tor u,-.durng old ;usty 
machrnes. Jnd dS .1 ponah•e vrce iu< 'Nt~lc!rn>J. t-t•-

'BERNA.ROS" 

F'lr._;r-~ whose J<lW., wcnk j)CJ•dl!t'· rthPrc'':. ,! tl;\1-, ·N:n• 
cutti'r tool VVe ott~·~ U>t-> ;hesP rn lldrrc; tr)T 1'"-' ·:trn,r 
,lnd shaorng Sllldll piH~o and qlaso bn:,1kr·1q Uur 
rllOSt o;llered rtem 100, l'l.'e'v·~ 'ost ,_i ciO?<-;r_;- p.'l'~O 
I c~"'' see ,.-vhy 

muney as well as grt>atiy easirHJ ta~;ks that miqh1 be as 
ba•J as vvorktnq in Detro;\. Ver~clti!rty also means 
1weding fevver !Ools vvhich means less monev lJUt, less 
space for storage, and less tools to keep track ul 

For many people, the biggest problem w:th \(JOis ~~ 

keeping them together. That was our problem too 
for awhile, especially at Pacific High School where 
there 1.-vere aiwavs a number of young people who 
drdn't yet see tha! tools ar2 in i.l d:fferer;l cdLt;qurv 

than other possessions. Our answer has ilee11 ro take 
the time to try and give people a good feeiing about 
tools be1ng extensions of their own hands, and that 

tools are the means to getting good shelter and ott<er 
desirable resu!ts. A French poet (whose name I 

11 
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regrettably can’t remember1 said, “Hammers spend a
lot of time sleeping.  We like to see the  at
work. We show people how to  the  and
encourage  to in turn show still others how.
Having good tools in the hand. together with that
tasty feeling that comes from teaching somebody else.
gives the tool borrowers a respect for the whole bit.

We also have  the  marked with a colored
stripe. This not only reduces  on job sites
where lots of people’s tools are at work. but it makes
it easy for  of good heart to  strays. We
put out the word: “Bring a blue stripe tool to break-
fast” and  round ‘em up. We  ask that tools
be brought back at sundown  needed that night.
There’s a place to bring them back  This is essential.
A casual pig-pen   can’t keep its tools because
there “isn’t any there, there.” As an  we



 our    toolbox 
bought a      for 

    chest   see in
big  shops,     by function
and labeled   The     
easily looked  and selected   as  
to bed. To    we found  
chest  a drastic increase in  number of 
being used and a      

 that we  using   tools  The
neat storage made  easy     missing, 

   back much   
before anyway. The  be lacked to 
unannounced     a 
The   has   under  poor risk

  and  We’ve 
lost about  worth  tools in 7  
this   to yer  heavy or “high 

 about things.  you wondered, we
     d idn’ t  work,  and

   that’s tried it has made it work
  it is nice  see  those tools 

   been necessary to sentence anyone to being
tool crib  either. We’ll  that it 
some  to develop  a 

 it  be done,  ‘The tools spend a
  time sleeping ton.

 a   raise your   
  in some  new 

in your  As with  mysterious-appearing
phenomena, a  of   clears things up
and  wonder what had been  keeping

 from doing  own  and 
   takes is a    view.

I’ve remarked  tools are extensions of your hands.



No mystery there; a hammer is  a hard fist; a
screwdriver, a tough fingernail. But hands usually
operate according to instructions from head, so it
can also be said that tools are an extension of 

 Looked at this way, the big (expensive)
mechanic’s cabinet with all the tools of similar
function stored together with high visibility becomes
even easier to justify. I find it is effective to store
the tools by function rather than by  because
this is the most useful way to think of the best tool
when you are selecting. Hitters, grabbers, slashers,
abraders  regardless of what they are called, are
there in their places. You take your pick. Often,

 looking at them will give you a better idea not
only of what tool to use. but how to do the job or
how to design the object. That’s a big advantage of
the neat toolbox.  the tools are “somewhere out
on the back porch or maybe in the back seat of the
VW” then your mind is deflected from creative
thinking into a hunting mode, and the aggravation
can easily cause you to lose your ability to get
things done.

Easily accessible, functionally sorted tools also give
 a ready familiarity with the tools you have.

This has  effects. First is that as you  to know
your tools, you gain the easy fluid motions that go
with using them. You’re not afraid of them any more.
though respect is increased. This makes you able to
work faster with less fatigue  as good form in
sports often makes a big difference. It makes you
safe: too. Safety is also enhanced by having the tools
where you can easily inspect them for condition,
sharpness and  We have found that Safety is
largely a matter of attitude. The closer tools are to
being a working extension of your mind, the safer
you’ll be. Self-preservation.

The second effect is that  get to “know” all the
tools you own without having to consciously think
about it. This makes it simple to round  strays.
of course. and it’s easier to see where there are
annoying gaps in your capabilities  don’t have
a lightweight mallet”). More importantly, you begin
to think in terms of the tools you have. The even-
tual result is that you and your entire toolbox and
shop become a big, complex tool with many possi-
bilities. You begin to sense what You can do to-
gether.  tools with overall flexibility of
purpose in mind, keeps you from falling into the trap
of building a one-function capability with accom-
panying tendency to conservatively fossilize your
creativity. This tendency is strengthened as the value
of the tools rises, which is the main reason society
doesn’t get fast response to its changing needs from
large corporations who have sunk enormous capital
into shops that make that only. Like fat cars. Once
in that position, it’s  to evolve at all, let alone
without damage or drastic change of form.

So you begin to build  tool capability into the
 YOU think about making things. As anyone
 makes lots of stuff will tell you, the tools soon

become sort of an automatic part of the design pro-
ms. Beginners worry too much about skill and
safety. rather like new drivers worry most about

jerking the clutch  learning to drive a stick shift.
It doesn’t take long before more serious aspects take
over. and the manipulation problems fade  But
tools can’t become part of your design process if you
don’t know what is available and what the various
tools do. In addition to buying tools that  find use-
ful, I spend some time reading catalogs so as to be-
come familiar with tools that I can’t afford or don’t
need at the time. Tool catalogs such as 
(CATALOG   are rather like my cabinet in
appearance so  find it painless to sort of automatic-
ally file the information away in the back room
somewhere.  dictionaries, especially of older
tools, are helpful too.

Some oi  are saving about now, “Who wants to
get into it  far anyway?” Friends, there are
advantages. Obviously. making or repairing things
yourself can save  money and time. Well, 
it isn’t so obvious. Example: next time your car
breaks down, find out how many hours it will
likely take to fix it. You don’t have the time, right?
OK, how many hours will you have to work at some
job so you can pay that mechanic? For many of

 the hours  have to work to pay the mechanic
will be more than the job would take if you did it
yourself. Moreover,  don’t have to pay your-
self, and the  can be done to your standards and
at your convenience. If  don’t have the skills or
the tools, that’s what we’re talking about! Doing it
yourself can free  from certain dependencies

that you may find smothering. What if the 
hour plumber can’t come until next Friday? Repair-
ing pipes is relatively easy. Once  learn how, you
not only avoid  at someone’s mercy, you have
a skill that can help friends or make money for you.
How-to books  tools, in case you haven’t guessed.

Another advantage of having some tools that you
know how to use, is that as you get an easy. facile



familiarity  them,  begin to yet a better 
of the ergonomics of other  that 
use or make. (Ergonomics  man-machine inter-
face; how the steering wheel feels in the hand anti
how it tells you what’s  to the  the
wrist-breaking poor feel of eggbeaters; the 

 feel of a good rifle). Poor ergonomics is one
of the main reasons behind the recent public dis-
enchantment with technology. Things are made with
the  of the machine in mind instead of

 human user.   is hardware that is hard
to hold, too cold or too  to repair, easy
to lose or lose control of. easily broken. etc., etc.,
etc. The machine is in control of  instead of the
other way around. You can do better, ves? Most
highly evolved  quality tools are ergonomically
good. (Rifles are  You peaceable types can
put down your neck hairs, it was only an example.)
So without having to take a course in the subject,

 can gain   feel of what is satisfying.
As with most problems   us  technology,
ergonomic  are  best solved not with
more technology but with clear thought and a better-
informed intuition,

An informed tool intuition works best if it’s aug-
mented by an informed materials and processes
intuition. For instance, if  don’t know anything
about foundry work (casting). it’s unlikely that 
will  up with ideas that require it. Often. this

 (ignore-axe! is easily remedied. A bit of
inquiry may  show that what  had considered
a black art is actually not one at all. Bronze and
aluminum castings, for instance, are made every day
in hiyh school art departments  unskilled students
using scrap metals from auto wrecking yards. 
way. things take a form dictated by the possibilities
inherent in the material to be used and the tools that
can shape it, and the ideas in the head of the worker.
It follows that the more  read. and snoop around
and experiment and practice, the easier it will all
come and the more independent  can be.
Freedom rising.

The ultimate is to make  own tools. Tools
fitted intimately to you  you. What could be
niftier? Blacksmiths are really into that. A 
example is found in the books by Alexander 

   But tools need not be limited to



the shop How about    own personal
 paddle? Or   left-handed kitchen

 You  modify existing tools too. For
 when we needed to make  diameter

 for a small production run of giant 
 hand pumps, we reversed the bit in  hole

 so it made discs instead. The pistons  then
 and   from heavy plywood with

 great  in time and material compared to
 them  a lathe that we would have had to

borrow. Making the big pump’s leather “piston
ring” seals proved to be easy after we spent some
time talking tocraftsmen in a sandal shop. With
their advice,  soaked heavy leather discs in Mink
Oil and then pressed them into the desired shape
with a matched male and female die rammed by our
vise. The dies were made on a bandsaw modified

with a simple homemade attachment that enabled
us to   round holes with good accuracy
That attachment was also used to make the next
batch of pistons, as it proved faster than the 
maker on the drill press. Tools making tools
making tools.

I can hear some of you saying “small production
run! Yuk.  Unless  are an artist. and maybe

 then. you will  or later need a bunch of
things  alike. Even with only the most basic tools,

 can mass-produce things. The precision and
complexity of the produced parts is somewhat
dependent upon the  and quality of
your  bank. another   intelligently gather
good stuff. Large scale mass-production tends to



ABRADER DEPARTMENT. Spring  filer

ASSORTED  DEPARTMENT.
      was a way

enslave both the workers and the customers. The
workers are used  if they were machines. The huge
capital outlay for the factory means that there must
be a huge and relatively steady demand. This 
turn means heavy manipulation of public “desires”
and almost always involves politics and coercion.

  production, though, can mean a great
reduction in drudgery as well as interesting 

 in barter. By means of jigs and other
simple  that you can figure  yourself,
you can be freed from having to measure each
part. Hold the piece of wood against the  and
hit it with the drill and all the holes will be in
exactly the same place in each 

We’ve mass-produced thousands of dome struts
and parts for conventional  We’ve
also produced simple looms and the aforemen-
tioned pumps (which we bartered for a fleet of
rafts and got into the whitewater river running
business!. solar collector parts, signs (during an 
freeway fight), toys. boxes. electronic parts, 
forms, fence rails, adobe blocks, tents, shelving.
lighting systems, and model parts.  name but a
few. The ability to get on a small production run
frees you from dependence on larger less efficient
manufacturers. their prices, specifications and

 It  be  rather    if it 
go on for  long. “Shop Yoga,” we sometimes
call it.

And it can be done without 
 equipment if you take the time to think

 all  first. The thinking is the most powerful
part. You can actually change some things out
there! Maybe not in a big way. but certainly at
a scale that you can understand. You will find
that as you work,  understanding of tech-
nology will increase a bit, and  fears based
on ignorance will decrease. (Your fears based on
newfound understanding might well increase, but
that’s another paper.)  a modest way, you can
combat the “machines taking over” by having
better control of the technology  live with.
It’s a good feeling. And it’s free. .
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From ltaly comes this Ferrari 
Model 72, their largest walk
behif'd modeL The only 
rota-tillers in the world to 
b9 powered by a!r-cooled 
diesel engines, this one uses 
a Lombardini 14 hp diesel. 
One handy feature is that 
the handle pivots 180°, allowing you to remove the tiller 
and attach other implements to the PTO- the machine 
then runs backwards. Pictmed on the top with a tiller; 
on the bottom in reversed position with a sickle-bar. The 
machine costs $2,930.00 and includes r.:>to-tiller; sickle
bar is $700elpra. (F~rrsri, 6104 Avenida Encinas, 
Carlsbad, CA '92008.) 

Also fmm Italy is this Goldoni Model 224. It has 27 hp and 
costs about $5,000.00. (Smallest engine is 21 hp, largest is 
4Z) Air-cooled diesel engine (2 cylinders, 4 -cycle). 4-wheel 
drive. ontv 31" -44" wide {depending on tires), and articu· 
lated in the middle -see photo - fo; tight turning. 

Lamborgh1ni has a complete line of 4-wheel drive tractors, 
the smallest of which is the Model 235, with 38 hp. We 
don't know who is currently distributing these. 

As far as I could learn, no American tractor manufacturer 
uses air-cooled diesel engines; yet several European companies 
do, and have for many years. The first one was built in 
Germanv in 1942. One salesman told me that high mineral 
content in European water, and poor quality water, was hard 
on water-cooled engines, and was a big factor in developing 
air-cooled diesels. Their main advantages seem to be: 

a simpler engine, cheaper to build and easier to 
maintain. No radiator or water circulating system 
!lighter weight), no rust or freeze-ups. 

works in a wider range ot temperatures; w1ll start 
at -30°and will run cooler in hot weather than 
water-cooled diesels. 

faster warm-ups. Ready to go under a full load in 
5 minutes, instead of the 20-30 minutes it rakes a 
water-cooled diesel to warm-up. This, plus the fact 
that there is no cooling fan to pull, means less fuel 
consumption. 

cleaner exhaust and lower noise level than gasoline 
engines. 

When I asked the salesmen for America;; tractors what was 
wrong with the air-cooled diesel engines. their main objections 
were that it was an easier engine for an inexperienced operator 
to ruin. For one thing, the engine can burn up if dust and 
straw clog up tt.e air cifculation; this is less likely to happen 
with a sealed water-cooled system. And since an air-cooled 
engine has a wider range of operating temperatures, and must 
be built with greater tolerances in the engine, things teod to 
knock around a bit when it's cold. Running any kind of 
engine too hard when it is cold will shorten its life, but this 
seems especially true of the air-cooled diesel. 

Kubota, from Japan, makes a full line of 4-wheel drive water
cooled diesel tractors. Pictured is the Model B6000C, which 
with 12.5 hp is the smallest 4-wheel drive tractor curreotly 
on the American market. It costs $3,500. (Kubota 
Tractor" Corp., 300 West Carbo St., Compton, CA 90220.) 

One way or another. American farmers will probably be 
seeing more Japcmese tractors. For example, the small Ford 
farm tractors I the 1000 series) are all made by Ford of Japan. 
Two other Japanese tractor makers were at the Tulare show, 
both with small tractors. They are: the Yanmar (water· 
cooled diesels, write to: Gearmore Inc., 1300 66th St .• 
Emeryville. CA 94608). and the Satoh (gasoline, write to 
the National Equipment Distributors Association. P.O. Box 
5025, Rich monel, VA 23220, for the nearest dealer.) • 
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A patent 

BY STEVE BAER

The Double Bubble Wheel Engine 

To understand the invention It is best to first understand its 
elt~ments. Figure 1 shews a ring of 6 divers. The water level 
is indicated, Tlot:: ports on top of each diver nre open - the 
ring is horizontal and the water reaches the same level in 
each diver. lt the ring is slowly rotated the water remains 
at essentially the same level in each diver. In Figure 2, the 
ring is shown tilted. The water has shifted to a new level, 
almost filling some of the divers at the low side and almost 
absent from the divers at the high side. ff the ring is 
rotated in this position water alternately fills and ernpt1es 
\ru:!ivid:ual d\v-ars. Fm mstaoce as Ui\fef No. 1 moves towards 
the position of No.3, lt fills with water and as it continues 
on past the position of No. 3, it empties. The open ports 
allow air to enter as a diver empties and air to !eave as a 
dl'ler til:s. 

The ring is returned to the position of Figure I and cvrks are 
insett~d into the ports preventing air 'hom ente;ing m leaving. 
FiRure 3 shows the ring again tilted on its side. This time rhe 
wate~ Is at many different levels. The air captured in the 
lower divers prevents all the water from running into the 
lower divers. The size of the air bubbles in each diver may 
be approximately the same. The lower bubbles are somewhat 
smaller since the density of 1\ql)id mutt!p(led by th~ dtfference 
in elevation betvveen the level in diver No. 1 and No, 4 now 
cornpr€sses No. 4. 

lt the ring is rotated in this position there is a slight flow of 
1Mlter into the divers as: they sink and out of the divers as 
they rist~. The r'i'!agnitude is a function of the ring diameter, 
fluid dans\w, and gas pressure in the bubbtes. 

In "Gravity Engines and rhe Diving Engine" Baer 
spelled out tha principles of a simple two·diver gas/ 
liquid engine in the Summer '14 CQ. A month or so 
later The New Scientist ran a big article on a similiu, 
if cruder, engine developed by British scientists. 
Neither went beyond models into application. This 
new diving engine of Baer's may be closer to making 
chat stft!}. 

Steve Baer is the head of Zomeworks in Al/xlquerque. 
New Mexico, which designs and manufactures such 
advanced soft technology as Skvfids, Beadwa/1, Zomes, 
and working solar buildings, Baer'!i books include 
Zome Primer and Sunspots. 

-SB 

disclosure 

In F'igure 4 two rings are placed on the same vertical axis, 
Diver No. 1 above diver No. 7, Their ports are now connected 
by a tube so that an air passageway exists between No. 1 and 
No.7, but No. 1 and No. 7 are not connected to the outside 
atmosphere. Similarly for No.2 and B, 3 and 9, etc. 

If the pair of so-connected rings is tilted as in Figure 5, the 
water assumes levels similar to the situation in Figure 3. but 
the relative liquid levels in the top ring are essentially the 
same as in the bottom ring. The gas pressure resisting the 
inflow of the water is the same in No.1 as •n No.7. 

When the pair of rings is rotated there is a compr>?Ssion of the 
gas and inflow of liquid .at the bottom of the cycle ~similar 
to ~hat described in Figure .1. The resemblance of Figures S 
:md 3 1S true only so long as the connected divers are in tM 
same angular position on the ax~e. 

Figure 6 shows the two rings with the relative positions 
rotated 60° lower than No. 1. The water levels in No. 1 
and No. 7 were identical. As No. 7 is lowefed the pressur& 
from the liquid increases and the bubble rises through the 
tube into diver No. 1 leaving diver No. 7 largely filled with 
liquid and diver No. llargely fil!ed with air. Rotating the 
pair· of -so-attached dogs cau~ the air bubbles to mova 
always towards the relatively highet" of me connected divars 
-conseQuently the air is equally divia,1d betMSn the two 
connected divers every 18cf" as they come to the top and 
bottom position and is largely held by each diver for a 
period once every 360". If the two rings are at the same 
temperature, there is very little resistance to turning in either 
direction because if the two rings are at the same tempera
ture, the bubbles. descendi11g in one ring are the same size 
as the bubbles ascending in the other ring and there is no 
resulting turning force. 

However if one of the rings is warmer than the other, the 
bubbles in tOe warm divers tend to sxp::md more than the 
bubbles in the cold divers, with: a resulting turning force 
that rotates the pair of rings such that the vvarm bubbles 
rise and the cold bubbles sink. 

Patent Sumr1ary 

The invention is a device for converting thermat energy into 
mechanical energy. Pairs of chambers (divers), one hot and 
one cold are connected with an intermediate regenerator so 
that a bubble of gas may pass from hot diver to cold diver 
through the regenerator, The divers are arranged about an 
axle so that as the engine turns the bubbles pass from hot 

30 First appeared Spring, 1977. 
Updated Spring, 1978. 



to cold to hot divers. The alternating expHnsion and con· 
traction of the bubbles keeps the majority 01 liquid always 
on one side of the axle. The imbalance causes the engin:: 
to turn in a gravitational or centrifugal field. The cycle that 
powers the engine depends on the liquid, or liquids in the 
engine and the gas or gases in the bubble. A liquid with a 
relatively low vapor pressure, such as a low viscosity oil, 
and a high pressure bubble of a gas different than the vapor 
of the liquid, such as air, causes a cycle similar to that of a 
Stirling engine. A liquid with a relatively high vapor pressUI '", 
such as water, and a relatively low pressure of gas different 
than the vapor of the liquid, such as air, causes a cycle like 
that of a Rankine engine. 

One object of the invention is to build a device that can 
economically use a variety of heat sources, such as burning 
fuel, solar energy, or waste heat from other applications. 
Another objective of the invention is to build a device that 
moves as one part, but which is capable of collecting and 
storing heat and co!d for its own operation. A further 
objective of the invention is to build a device that can easily 
be used as a heat pump or refrigerator. It is obvious that the 
engine, or multiples of the engine, can be arranged so that 
they spin about their own axes. They rotate the arrangement 
about an external axis so as to create a centrifug;;tl field to 
increase the power output. 

Comments 

The problem with these engines is their relatively low power 
compared with their volume and weight. (See Stirling Cycle 
Machines, G. Walker. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1973.) ihe 
engine shown in the photograph weighs about 80 lbs. and yet 
we have only coaxed about 1/3 of a watt from it. This is the 
first engine built and I believe we can increase the power to 
weight ratio. The first version had the rings connecting the 
divers made of 3/4" copper pipe. The small pipe restr:cted 
the flow of water from diver to diver and the engine ex· 
hausted itself by fluid friction at a very low r.p.m. {more•] 
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We have not tried this yet. The power can be taken from 
the rotating assembly, which enjoys perhaps 10 to 100 
or even more G's. The do:tble b1~bble wheel is simply a 
rotatiJJg divitlg engine with rmly onf:' mrwhg part. S~mspots 
has a chapter on these - a slightly altered version of the 
article from the Summer '74 CQ. Once you have started 
playing with hot and cold liquids and bubbles it's hard to 
believe that there aren't simple engines rtady to provide 
mechanical energy or to be run in reverse as heat pumps. 
It seems the double bubble wheel may be an answer. 

ZOMEWORKS' PRODUCTS 
Breadbox solar water heater 
Zomeworks does it again. A solar water heater that needs no 
ncoi/ector". Steve Baer writes, "We have done a great deal of 
work on this kind of water heater and feel it is a good system 
for someone to build himself. They are bulky and heavy and 
are not very suitable for shop production and sale, but the 
simple construction methods make them right for backyard 
construction." Basically, tile heater is a black water tank in 
an insulated box equipped with two glass walls t') admit sun· 
light, and two insulated lids that reflect sun into the box 
during the day and close to keep in the heat at night. The 
plans are big, clear, and hand drawn in Steve's own inimitable 
style. 

Breadbox Water Heater Plans 

$2.50 postpaid 
from: 
Zomeworks 
Box 712 
Albuquerque, NM 87103 
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!f "fOU tet a doubte bubble whee\ run without load, it reach-a& 
terminal velocitY when all the energy is used to move liquid 
from diver t0 diver and gas from dtver to diver. In the first 
verston ~which my son Jose and I got going on Saturday 
afternoon, 18 December, the terminal velocitv~with cold 
divers at 60"' F and hot divers at 125" F was about 3 r.p.m. 
and the power output was about 1.75 ft. lbs./min. Ten days 
later, after enlarging the rings from 3/4" to 2" pipe, en
larging the air hose from 5/16" to 1/2" and shoving Tuffy 
scouring pads up into the ends of the hot divers for heat 
exchangers, we got 17 r.p.m. and 15ft. lbs./min. with 
60°tO 134° F. 

Ther2 1s great promise in enlarging the flow channels and 
divers. If you double the diameter of all the tubes in the 
engine, you not only increase the volume by 4, but you cut 
the head needed to move the water at the s'3me velocity. 
Double the pipe diameter and the head is cut about in half 
for the same fluid ·,elocity. l he gases do better as the tubes 
get larger, but not quite so dramatically as the l'tquids. 

It seems to be a matter of doing a number of experiments 
to confirm the advantages of changing scale. I don't know 
whether~ have the design for an insect which we are trying 
to build the size oi a dog or whether we have the des1gn ior 
a dog which we are trying to build the size of an insect. I 
suspect it is the latter. 

The engine can have a low power density and still be useful. 
Even if it ran 24 hours a da.y to convert only 5% of the sun· 
light incident upon its hot divers into mechanical power, 
the engine would have a place as a water pump. The large 
volumes of water ir~ the hot and cold divers mean that the 
same parts can act as collectors, cylinders, flywheel and 
heat storage. A cold clear night can be useful to the engine 
.since as the temperature of the cold divers sinks, the 
power increases. 

A promising way to increase the power output which Bill 
Mmgenbach has been po'nting to as the ultimate goal ior 
all the gravity engines we have worked on these last years
is to have the engine supercharge itself by creating its own 
field. In the case of the double bubble wheel this is easy to 
design. Two or more wheels spin themselves rapidly about 
an e:<ternal axis as they themselves spin slowly about their 
own axis. • 
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BY FRED GARDNER

FIRST HEARD  the metal  Bob Trupin,
an a-physicist making his living es a carpenter in San
Francisco.  was wildly enthusiastic, and hearing
his story about a wire  contracted with greet force
when heated, I suspected he might have fallen for
some Uri  bullshit. That would have been very
unlike Trupin, but  collapse of your society does
funny things to people.

In the kitchen he proceeded to  dipped
into a glass of cool water a Nitinol wire bends easily
in your fingers. Transferred to a  of hot water it
springs back to the straight position with remarkable
force. It is an  phenomenon, and there is
simply no conveying its impact.

Nor is there a definitive explanation of the solid-state
phase transformation that Nitinol undergoes when
heated. Despite its seemingly unique properties, it
has been studied in depth by only a few scientists 
not used much in industry.

Nitinol is an alloy of  abundant metals, nickel
(53% to  and titanium. It was developed in
1958 et the Naval Ordnance Laboratory  hence Ni.

 and N.O.L. It is a strong. heat-resistant, lackluster
gray metal. The Navy was more interested in its
corrosion-resistant properties than in its “shape mem-
ory” (the ability of certain metals to resume their
original shape after being deformed). A guitar string
has a memory: bend it into a U-shaped loop and it
will snap back when you release it. What’s special
about Nitinol is that it bends in response to a very
small reduction in heat and  to spring

beck until it is reheated. It also contracts when
heated and stretches when cooled. A hypothetical
explanation is that in the heated  its molecules
are locked into a lattice arrangement, whereas in the

cool state they rearrange themselves along more paral-
lel planes that make for easy slippage.

The Navy toyed  the idea of using Nitinol to
 satellite antennas (they pay off in military ap-

plications) but eventually lost interest in it. The Air
Force uses Nitinol fasteners to couple structural
members on bombers. The Edmund Scientific Com-
pany used to sell a  novelty item called the

 experimenter’s kit” but dropped it almost 5
years ego. Suffice it to say that for many years 
its discovery, nobody took Nitinol very seriously.

Until  Banks got his hands on some in 1973.

Banks   inventor and musician em-
ployed es a technician et the Lawrence Laboratory in
Berkeley. For  time he had been trying. on his
own. to develop a solar-powered steam engine. He
had reluctantly concluded that solar energy was too
diffuse to convert  into steam economically.
But he knew that inexpensive solar collectors could
provide ample hot water. The  question was:
how do you get mechanical work  of hot water?

It was at this point that a co-worker, Pete 
gave Banks his own untested  experimenter’s
kit. Not having a torch on hand to heat the wire
cherry red. Banks decided to dip a piece into a coffee

 “Here is a discovery I have not made,” he later
wrote. ‘How to describe in words what it feels like
to have an inanimate piece of metal suddenly 
alive in your hand. The force and speed of the nitinol
shape-memory response can  measured, of course.
but it has to be felt to be believed.” Banks felt he
had come upon  material that would make a roof.
top heat  feasible. Or one that could run on
the industrial wastes being poured into rivers and



streams  the form of “heat   
temperature  within the ocean. By vary-

  percentages   and   
 the   at which 

producer mechanical work from -150” to  C.

But   shared by the men 
control the money. He recalls that along his 
raising  “No one  me? had ever heard of nitinol,

 few were slow to point  its potential 
 They all mentioned the  of efficiency

and future  competitiveness.” He couldn’t
answer the  question because the most basic
studies of  physical characteristics hadn’t

 undertaken. And he couldn’t talk about its
economic  before even a prototype
engine existed. He was in a bind.

Eventually    
 some money from his own heavy-ion research

project to enable Banks and machinist “Hap”
Hagopian to build a prototype engine. It consisted
of a horizontal wheel. about 12 inches in diameter,
attached to the  of a  shaft. From each
of the 20spokes dangled a   loop of
nitinol.  illustration.) The Banksengine produces
work when the wheel is lowered into a round 

 into semicircles of hot and cold water. As the
nitinol loops hit the hot water they straighten 
creating a  motion along the spokes, The
wheel  turning and gets up to a rate of 
70 R P M .

 and Hagopian  their device at the
 Lab on August 8, 1973, It ran without an

adjustment or a  An enthusiastic observer.
Nobel  Dr. Edwin  scribbled the
first output calculations on a Kleenex box as the
engine lifted a  hammer off  floor. (Today,
after some  million rotations. the engine is as 

   generating about half a 

Having built a successful prototype. Banks sought a
 grant from the  Science Founda-

tion to do fundamental  on  and to build
several small engines testing its properties. Eventually
the NSF pledged   but there  
catches. They wanted to see a 1 to 3 kilowatt engine
produced -a  that could 

 competitive with existing turbines. !A kilo-
watt is enough power  run a home air conditioner

 ten  bulbs.) The second catch was that
Banks couldn’t direct   project. He was  mere
technician. and  rules stipulate that only 

 heads, senior  and university faculty
members can take financial responsibility for a
research program. The formal -and as it turned 
actual  leadership of the engine-building project
went to H. Paul  head of the mechanical
engineering department.

 and his  Jack  designed an
elaborate “test-bed” engine that they hoped would
give the NSF its  of work.  illustration.1
The gist of it is that  non-parallel  plates”



are connected by  nitinol wires
strung in tension. The wobble plates are connected
by a synchronizing shaft so that they turn together.
Any  corresponding points on the plates will get
closer through half their cycle of rotation, and further
apart through the other half. During the top 1804
the wires are sprayed with hot water. causing them
to shorten and pul! the plates around. The  then
descend into a cold bath and relax.

Unfortunately the test bed engine has not produced
good initial results. Stringing the wires in 
resulted in their going slack after relatively few 

 Banks, who has hopes that adjustments can
salvage the thing, comments “perhaps not enough
allowance was made for  the  to do.”

More promising results have been achieved  another
inventor working at the Lab, Dave Johnson. who 

 a Small fraction of the NSF money to develop
a continuous-band engine. In the Johnson engine

 there are two drive  of unequal
size on a single shaft  rotating with the same
angular velocity. A continuous coil of nitinol makes
a figure-8 path from the larger of the drive pulleys to
an idler pulley in  water, and back to the larger
drive pulley. The section of nitinol wire connecting
the larger drive pulley to the smaller one (via the hot

 is trying to contract. As it does so it pulls with
equal force on the two of them; but since they are
different  size. a difference in torque is created.
(The wire stretched around the top half of the larger
drive pulley shrinks enough in the hot bath to fit over
the  one.) The continuous movement of the
wires  the system of pulleys leads to a work out-
put as high as 2.2 watts along the shaft.

Johnson is  weaving a belt of nitinol wires 
a simple way of making hisengine more powerful.

  model consists of horizontally arrayed 
 it incorporates tubes between  hot and cold

sides that facilitate heat exchange between the 
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heated and to-be-cooled sections of wire es they head
in opposite directions.

 problem Johnson has yet to overcome: the
electron-beam welds that connect a length of nitinol
wire into a continuous loop tend to break. This
might be  if Johnson could obtain
nitinol  had been annealed in an O-shaped ingot.
But the only company that makes the alloy, the
Titanium Metals Corporation of America, far from
going  greater lengths to meet the inventors’
specifications, wants to phase  of the business
altogether. Nitinol is a minor sidelight of their oper-
ation, and a spokesman for the company says that
aside from the recent spate of  from Bay Area
inventors, there is virtually no demand for it.

Which is a profound mystery to Banks, Johnson and
others who see nitinol es the leading contender in the
solar energy sweepstakes. My friend Bob Trupin
wonders whose interests are served by suppressing
nitinol research? The Arabs? The power companies?
“Isn’t it amazing,” he says. “There’s no money in this
country. despite all the talk about the energy crisis,
for a project that could end our dependency on oil.
They don’t intend to scrap any of their existing

 And there’s no way for the big 
companies to cash in on nitinol.  lends itself to a
small rooftop unit where the sun can heat up a pan of
water.  look at this wire and you see an engine
that’s&. I  small is what they really hate.
Only big is good. ‘Big of you’ has replaced ‘white of
you.’ 

Trupin has decided to give science another whirl.
He’s got a design for  pump that takes advantage of

 ability to contract when heated (with a force
he calculates at 67,000 pounds per square  He

intends to go nowhere near the Lawrence Lab (where
he once worked); nor will he approach the NSF with
his idea. “They’re all stalemated,” he contends.

 and Johnson can’t help but  effected by
the fact that whatever they come up with -when

they’re allowed to  at all they owe to the AEC.
which is the real power behind the Lawrence Lab, not
the University of California. I’m no big advocate of
‘the private sector,’ let alone 
but all the establishment doors seem to  closed.
Whether it’s  oil conspiracy or just office politics,
who knows? The science bureaucrats nowadays all
pay lip service to ‘finding  to fossil fuel’
but deep down  think solar energy is form.
Nitinol especially.”

And that’s where things stand.  great
enthusiasm for nitinol is equaled only by the diffi-
culties he has encountered in getting sponsorship for
his research ideas. Dave Johnson’s conviction that he
has an efficient prototype is tempered by a certain
wariness es to the commercial  of develop-
ing it. The  test-bed has yet to
produce satisfactory results. Most of the creative
thinking about nitinol these days seems to  coming
from drop-out scientists and inventors who have been
passing samples of the metal around smoke-filled
kitchens and  out designs for 
devices. �



Heat Mirror

    which is also transparent
 light It sounds   contradiction in terms.

Such  material would  the  of heat and
yet   be visible. WC have developed 
a  and will be manufacturing it in  
automated ix-tory in   or so for less than 
dollar per square foot.  it  cost less
than conventional opaque insulations. It is  coating,
about one thousand atoms thick, that can bc put onto
any  film. Because the coating is so thin, the
coated  looks  like the uncoated film but the

  is made from and their  are 
  so the coating reflects heat. That is to

say, it reflects thermal or infrared radiation, which is
  light except it has a longer wavelength and

is thus invisible to the eye.

Because infrared radiation is invisible, most people
(including  --  and architects who shouid

 better) don’t realize what  large role radiation
plays in the movement of heat in everyday life. The
recent introduction of infrared cameras is beginning
to stimulate awareness of thermal radiation. If you
could  it, any energy consuming device such as an
oven or  automobile would   and 
cold place, such as an open  or  night sky;
would appear black.

 coating that we have developed reflects thermal
radiation, a property normally possessed only by
polished metal surfaces, and this reflectivity makes
the coating  effective thermal insulation. Even
though the coating is  hundred times thinner than
a piece of paper (which is why it is  cheap) it can
insulate as well as an inch of plastic foam or glass
wool insulation when it is  with a dead air space.
This is   indeed in the  of
dollars,   We call  coating
“Heat Mirror.”

 D A Y  

 s o f t   H e a t  

Cloud Gel. and 

Cloud Gel

 long  WC  imagining things, let’s imagine
 plastic film, one  is perfectly transparent

 indistinguishable    plastic film
 it is heated above   critical 

 which point it turns white  an  white that
 light without absorbing it. Imagine  that

 temperature induced change is thoroughly 
ble; that  soon as the  is cooled  its

 temperature, it becomes transparent again.
  developed such  material   “Cloud

 and are convinced it would also be inexpensive
  It switches from transparent to white

 back again instantaneously over  temperature
 of only three degrees.. This transition 

 can be tuned to any value between  
 adjusting the proportions of its constituents

PASSIVE  AND COOLING WALL



The Cloud Gei is made from plastic molecules which
are    These chains are  in 

 where they thrash about in  tangled 
much like spaghetti   pot of boiling water. Since
the diameter of these chains is much 
than   of light, the light cannot “see”
them anymore than   fish  in  straight

  

line through a sea of  could  indi-
vidual strands.  would  this  
of the  principle. Thus the plastic solution
appears perfectly homogeneous and  to
the eye in spite of  fine  The plastic
chains are dissolved in the  by  of their
attraction for  and roughly  
molecules which  them to form  “cage” much
like the insulation around a wire. As the  is
heated, the chains thrash about with more and more
violence (thank God we can’t hear them) until
finally  temperature is reached at which the cage
is broken and the   are cast off. At

 point, the plastic molecules become insoluble
in the solvent.

Now  interesting thing happens Without the solvent
cage  chains and  repel each other and they
try to reduce the surface  where they are in 
tact. The chains accomplish this by curling from their
extended position up into balls like spaghetti wound
on a fork. Of  the diameter of these balls is
much greater than the diameter of the chains.  fact
the balls are now large enough to deflect our fish (light
particles) from their straight line paths when 
bump into them. This change from extended inter-
woven chains to separate balls is observed on the
macroscopic level as a change from transparent to
opaque white. The light is scattered randomly from
its  line path and the information contained



in the image the light  is lost. When the
solution is cooled, the  process is reversed 
the bails unfold, reacquire their solvent coating, and
the Cloud Gel becomes  again. Gf course
the plastic and solvent molecules are specially 
to  these relationships.

Thermocrete

Now imagine a concrete block, one that can store
twenty times the amount of heat that an ordinary
block can and furthermore without  change in
temperature. How can heat be stored without a
change in temperature? Consider a glass of ice water.
Since the ice and water  the temperature must
be 0°C  the freezing point of water and melting
point of ice. If heat is added to the ice water, the
temperature cannot rise until  the ice has melted.
Similarly, if  is  the temperature cannot
be lowered until  of the water has frozen. A 

 would  this an isothermal situation since large
quantities of heat can be exchanged without attendant
temperature changes. The temperature of the glass of
ice waler is  Now every material has
its own melting point, so if we want to store heat (or

 which is really another way of looking at the
same thing) at some particular temperature, we merely
select a material which melts at that temperature.
Since the changes in molecular structure and 
tion are much greater in the solid-liquid transition

 they are in simply heating  cooling a material,
the  of heat involved are similarly greater.

Unfortunately most material!  when cooled a bit
below their freezing  do no: crystallize 

 liquid unless there  ,  for them
to crystallize around.  is to say, it  easy to make
  grow, but hard to create one from a pure

iiquid  just cooling it. Another problem  
   water, are made from several

components which on freezing can form  variety of
different solids, each with different proportions of
the  These other solids generally store
much  heat and store it at the wrong temperature.
A third problem is that like the ice water, which needs
 glass, these materials  need  container to prevent

things from getting messy. All of these problems 
be solved by incorporating the heat storage material
into the very fine pores in foamed concrete. 
concrete initiates crystal growth by acting as  seed,
it keeps solid and liquid components trom separating
by the fineness of its pore structure which insures
that  sought after compound is formed on freezing,
and the concrete acts  a structural container for the
thermal storage material when it is in its liquid state.

We call this material which we are developing 
 For a room temperature melting point its

main ingredient is calcium chloride, the stuff they
throw on streets to melt ice. We can select  salts
to store heat at many temperatures between 0°C and
100°C. Laboratory samples have  one
thousand freeze-thaw cycles with no measurable loss
in the amount of heat stored. The compressive
strength of  is one thousand pounds per
square inch, approaching  concrete.

Combined

So now we have three new materials  a material
which transmits light but not heat, a material which
transmits light when it is cool and  it when it
is hot, and a  which stores heat and cool
without getting warmer or cooler. So what?

Well! suppose one were to lay a stack  these materials
out  an open   is shown  the first drawing,
what would happen? Assuming it  a sunny day, sun-
shine will pass through the  Mirror and Cloud
Gel  will be absorbed on the  where
it will turn into heat. Since  heat cannot escape
through  Heat Mirror, it  go into  

 where it will melt the heat storage material in
the Thermocrete. We have  trapped and
stored the sunlight.

When all the heat storage material has melted, and
only then, the temperature of the Thermocrete block
will start to rise. If we have set the temperature at
which the Cloud Gel turns from transparent to white
a few degrees above the temperature at which the
Thermocrete melts,  only after the Thermocrete
is completely charged  heat will the Cloud Gel
turn white. Thus the  Gel prevents the sunlight
from overheating the Thermocrete. The Cloud Gel
does not respond to outside temperature changes
because it is insulated from them by the Heat Mirror.
Nor does it respond to sunlight, being activated solely
by temperature. So, during a sunny day, this stack of
materials rises to a temperature in the narrow range



What   night or during  cloudy  
slowly leaks  of the Thermocrete through the Heat
Mirror, and the  slowly  without
cooling.  show  if  
melts   F and the temperature averages 30” F
outside,     two layers of Heat Mirror,
then over    a layer of Thermocrete
oniy  third of  inch thick will    
measure of  good  insulation the  is
and how good     is.

 show  on   
 in  there will   sunlight 

   of  to melt  third, of
 inch  the Thus    
 the grip  the Terrible New England Winter, our

stack of  easily maintains   70” F
day  night by captured and regulated 

 is also useful for  in the 
especially in hot dry  where the nights are
usually   F  when daytime 

    is done  follows. During, the
night  Thcrmocrete is cooled by placing it 

 with the cool night air   natural
convection or fans.   remember our glass of
ice water, you’ll see that the Thermocretc can store

 quantities  just  it can store heat,
and it stores this cool without a temperature change.
This is the beauty of  heat and  by melting
and  Since the Heat Mirror and  Gel
isolate the Thermocrete from the heat and sunlight
of the day, the cool collected and stored during the
night trickles  very slowly during the day. This
“ratchet effect” is useful most of the time  in
hot humid climates, but it won’t work all the time 
the deep south  the summer nights  
above  F. When this happens the 

 freeze.

In summary, these three materials can maintain a
comfortable year round climate by utilizing locally
available and natural (free) energy   sunshine
and  night air. This remarkable winter and
summer  has been borne  by experi-
ments and computer simulations. It is done with no
moving parts except molecules, electrons, and photons,
which don’t wear out, and with materials which are

 cheap. The simplicity and elegance result-
ing from the design of building materials on  molecu-
lar level is reflected in their  effectiveness. Other
climate control systems requiring energy inputs and
active elements will find it difficult to compete with
the combination of these materials in the market place.

Organism

Now we can see where the title of this article 
from and what the viewpoint is that unities these
three materials. It is the biological analogy which

 the direction for their development. The build-
ing is viewed  a one-celled organism whose environ-
ment contains all the necessary nutrients and also

 hostile elements. The   [Heat Mirror
and Cloud Gel) establishes relations between the
inner and  environments in a way such that
the internal environment remains constant while
the external  changes. Using the selective
permeability of its roof  walls the building exhibits

 perhaps the most basic property of
living things.

Well, this discussion has  been very abstract, bu:
how  these materials actually  buildings?
In two sorts of ways. First, they  allow conven-
tional buildings to  local and  rather
than centralized one shot energy sources and thus
greatly reduce the  of running conventional
buildings. The   to everyone  coal, oil
and uranium don’t. Secondly, these materials will
make it possible to build new types of buildings.

In order for these materials to  an 
effect on the real world, they must first find large
and perhaps unimaginative existing markets to
initiate the manufacture and  of the
new materials. Both manufacture and distribution
are subject to the economies of scale, so our
materials will not be cheap until they are popular.
Since new buildings replace old buildings about
every 40 years, there is a large market in reducing
the energy consumed in the heating and cooling
of existing buildings.

Although it has  compared with putting sails on
tugboats, the use of Heat Mirror on all existing
windows would reduce national energy consumption
by  1.2  barrels of oil per day and
save Captain and Mrs. America almost a dollar per
year for each square foot of window they cover
with Heat Mirror. The use of Cloud Gel on 
windows where sunlight increases air conditioning

 would reduce national energy consumption
by roughly  million barrels of oil per day.

Thermocrete could also reduce the amount of fuel
used in heating a building by storing the heat from its
oil burner and then distributing the heat to the 
ing when needed. Since the oil burner need fire only
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once per day, it would not waste fuel getting up to
operating temperature. A four foot cube in the base-
ment next to the oil burner would be large enough
for the average home and would pay for itself in 

 three years. Universally installed, these units
  the U.S. about 1.3 million barrels of oil

per day. On the other hand, much smaller 
 cool  units connected to air conditioners

would allow electric power plants to run at 
While  would not   it would  money
since electric generating stations  not have to be
so large,  they     air conditioning
peak  Adding the effects of all these retrofit
energy conservation measures together, 

  reduce national energy consumption
  i 0%    need for adding nuclear

capacity as fossil  out.

In use

For new construction or for retrofitting of fairly
conventional looking houses with  heating and

 air cooling, we need to turn our stack of
 on end to make the south  of the house.

The second drawing shows such  house. This wall
doe5 many things. It is a load 
element, it collects solar heat and night air cool, it
store5 this heat and cool, and it regulates and dis-
tributes the  of heat and cool. Sir  in new
construction it replaces an ordinary   its
energy processing  are  a
marginal increase in cost. Structure5 using these

 which are thermal models of this type of
 being tested at M.I.T. and Los 

Labs. Their  performance will be put into
computers to predict performance in other climates.
Our materials should also find wide application in
improving the performance and lowering the 
of conventional solar heaters.

Climatic Envelope

But much more interesting than energy conservation
and solar heating is the entirely new kind of 
that can be built using these materials. There include
Climatic Envelopes and  The Biosphere is
a home which feeds, heats, and recycles water and
the wastes of it5 occupants. Its potential social impact

is enormous  it makes work, in the sense of
the nine-to-five job, unnecessary.  is  solar
collecting greenhouse which  be built without our
three materials, but which would benefit greatly by
them. Also based  the  analogy, the
Biosphere was invented by the author in 1969, Since
then the New Alchemists, the  Solar Group,
and the  Group  actually built func-
tioning whole 

The Climatic Envelope is an old concept, but no one
has built one yet because it won’t work without the
three materials. It is simply the stack of materials
from the drawing on page  elaborated into a large
bubble of good weather.  in small spans for
a revised version of the home or In large
spans it can enclose tropical parks or housing 
men!: with no  or cooling   
probably be for covering large commercial buildings
such as sports arenas, shopping centers, university
campuses, etc.,, but they also seem to be the most
practical  to the problems of energy for space
conditioning the city, where any other kind of retro-
fitting seems  The height of large span
envelopes will facilitate natural  by wind
and the chimney effect, but one could not use present
automobiles inside climatic envelopes.

Removing the weather protection and structural
 from the  inside buildings should

produce a corresponding relaxation and 
tion of the internal architecture,  to mention a
great reduction of first and running costs. The main
functions of a home under a climatic  are
visual and audio privacy and pleasing appearance.
These greatly reduced functions are much more within
the realm of  amateur home builder in both skill
and financial resources. Because the shelters inside
the climatic  have such reduced 
they can   of movable partitions and
sound proof   that now occur
inside only for climatic  could take place in
the “open air.” The envelopes  be either one
for each family, separated by berms, or could span
large areas, with families separated by tree5 and fences.

The drawing on page 41 shows a typical Climatic En-
velope. The  is a transparent roof, shaped to
shed snow,  over a hole dug in the  The

 are placed against the walls of the hole in the
form of a horseshoe which is covered with gardens.
Fruit trees and vine arbor5 provide shade. The outer
roof is made from Heat  and Cloud Gel and the
leaves of the  are the absorbing surfacer for
sunlight. Thermal radiation and a big lazy fan circu-
late either heat from the plants (or cool night air when
appropriate) to  tiles which are distributed
throughout the structure.

Suntek

So  in  strokes, is what Suntek   about.
Who  Suntek rnd  did we get together to develop
there interests!  in 1968 while traveling through
New Mexico I met   who has  particular
design esthetic  buildings and had organized a



invented     we were  
   Al this time  

 I      in California
 we      a mechanical

 and   and Beth Sachs, both
    A f t e r

spending     up     
and Beth  to help  National   

 Technology  organized. Mel Hodge, our
   filled  role. His conriderabie talent

and business experience should prove  in
bringing our materials into the real world.

A venture like  would not  today were it
not for the  advice  financial
support of a  group of people whose common

  imagination, a vision of a certain kind
of future, and  in their own 
We     remain  

   translating the philosophy
expressed in this article into reality. We expect 
work   companies -- either existing or

 for the purpose In transferring this new
technology  our research laboratory into produc-
tion and  marketplace. At this point, none of 

 described in this article  yet  for
sale except for Heat  in limited quantities 12
inches in width    prices  it
is being manufactured on   machine. We
would like to   climatic envelope like the one
illustrated. Again,  would be relatively high
because   and materials are experimental. 
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Solar Energy Society
The American Section of the lrtPmati~r::1! Sal&t ~nergy Society 
Inc. soundt pnm-y stuffy, but it's the official name for the 
organization dedicated to making solar energy an increasingly 
important part of our lives. Most solar experimenters and 
others involved in encouraging the use of solar energy are 
members of local chapters as well as the International Solar 
Energy Society (/SES) itself, which is a separate organization. 
If you are interested in getting together with sun workers, the 
local chapter is your best bet. 

!'m finding that much of the solar information that I need 
?fffd use has come to me through the verv lively New Mexico 
Solar Energy Association. As with other chapters, their news· 
letters are full of the very latest experimental data, much of 
it regionally appropriate. The chapter publications often 
bring you information years ahead of formal books. Here's 
a Jist of e.'f.isring chapters and those in the making: 

EXISTING CHAPTERS 
ALABAMA 
Solar Energy Association 
Dr. G.R. Guinn 
c/o University of Alabama 
in Huntsville 

Johnsol! Environmer.tal 
& Energy Studies 

P.O. ••.IX 1247 
Hunts.ille, AL 35807 

ARI'ZONA 
Sol!t~ bnergy Association 
~5~. ·-.tu.,;.;.;-1! Clar!c 
~ec~ ~ -'·Ul'Y /TTeasuter 
:.:· .. 0 . ._:.._;"., 
t:-"":·lt~:t·-"1, ."\Z 86001 

COLORADO 
Solar Er~!.!rgy Association 
Mr. Paul Shippee, President 
c/o Solar Energy Program 
University of Colorado 
1100 14th Str.eet 
Denver, CO 80202 

EASTERN NEW YORK 
Solar Energy Society 
P.O. Box 6181 
Albany, NY 12.205 
(518) 457·4861 

GEORGIA 
Solar Energy Association 
Mr. Des Yawn 
Campus Box 32743 
Georpa Institute 
of Technology 

Atlanta, GA 30332 
METROPOLiTAN 
NEW.YORK 
Solar Energy Assc.ciation 
Mr. Joseph Cuba 
United Engineering Center 
345 East 47th Street 
New York. NY 10017 
MICHIGAN 
Solar Energy Association 
Mr. Edward J. Kelly, Jr. 
201 East Liberty Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
MID-ATLANTIC 
Solar Energy Association 
Mr. Robert T. Bennett 
Department of Arebitectwe 
Graduate School of Fine Arts 
University of Pennsylvania 
PhUadelphia, PA 19104 
NEW ENGLAND 
Solar Ener&Y Associ9.tion 
Mr. John T. Schebly, Jr. 
P.O.·Box 541 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
(802) 254--2386 
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• Membership in the American Section gats you a subscription 
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from the annual meeting_. and several other publications. 
Membership in JSES also includes the bi·monthl}! Technical 
Journal, a quarterly called Sun world, and the International 
Newsletter, also published quarterly. Most sun workers I 
know ue members of both groups. In addition to all this, 
the American Section also offers affiliations with the special 
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AGRICULTURE 
Includes the areas of greenhouses, drying. crop improvements, 
energy plantations. animals, irrigation, and desalination. Con· 
tact: Dr. C. Direlle Baird, Department of Agricultural Sciences, 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611. 

BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY 
Includes the areas of bioconversion, photobiology, photo· 
chemistry, chemical storage, photoelectrolysis, photogal· 
vanics, bio·medical and bio-engineering. Contact: Dr. James 
R. Bolton, Department of Chemistry, University of Western 
Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada N6A3K7. 

ENGINEERING 
Includes areas of solar thermal applications, heating and cool· 
ing, system modeling, thermal storage, heat transfer, t,hermo• 
dynamics, engineering. process heat, and ocean thermal. 
Contact: Dr. J. Richard Williams, Associate Dean of Engineer· 
ing, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332. 

PASSIVE SYSTEMS 
Includes the areas of architecture, energy conservation, 
natural cooling, heat storage, thermal flow control, siting 
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Contact: Dr. J. Douglas Bal"omb, M.S. 571, Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, 
NM 87548. 

PHYSICS 
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state physics, and materia! sciences. Contact: Dr. Karl W. 
Boer, College of Engineering, University of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 19711. 

SOCIO·ECONOMICS 
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economics, education, institutions. and legislation. Contact: 
Mr. Keith Haggard, P.O. Box 2004, Santa Fe, NM 87501. 

RADIATION 
Includes the areas of climatology, solar energy data, atmos• 
pheric physics and meteorological optics, instrumentation 
and radiometry and radiation transfer. Contact: Dr. Kinsell 
L. Coulson, Department of Land, Air and Water Resources, 
University of California, Da•Ii!J, CA 95616. 

WIND POWER 
Includes the areas of meteorology and climatology, aerody
namics, ocean waves, and engineering of wind power systems. 
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patory opporturU!i·~"" for interested laypersons. Chapter 
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and reprints- For membership forms and a complete catalog 
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BY STEVE 

 by Carol 

A few years ago Peter Van Dresser mentioned the
Clothesline Paradox.

Solar energy advocates are continuously humiliated
by being shown “energy pies.” Slices are assigned to
coal, gas, oil, hydroelectric and  nuclear, but
solar energy is evidently too small to appear. I have
a typical energy pie from the Ford Foundation whose
source is the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The large pie is
split into  pieces. Petroleum   coal  
natural gas   hydropower   and nuclear 
1%. (An asterisk notes that wood has been omitted 
why?) We are frequently reminded that the energy
we advocate  solar energy  must, after the proper
technical efforts, appear alongside coal, oi!, natural
gas, and nuclear before it will make an “impact.”
ERDA in its different energy consumption predictions
assigns only a thin wedge of the pie to solar energy
and then only as a faint hope  to 25 
now. The demoralized reader is then ripe to be per-
suaded of the necessity of nuclear power plants or
offshore drilling. The accounting system shows that
he has done absolutely nothing with solar energy.
He lacks even a  of a useful habit or activity
that he could build on. As Peter and I discussed 
if you examine these  you find the cards are
stacked against solar energy.

If you take down your clothesline and buy an
electric clothes dryer the electric consumption of
the nation rises slightly. If you go in the other
direction and remove the  clothes dryer and
install a clothesline the consumption of electricity
drops slightly, but there is no credit  anywhere
on the charts and graphs to solar energy which is now
drying the clothes.

The poor old sun is badly mistreated by such graphs.
In the first place the obvious should be pointed out;
that coal, oil and natural gas are all solar energy
products stored ages ago by photosynthesis, and
hydroelectric power is solar energy no older than
the weather patterns which dropped the precipitation
flowing through the turbines.

The graphs  demonstrate a huge dependence on
 fuels are fine in one respect. They are 

But they are very bad in another respect. They are
misleading. Misleading to such an extent that they
blind people to obvious answers and prime them to a

frenzy of effort in poor directions. Attention given
to such graphs and charts trains people to attempt
to deliver what is shown in these accounting systems
rather than what is needed.

If you drive a motorcycle, the gasoline you consume
appears in the nation’s energy budget. If you get a
horse to ride and graze the horse on range nearby, the
horse’s energy which you use does not appear in 
one’s energy accounting.

If you install interior greenhouse lights the elec-
tricity you  faithfully recorded. If you grow the
plants outside no attempt is made at an accounting.

If you drive your car to the comer to buy a newspaper
the gasoline consumption appears. If you walk 
using food energy  the event has disappeared from
sight, for the budget of solar energy consumed by
people in food is seldom mentioned.

 Ford Foundation’s energy study shows the
 energy consumption in 1968 at about 62

quadrillion Btu or,  
or,  = 850,000  If the average
daily caloric intake is 2500  this is approxi-
mately 10,000   about 1.2% of
the total consumption listed by the Bureau of
Mines. But this 1.2% doesn’t appear  on
the graphs. Nuclear energy with 1% does appear.
The food is obviously solar energy.  is it not
included?

What about the question of the energy used in growing
the food? Can’t we treat this in the same way as the
coal burned to generate electricity? If we use the

 of   and Scarlott) this
means we have consumed approximately 2 ,OOO,OOO

 of sunlight in producing the 10,000
 consumed. Solar energy then immediately

 over  of the new energy pie. If we aren’t
allowed to show the actual sunlight required 
our 10,000  then what about power plants?
Why is it  when they burn 4 Btu of fuel for every
Btu delivered as electricity all the consumption appears
in the energy accounts rather than the  Btu?

 wouldn’t it be fair to expand the slice  4%
(1973  Bureau of Mines) given to hydroelectric



power by a similar factor of efficiency for the solar
energy consumed in raising the water to its working
head? After all, in most cases, the rain or snow fell
through long unexploited distances before it  to
work in a power plant.

Then there is the question of heating houses. Every
time the sun shines on the surface of a house and

 when it shines through a window  is
“solar heating” to some extent. How do we measure
this? How do we account for this in our discussions
of energy use? According to the NSF/NASA Energy
Panel of 1972 the percentage of  energy for
buildings supplied by the sun was too small to be
measureable. But is that accurate? Shouldn’t we
recalculate the  consumption of every building
assuming it were kept in the shade all day and then
attribute the difference between this amount and
its actual consumption to solar energy? In most
cases this would result in an enormous difference.
Almost every building is solar heated to some extent.
I would guess the average shaded fuel consumption
to be at least 15% higher, and then of course our next

 concern in heating the building is what keeps the
earth as warm as it is? What supplies the United

 States with the necessary energy to  
 ‘average temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit as it
  spins in empty space at absolute zero? This is a

 contract no oil company would be quick
 to try and 

Clearly it would be a very difficult thing to account
  every calorie or Btu that passed through us or

 by us every day in the various forms. It doesn’t
 seem to be a particularly urgent job, but it is very
important to examine what the limits of an account-

:: mg system are  to know what the numbers and
quantities displayed really mean.

If you go to a drive-in movie to watch the flickering
 on a screen the energy consumption of the

    and the drive-in is dutifully recorded
  and appears in the statistics. If you walk out on a

 lie on your back and look at the stars, no
 attempt is made to measure the power output of

the distant stars.

I don’t advocate an enormous effort to measure all
these things. It would just be more helpful if the

graphs stated more clearly what they are about.

The design of houses can be stilted by such graphs.
Now that the experts have started this infantile
accounting system, which evidently finds us 
pletely independent  the sun,  energy will
be admitted only so long as it has been properly
collected, stored and transferred. Legislation aimed
at encouraging the  of solar energy equipment
by subsidizing the price of certain hardware must
end  pathetic and blundering. It would take

 enormous crew of experts to determine the
efficiency of different orientations of windows,
different arrangements of shade  etc., etc. To
ignore  efforts and only to reward the purchase
of “off the shelf hardware” is to further the disease
of narrow minded quantification.

It should be pointed  to the people promoting
the  of solar energy in the place of fossil 
that the accounting systems used by the experts
are rigged against them. As I understand it, we are
being prepared to accept that there are legitimate
and illegitimate ways of using the sun. If you
purchase certain kinds of hardware to exploit solar
energy it will be accounted for and a  will be
given to the sun. If you depend on more customary
old-fashioned uses of solar energy, growing food,
drying clothes, sun bathing, warming a house with
south windows, the sun credit is totally ignored.

Our present accounting system with its promise of
a credit to the sun after the right hardware has been
installed can only discourage good house design. If
the natural solar contribution to house heating from
windows is ignored, then the designer knows that
expanding this share done by the sun will also be
ignored. No tax incentives no credit given to the
sun in ERDA’s graphs.

 think we would be much better informed if along-
side every graph showing our use of oil, coal and
uranium there were also an indication of the 
energy received from the sun. Since we can’t do
without it, let’s not omit it from our 
In the case of the United States a conservative
estimate of  solar energy received in one year
might be:

 square miles (52802)  
350    = 3   

  106  3.5  105 = 293  
Twenty nine  three hundred quadrillion

 as opposed to the 62 quadrillion shown as
used during 1968 by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

When small children  start paying close attention
to money and to their allowances they briefly commit
their whole minds to their few coins and what chores
they did to earn them -without even considering
the budget of the family’s household. We can’t allow
our entire civilization to be similarly ignorant for
long. We must ask who’s keeping score and why
they have such peculiar methods. .



30% of Pasadena homes
have solar water heaters.

B Y  K E N   A N D  J O H N  P E R L I N

ASS HAS LONG BEEN KNOWN to act as a solar
heat trap; that is, glass permits sunlight to pass
through hut prevents its heat from escaping.

Horace de  an 18th century naturalist,
demonstrated how effectively glass could trap solar
heat by exposing to the  a box with a glass cover.
The bottom of the box heated to   
above the boiling  of water  more than hot
enough for home and water heating purposes. The
first commercial solar water heater, a glass-covered
box with water tanks inside heated exactly as de

 box, was patented by Clarence M. Kemp,
of Baltimore, Maryland in 

Two Californians bought the rights to Kemp’s patent
and set up business in Pasadena, California in 1895.
Because fuel was scarce and expensive (gas for heating
sometimes  six times as much as it does at this
writing) many Californians turned to the 
supply their hot water. In Pasadena by  30%
of the homes had solar water heaters. Refinements
on the 1891 patent which were made in 1909 resulted
in the configuration still in use today  a glass-covered
box containing pipes soldered to a metal plate (the
metal plate conducted heat  the pipes) through
which water flowed to a storage tank. The 

 of these heaters had sold over 10,000 by the
late 1920’s. These solar water heaters, depending on
their size, supplied from  to 120 gallons of water
daily at temperatures from 115’ F to 1  F.

The story we present is about an industry that thrived
in California and Florida early in the century and
somehow became forgotten. A few traces of this
story remained in early magazine and newspaper
articles, hut we acquired the story, by and large, from
elderly people. They chuckle when they hear younger
people talk about this “new, exotic” solar technology
which is no different from equipment they used to
heat their water nearly 70 years ago.



In the late  in California heating water war not
 simple   the countryside and in many small

towns,    of people lived, there 
no    People had  rely on the cook

 for hot  As one homesteader,  
 recalled:

You   one   week, a Saturday night deal,
 it       water  

 YOU  pots,   which  
water      water   

  while for  old   get going 
 heat had   penetrate   

In cities and towns where there was constant water
pressure, residents attached water tanks  their 
and connected the water heating unit to the house-
hold plumbing system, eliminating the constant labor
of hauling water to and from the stove. A coil was
looped through the  of the  and connected
to the water tank. An elderly man, Theodore 

  explained to  how they worked:

         
    twenty minutes  the cold water

would heat as it circulated through the coil  into the
holding  The hot water would naturally rise 
into the tank (hot water being lighter than cold water).

    not   was a 
problem  if you didn’t   the hot  it
would   heat after  while. So the water in the
tank  be cold within  hour  

 



 
   

In the summer the heat of the stove made living un-
bearable.  was torture  to be in the house with
the  on! You  died from the heat,”
confided a stove user. Many did without hot water
rather than endure such discomfort.

Gas was available in the larger cities, not natural gas,
but a type made from coal. It was produced by
burning coal  at extremely high temperatures,

 the flared off gas and piping it for domestic
and commercial uses. Called “artificial” or “manu-
factured” gas, it had only one-half the heating capacity
of natural gas and was oily, not a clean-burning fuel.

The common gas water heater in use was the side-arm,
so named  it was attached to the side of a hot
water tank. The side-arm was not automatic. If you
wanted to wash clothes or take a bath, you  the
heater and then waited for the water to get hot as it
circulated through the heating coils of the side-arm.

The hot water flowed into the adjacent holding tank.
 the water in the tank got hot  “the

tank would start  you knew it  time
to shut it off.” If you forgot, as one plumber (R.
Carroll, 84) recalled:

Not only was heating water difficult, it was expensive
in California. California had to import coal and it

 over twice the national average. Artificial gas
sold for   per thousand cubic feet  equivalent
to paying $3.20 for a thousand cubic feet of natural
gas (since natural gas has about twice the heating
capacity of artificial gas),  natural gas only costs
$1.60 per thousand cubic feet  in dollars which
command less than 1  the  power they had
in 1900. This meant the consumer in 1900 had to
pay more than ten times what natural gas  today.
As high as the price of gas was, electric rates were
even higher, so nobody even considered heating water
with electricity. The difficulties of heating water
combined with exorbitant fuel prices forced southern
Californians, as one eastern journalist observed in
Countryside Magazine in 1914:

Exposed Water Tank Solar Heaters

The first solar water heaters were simply water tanks
placed upright or laid on the ground where they
would best catch the sun and avoid the shade. Thev
were usually painted black. AS the tanks absorbed

 heat, the water inside heated.  late afternoon
on clear hot days, they supplied early settlers with
water hot enough for showering.

Because the tanks were bare and unprotected, at night
the water readily lost heat, cooling to air temperature.
No usable amounts of hot water could be available
until well after noon as it took time for the sun’s heat
to penetrate such a relatively deep body of water.

1891  The Climax Solar Water Heater

Clarence M. Kemp of Baltimore, Maryland improved
the efficiency of bare tank solar water heaters by
placing the water tanks inside a white pine box insu-
lated with felt paper and covered by glass. Four tanks,
made of heavy galvanized iron and painted a dull black,
were laid side by side and connected to each  by
tubing. The most common tank size  eight gallons.
He patented this solar water heater on April 28, 1891,
calling his invention the Climax.

The Climax was  up on the roof of a house or shed,
or secured by brackets to a wall. It was usually 



 

 at an angle with the four cylindrical tanks
ing horizontally one above the other. When hot

water  needed, a valve controlling the flow of cold
water from rhe household plumbing system was turned
on. Cold water entered the lowest tank, forcing hot
water out of the  tank into pipes running

 through the roof, wall  window frame and into the
 bathtub, sink, or wherever. Another method of

installation was to connect the Climax to a reservoir-
type  Opening the  water faucet drew hot
water from the tanks. Cold water from the reservoir

replaced the spent hot water and a float valve in the
reservoir opened to refill it with cold water.

How many solar water heaters  sold in Mary-
land is not known,, but their manufacture never
became his main  of business, remaining just one
of many household devices he produced. Kemp sold
the exclusive rights to manufacture the Climax Solar
Water Heater in California to two Pasadena 
men, E.F. Brooks and W.H.  in 1895.

The No. 1 Climax, costing $25 ($162 today), saved its
owner about $9 ($58) worth  annually. It was

 more economical if it was used as an alternative to
 as  gas  gasoline. 

the Climax enjoyed the convenience of “a ‘faucet full’
 water without so much as the trouble of striking

a match,” as one journalist commented.

The  to the Climax Solar Water Heater changed
hands  times around the turn of the century.

 and  had originally bought the rights to
the Climax  a mere $250. Just three years later, in
1898, Mrs. Sarah  bought the rights from 

 for  Sales of the Climax expanded from
the Pasadena area to all of southern California. By
1900, over 1600 solar water  had been installed.

1898  The Walker Solar Water Heater

Frank Walker, a Los Angeles  and realtor,
invented a solar water heater in the spring of 1898
which improved upon the Climax design. Walker’s
solar heater usually contained not more than one or
two water tanks rather than four   the Climax.
These blackened thirty-gallon tanks were enclosed in
a glass-covered box that was set inside the roof so that
the glass top was flush with the shingles. This not

No ecological arguments were needed to sell the Climax
in southern California. “We didn’t think it was any-
thing revolutionary. Everybody had one. It was a
thing of the time because it made sound economic
sense,” explained Walter Van   who had
a Climax Solar Heater on his house,
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only looked  than   which 
from the roof,   insulated the  
‘Walker  placed     under-
neath the tank to focus direct sunlight onto it
(although later  proved there was little if
any additional  gained through this technique).
Walker’s design  use of the differences in density

 hot and cold  to  the  from
mixing   that  the  water 
be drawn. He placed  hot water  at the top
of the rank where the hottest  
water naturally rose. The cold  inlet was 
near the bottom where the cold   never
mixing with the hotter water until it too  and
rose. The Walker   to  con-
ventional water heating system, which provided a
back-up and  his  hot water at 

times. When the  failed to adequately heat the
water inside the Walker heater  for   night,
during extremely cloudy weather, or when it rained

cold water at the bottom of the tank flowed
through  pipe to  heating coil inside a stove or gas
heater.  water in the toil heated and rose back to
the top of the tank, ready fo: service.

The cost of  Walker heater, including 
was less  $50 ($340 in 1977). it was more expen-
sive than the Climax No. i, but many consumers were
willing to pay  little extra for the added benefits.
James  a  historian, wrote that ‘Walker’s
heater was “used extensively in southern 
and  proved  a convenience and comfort
to so many familie.5.”

1905  The Improved Climax Solar Heater

Water in the Climax and Walker Solar  
up slowly because it took time for heat to penetrate
through the  deep body of  contained

 the    by 
owner of the rights to the Climax and Walker Heaters,
reduced the depth of tank  without changing

 volume by introducing a shallow, 
design. The broader, shallower tack heated faster
than t     was less 

   

per  foot of container being heated. This
meant hot water earlier in the day.  marketed
his invention  the “Improved Climax.”

The flat tank of the Improved Climax was painted
black and fitted tightly inside a glass-covered box.
Vertical  braces inside the tank provided rigidity.
Cold water entered through perforated pipe extending
along the length of the tank’s lower end  the perfor-
ations divided  water into  small streams,
distributing the water more  than one 
large stream would. Hot water was drawn off through
perforations in the top of the hot water outlet pipe
which extended  the length of the 
end of the tank. The Improved Climax, like the

 was usually connected to the conventional
water heating system for auxiliary  during
unfavorable periods.

Usually the company installed the  Climax
on or in the roof. An  (James Bailey, 
explained,



   Superintendent of Buildings in Los
Angeles, wrote an open letter to  about his

 Climax heater in  1907 issue of The 
 and Engineer of California:

The beauty of the Climax, Walker, and 
Climax war their  and effective performance
during warmer months of the year, which in southern

 was 8  9 months of the year. The Climax
and Walker models  water  to  by the
late afternoon; the Improved Climax could reach
this temperature earlier in the day.

But no matter how well these tank heaters worked,
the hot water stored inside the tanks was not well pro.

 Only a pane of  lay between the tank and
the outside air. During  cloudy weather, or on
cold nights, heat readily escaped and the water cooled,
Although  enclosed tank heaters did  cool to
the degree thrt bare tanks did, water was never hot
enough for washing clothes in the early morning.

1909  Day and Night  ‘Water Heater

Kemp invented the first commercial water  and
Walker and  improved upon Kemp’s design,
but it was William  Bailey’s refinements that revo-
lutionized   and created  configuration
currently in use. Mr. Bailey, an engineer with the

  Company in Pennsylvania, came out
to California in 1908. He rented  bungalow in Mon-
rovia  suburb of Los Angeles) and on the 
roof  “one of those old fashioned  heaters
consisting of  tin tank and  sash of window glass.”
The tank heater performed well during the day, but
every  the heated water cooled. Mr. Bailey,
formerly employed to upgrade various manufacturing
processes for Carnegie Steel, applied his talents to im-
prove upon the shortcomings of tank solar heaters. He
divided the  water heater into two  units

 a solar heat collector and ho: water storage unit.

Bailey’s  heat collector was  shallow-glass-covered
box, only four inches deep, lined with feit paper. It



7 918 - Solar water heater at the Army Balloon School, 
A rca diu, California. 

''When the Cr;ited States entered the war the {\J.\· cHid ,\'i~~li! 
Solar Heuters se<:mc•d Ia /Hr. Haill!y /.'15{ ~'.hat f'l f:'!V, Jlilf' 

?ee(Jed and dr.orts v.,.·ae rnude to bring to Unci I:' Sum\ :JUt:n
tion u/1 the good points of the uppuruw~ . .-\ d!!nwnstrution 
heater wa' installed at ;he Arm.> Bu!luon Schoo/ u! .·1ruw."J 
and 300 gallons a dJy of hot \VU(L'r were prunded ror ;he 
boys. The !Ja/ioon school heJter Wtl'i a succe,·s, out :r .Jt:J 
'10( prove unyrhing to Washington, wherl! high uifi(I.Jt'> hu·d 

been reading the udr•ertisiny flteratllre in '.-'a ln. At rer ,.'t;na 

dela;·s Mr. Bailey reccil'ed 11 ietr 'r in which an urm;. or·'•cer 
of high rank told him th'.ll, a:-rer de!ihl!ratior:. ·t J['17nJr(',_; !r, 
the Board of lm·estigution thor the proposition u( lle0rinq 
water uccurdmg to tht Baile).· mrcthud wJ> ubout u, it!!J_ ibie 
os getting gofd from gold {ish." 
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/vfonro'.'iu, Caliro.'niu 
Daily News 

corlt . .J.inL·d _:.. ·~ · u_>prcr lu!,mg coiled b,J<..:k. .1nd twth 
dCIO~'> .! Li_lf-'PL'I ~~h'Ct \•, \\l<id1 :t \\ch ~uidered. The 
u~ppcr ~lwct Jnd tuh:ng Wl'rc p,,rrdcd b!ack. Com
p,HeU tu th..: rJlhcr bu!t.._\ Ltnk hcat~r), "This i:edler 
mJh'" d ver v rle,tt JPPLLHanu· on the roo/," remarked 
8ailn, "bring.~ til in :.kylrght dff.-trr ." Bailey's -.alar 
culk·t.tur proJuccd hotter \\,\lcr L1\itcr than t.mk 
hc.Jtt:'l"':• twc.:u~L' : ... rrulivr· \,Jiume oi '.Vdtcr· \V,lS heated 
Jt J t~r1:~.:. Hl'.ll \\J'J lOI1Ve\·t·d r.o the \'v·Jte:· by n_,pper, 
d bctlL'I (()nduc.tor uf heat th,m the t.U'>tornary ga!
lf.uriLed i:·<>n, ,H'd a grt',ltcr ~urLiCC .ne.l per gallon of 
'Adler W,l'- l'P>))cd io the '>Lill. 

Rut tht m.-!Jc'r· dC~ •• lnt:L' \VJ-, BailL-y'~ hCJ\ily imuiJted 
'itcHJgc ur1rL fhL· sun-heated Wdter wa-, stored in a 
stct!l tJnk ~urroundt.:d by in::.ula.tion in u wooden box. 
where it would stav hot ,11! night, and if necessary, 
the following da\. Bailey could guJ.rantee that when 
the sun cr.: a-sed to shine, the water -,tored in the tani-. 
would not I(J"', ,y,cr ~me degree per huur. 

The storage tank stood Jbove the co!lcctor. The 
bottum of the :ank WJ"- connected by pipe to the 
iowec,t tube in th..._. ~oiJr cui lector; the top of he tank 
·w.-1~ conncckd to the highc-.t tube 'JO thdt hot water 
entt'ring the c,tor,!QC ldnk would dr·ivc the <..old W<lter 
,li it<. bc;ttom b,tck' into thr? collector to be reheated. 
The \Vater t:ircui;:;.ted in this fa:;hion without need of 
pump'> J'> iur1g ,1.., the WJh;;· ;n the collector w,tc; hotter 
than the wat •. :r in The botton~ of tht> ~toragc t,mk. 

A rnan (\A,iilram W. Crandall, 86) who installe.J 
Baikv\ so!ar hcnting ~y•.tcm described how he went 
Jbout the j,_lb 

Once you ~Dt the tdnk uo in the ;,ttic. you'd put it 
on .1 qand that wds PlJ.dc J.t the factorv, Sometimes 
\UU'd havr to !)uild a pl:nt'orm for the tank because 
\OU'd i1ave lc• get i1 abmc- the '>oLu cui lector for 



The end result of Bailey’s creation was “a solar heater
that will  water and keep it hot under conditions
that would render most other heaters of little or no

 one newspaperman wrote in  1909. “It 
the NE PLUS ULTRA of solar heaters.”

Bailey  a large market for his device as  was
little change in the energy  or other 
heating technologies in California since the introduc-
tion of the Climax. Bailey ertatlished his solar water
heater  at Monrovia in the summer of 
“It war a little outdoor shop on the corner of 
wood and Myrtle,” an early resident of Monrovia
recalled. Bailey called his new firm the Day and Night
Solar Heater Company to emphasize the uniqueness of
his product  “Steaming hot  from a solar heater

 and night!”

The system sold well. The smallest model,  4  by
10 foot solar collector with  storage tank,
cost about   in 1977) installed. Customers,
however, were pay  higher price than  the
Climax because of the grater convenience  Day and
Night system offered. No longer did the housewife
have to wait until the afternoon for hot water from a
solar heater. “Many of our customers are 
that they are putting out  entire washings early in
the morning with hot  from a heater we 
a Day and Nipht ad proclaimed.  your neighbor
if she can do this with her old style heater.”

Many oi Day and Night’s first   bought the
 water heating systems to reduce their gas bills.

Whereas the Climax cut gas consumption by 
the Day and Night saved 75%. The smallest Day and
Night  saved the consumer about $25 a year,

 annual return of 25% on the investment. Day
and Night Heating Systems were even in greater de.

 in the rural districts where there was no gas.
They paid for themselves in one to  years
depending on whether the  was substituting

 for  or coal.

Even though there were “a  number of solar
heaters in use throughout southern California,”
according to The Architect and Engineer of 

 of May, 1907, “and the number is constantly
 the solar water heater remained mystify-

ing to some individuals especially a product that
promised sun-heated water day and nigh:. A rancher
(Paul Squibb, 83) recalled such skepticism in the area
where he lived:

Demonstration models set up at fairs and operating
at the Day and Night office verified the 
claims. One advertisement urged skeptics to:



With   growing, Bailey incorporated in
191 1      plant. But in early 1913

 company  went under because of  disas-
trous  that  southern California. 

  known were reported in  of
the orange districts early this morning,” read 

 page of the Los Angeles Times (January 9, 1913)
 some localities the thermometer registered 19

20” F with the mercury still  The water
inside the tubes of many Day and Nigh, collectors
froze and the tubes split. “His (Bailey’s) telephone
rang  night long  irate customers were having
problems with water coming through their ceilings,”
his son William recalled, “so that sent him back to
the drawing board to design  non-freezing solar

 

Bailey’s non-freezing system made the  collector’s
circulation system independent of  storage tank’s
water supply. He connected the tubing in the solar
collector to a coil inside the storage tank. A 
freezing solution (usually water mixed with alcohol)
circulated through the solar collector and the coil in
the tank.  the heated solution passed through the
coil, it transmitted its heat to the water inside the
tank, cooled, and returned to the  collector to
be  Another advantage of this independent

 system was that you could use distilled
water in the solar collector. In areas where the water
was very hard, this prevented deposits from accumu-
lating and crusting up the tubing.

With the danger of freezing resolved, Day and Night’s
business continued to flourish. The company expan-
ded its marketing territory to northern California,
the Hawaiian Islands, and Arizona. Arizona 
wrote in 1914, “The sight of the  Coil’ (Day and
Night’s trade name for its solar collector) is becoming
as familiar on Salt River    in 
where they have been in general use for several years.”

Over 4,000 Day and Night Solar Heating Systems had
been sold by the end of World War I, and the solar

water    with Day and
Night’s name. The more rfficicnr coil design forced

 manufacturers of tank   out of 
 Day and Night’s only competition  from

local   handymen.   
systems  simple,  “The man who was handy
with tools and   could build his own,”
The Sheet Metal Worker  in 1914. All 
plumber or handyman had to do was to see  Day and
Night job  then  it. Out in  Califor-
nia, one plumber sold collectors made of galvanized
iron  coiled back and forth on black tar paper.
Another equally simple but more effective design
built by   Barbara plumber consisted of 
coiled pipe strapped to copper backing. The storage
tank could be any ordinary   boxed in and
insulated with sawdust, ground cork, rice hulls, or
other coarse. dry materials.

Day and Night’s  of  heating systems peaked
in 1920 with over 1,000 sold that year. Then natural
gas began to erode the solar water heater market. All
major natural gas finds  the Los Angeles Basin

  1920 and 1930,  the 
of the Wilmington Field. Production of natural gas
exceeded demand and fuel prices dropped. In 1900,
one thousand cubic feet of gas with similar heat
equivalency to natural gas had cost $3.20; by 1927
a thousand cubic feet of natural gas cost only  
Networks of new pipelines connected town and 
areas formerly without gas.

Complementing these new gas discoveries was the
concurrent development of   gas
water heater  the type currently in use. The solar
technology developed by Bailey led to its invention.
Bailey now insulated a gas-heated water tank

 as he had the solar storage tanks. He  
a copper heating element which conducted gas heat
to the water more efficiently, just as he had done
with the solar collectors.

Bailey’s gas heater also had a thermostat that auto-
matically heated water to the desired temperature.
“No trouble. No fuss. Simply turn dial indicator,”
ran a Day and Night ad promoting its new automatic
storage gas water heater. “All the hot water you need,
heated quickly and kept hot in an insulated tank,

 awaiting your needs.”



The  companies  the sale of automatic storage
heaters as one of many programs  encourage gas use.
“They’d finance gas water heaters on a monthly basis

  you carry ‘em for a year   retired plumb-
er R. Carroll related. “The gas company would
do anything  get  them.” Through
cut-rate  easy terms, and free installation
service, gas companies added new customers.

The combination of cheap, accessible supplies of gas
and the convenience offered by the automatic gas
water heater sent solar water heater sales plummeting.
In 1926 Day and Night sold  solar heaters and in
1930, only 40. But the company’s  of gas water
heaters soared. “Steaming hot water day and 
now meant water heated by gas.  and Night became
one of the largest producers of gas water heaters.

As to the fate of the  water heater  in 1923 Bailey
sold the patent rights  the heater t” an entrepreneur
in Florida for $8,000 ($24,000,  and an Oldsmo-
bile touring car. This entrepreneur, according to
Mr. Bailey’s  “made quite a bit of money on the

 heater because it had  a greater adaptability
in Florida than it did in California.” In southern
Florida the solar water heater saw its greatest success.
Water heating was expensive and the solar 
offered an economic alternative. By 1941 at least
60,000 solar heaters were installed, but war came,

Uncle Sam froze the use of copper, and the solar
water heating industry ground  an abrupt halt. The

 water heating industry resurged after the war,
but cheap electric rates stymied its growth. The once
thriving solar heater industry, by 1955, was reduced
to  small service business.

in California Day and Night continued building and
selling solar water heaters, although at a greatly
reduced level, until the beginning of World War Il.
The last. production run was, as William  Bailey, Jr.
recalled, in 1941:
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Soiar Energy Thermal Processes 
Dilettantes stand aside! This one rs for the trained engtneer/ 
sci&ntist interested m sharp performance anrf cost anafy~;s 0f 
solar heating and coo!mg systems. The bas1c theory is pre
sented in great detail, but the practice concentr,~tes on flat 
p/a:.e hardware, with a bit on focussing devices. Storage 
and system-modeling are also discussed thoroughly_ Un
familiar, unusual and innovative designs are given short 
takes only, but the book will fill a long felt need in CJrchi
tect's offices getting into solar work. 

""'" 

-JB 

Solar Energy 
1l1ermal Processes 
John A. Duff;e and 
William A. t:leckman 
1974; 386pp_ 

$16.95 postp,id 
from: 
John Wiley ~Sons, Inc 
One Wiley Drive 
Somerset, NJ 08873 
or Whole Earth 

'~£~' !o" _L_ ~. 
0 -~- ~:74· 

TIME, ~ 

A h:·pothetical solar energy process with storage. Absorbed 
solar energy, HRta, col/t>ctor useful gain, Qll and loads, Las 
a (unction o( time (or a 3-day period. Vertical shaded 'Jreas 
slww times o{ excess energy to be added to storage. Hori
zontal slladed areas show energy withdrawn (rom storage tu 
meet loads. Dotted areas show energy supplied to loau' fr:;n, 
collector duritJg collector operation. 

Enhanced Solar Collection 
This paper gives all the formulas needed for the design of a 
reflector that boosts the performance of a fiCJt plate collector 
as much as 60%. Mr. Mathew's house uses such a reflector 
which is one reason it can do so we!/ in a climate like that of 
Coos Bav, Oregon. Very technical presentation requires 
user ra be able ro handle college level math. Very impressivP 
gain in efficiency makes it essen rial reading for rhe solar 
house designer. 

-JB 
[Suggested by Henry Mathew 

Enhanced Solar Energy 
Collection Using Reflector· 
Solar Thermal Collect or 
Combinations 
D.K. McDaniels, D. H. Lowndes, 
H. Mathew, J. Rayno Ids, R, Gray 
1 974; 60pp. 

$2.50 postp,id 
from: 
D.K. McDaniels 
Physics Dept. 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 97403 

Henry Mathew, whose aJI-solar house plans are reviewed 
EPILOG p. 533, writes: 

My house is being improved slightly as time goes on. ~o far 
this fall, solar heating has supplied 100% of our heating 
except for electric blankets and built in electric heaters in 
the bathrooms. 

A book was written, proving by mathematics the best angles 
of roof reflector and heat collector in almost an infinite 
number of sizes and angles. with more than 20 graphs and 
charts, al! of which are of immense value to anyone design
ing a solar heating system. The name: Enhanced Solar 
Energy CoUection Using Reflector-Solar Thermal Collector 
Combinations. 
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- Henry Mathew 
Coos Bay, Oregon 

Pocket Solar Meter 
In the oast, d you wanted to actually measure the "power" 
iri the sunlight falling an a site or collector, you had to use a 
very expensrre instrument called a pyronomerer. Now you 
can do ir much cheaper wirh this ingenious meter which is 
calibrated for direct readings in BTU perfrt2 per hour; 
Langleys per hour, and mW!cm2. It's solar powered roo; 
no batteries. Oi.'Fuse radiation can also be measured, as can 
losses through transparent materials. Looks good to me, 
especially ar the price. 

-JB 

Pocket Solar Meter 

$51.00 includes 
shipping 

$6.50 c"e 
from: 
Dodge Products 
Box 19781 
Houston, TX 77024 

Thermic Diode Solar Panel 
Diode? You mean like tranSistor? Well, sort of. The key 
feature of this nifty idea is a frh'~rvellously simple vaJve that 
prevents the solar heated water from back·siphoning ar night 
and losing its hard-won BTUs. This scheme also has the 
advanrag<! of being self-contained; it sen•es a.; its own storage 
tank. No pumps either. Its designer, Dr. B. Shawn Bu-::kley 
of M.l. T., estimates a cost 30 · 50% less than "conventional" 
solar hearing systems. Even if you're up ro your eyes in 
solar hardware claims, I'd watch this one. 

-JB 

[Suggested by Conn Nugent] 

For more information watch Popular Science Magazine, or 
you might rry a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: 

Dr. B. Shawn Buckley 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Cambndge, MA 02139 
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California Solar Information Packet 
Developed ro answer the flood of inquiries concerning solar 
energy, this packet presents a quick course in solar principles 
and available equipment. It's current, accurate, and free. No 
copyright either. A fine example of getting the useful word 
ro the people. 

~ Solar 
i lnformation 

-JB 

from: 
Publications Unit 
California Energy Commission 
111 1 Ho·.'lle Ave'H..e 
Sacramento. CA 95825 



Solar Age 
This magazine is now the official publication of the American 
Section of the International Solar Energy Society. The editor 
is Bruce Andersen, who is one of the authors of the excellent 
Solar Home Book {seep. 132). In the two years it has been 
with us, Solar Age has developed into a truly useful tool. 
It's where you look for the latest results from the field, 
professional controversies teing worked upon, and detailed 
discussions of news items briefly covered in various media. 
Many of the articles are of a caliber one expects to see in a 
formal book, but in Solar Age you get it about two years 
sooner. You can subscribe in the normal way, or get it as a 
part of your membership in the Solar Energv Society {p. 49}. 

Solar Age 
$20/yc. 
{$1 0 extril outside 
U.S. and Canarla) 

Solar Energy Digest 

-JB 

tram; 
Solar Age 
Church Hill 
Harrisville, NH 03450 

Though I still consider this newsletter to be a bit skinny for 
the money, it is where you often hen of new developments 
first. Also, the editor puts the money to good use in his 
research and lobbying efforts. It's been coming our way 
since 1973, and I always look forward to the new issue. 
I must have sent away for dozens of things I first saw here. 

Solar Energy Digest 
$28.50/w. U.S. and 

Canada 

$29.55/vc. Mex;co 

-JB 

$38/yc. cest of 
the world 

from: 
Solar Energy Digest 
P.O. Box 17776 
San Diego, CA 92117 

Inflated Solar Energy Concenhr~or 
FOR HIGH EH ICIENCY POWER GENERA Toe'' 

I~PII.,l! .... D l•<fD 
21 'EJ01976 •• ~''"-' PI.C, ~>• P!!G<l 

l"'lO!EOL!O"l COLI.!tTOO 

..•. ·-·""'" c•o-~ """" 
29"'"'"1963 

Little arctic solar trackers 
CoEvolutionary Game: Many arctic flowers, especially butter
cups, are shaped quite similar to a parabolic mirror and in 
fact have the same function. By focusing all the available 
heat in the center of the flower, a pollinating insect is 
warmed. This allows the insect to react quickly to predators 
and to fly further to spread the flower pollen. Thus the 
flower helps the insect's chance of survival and the insect has 
a better chan ~e of pollinating another flower. 

-Rob Roach 
Olympia, Washington 

Q 
Solar Heat Drying Bin tested by the Ut7 it•ersity of South Dakota. 

Alternative Sources of Energy 
F'or a good overview of what's going on in all dep6•rtments of 
"alternative" energy, ASE remains 3 good magazine to have 
coming in six times a year. There has been a steady improve· 
ment in quality of reporting, especially in the articles 
concerned with experimental projects. They are often 
just plain exciting! -JB 

Alternative 
Sources 
of Energy 

$10 /6 '"""' 
$18/12 ;ssues 
(Foreign airmail 
$24/6 issues) 

from: 
Alternative Sources 

of Energy 
Route 2, Box 90A 
Milaca, MN 56353 

Proposed portable ethanol-electricity system. 
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A Solar Narrative Drawn Across 366 Wooden

Planks by  Focused Point of Sunlight

 C H A R L E S  R O S S
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The Year Shape 
The c\\fvc.tun: of the burns 'i<Hies witb the !>easons, reversing 
from winter tv summer and straightening near the beginnin_g 
of spnng and falL I first r:oticed the changing curvature 
toward winter; the bums were becoming concave anrl seemed 
to contradict the daily arc of the s1cn across the sky, which is 
always convex. However, the curve!rure of the burns is not 
drawn by the mtatton of the earth on its al<is, but rather by 
the motion of the earth around the sun. It ~eemed thdt if 
the 366 burns were placed end to end following their actual 
curvature, tt.~ 'I sbould form an S shaped curvt similar to a 
plane projection of the e-:fiptic, the S shape!:! path of the ~un 
seen on many star maps. 

i had noticed that t:1e bum curvature was not always exactly 
aligned with the ecliptic, but attributed this divergence to a 
lack of precision in the iens 5et·UP and I was curious to know 
how it would affect the 5hape of the year. Since the burns 
wou!d cover over a third of a mile if !:,J;id end to end, they 
were scaled down in photographs and ! began constructing 
rhe curve using a length of sprir;g stee! wire to follow 
their day to day continuity. The resulting shaoe was 
c. complete surprise. 

The year shil.pe is a double spir~l which rapidly closes down 
to a circle around the winter solstice and then spirals open, 
straightening into spring. Curving more slowly in the 
opposite direction, it curls. cround the summer solstice, thH1 
spirals open again to straighten into fall. 

Far from being imprecise, the burns had captured subtle and 
ordiParily imperceptible elenef"'ts of t:;e earth/sun system. 
The "quaHty" 0f the curvature in the bllrnS- concaVe, convex, 
or straight -- belongs to the ecliptic. But the specific degree 
of curvatu~e, and the <!mount it changes from day to day, 
belongs to the p.;sit~on and speed of the earth •_n its orbit. 
During New York's winter, the earth is closer to the sun and 
consequently L traveling faster through space than it is in 
summer. This <;h:i!nge in speed is reflected in the winter burn 
spiral which c!o:'es more rapidly nne! tightens into a Sffidller 
citcle than the summer sr\ral. 

Through the medium of a lens, sun light and earth element 
were brought together and a previously unknown sol-.r form 
ITo<'.terial:zed. The image W<t.S contained in the light, not in 
th' materialization process. Drawn b'Y the sun itself, th~ 
burns reflect tile forms, forces, dimension, and time scai~s 
of the energy th;:tt made them. ~ 

-~ 

(__f r..A.. .v...t.-

The year shape in thre1 dimensions. This may be viewed as a 
materifJUzation of two different kinds of time: diurnal time, 
the successior. of days winding across the horizontal plane, 
and annual time, the vertical stocking of the seasons. 
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Wind Workshop 2
  Of

 536 pp.
$7.45

Govt.  
  

ltl:.'- "' i 
:;,j '. ,cl\)--: 

\\"indmills competed at the \'i/orld's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, JSQ). 

Wind-catchers 
Well, I sti.'f don't like books writtefl for a 12-year-old mind, 
but I have to admit 1 learned a lot about windmills that f 
didn't know before. Guess that'fl do for oow. 

- JB 

Wind Workshop 2 
This huge document is the record of the second Workshop on 
Wind Energy Conversion Systems held in J!Jne, 1975 Since 
that time, the populer press has extract!ld many of the 
high!igh ts, so you may not find too much new here if you've 
been following the scene. What might interest vou, though, 
is the monstrous bureaucracy being ha~ched .. and the 
manipulations of ihe large corporaf1ons as they dance the 
profit gavotte. /tis also interesting to compare the rhetoric 
with the miserable performance of the NASA machine at 
PJ....m Brook. Not only has that machine suffered from 
problems predictab!J by any amateur v.J/10 has ac:uallv 
built a windplant, it represents another expensive example 
of a new phenomenon in our society: the money grab evolved 
to the point where the artifact is nat delivered in the specified 
fo:-m. (California's BART transit sys:<-em is another example 
of this.) In the old days after all the graft and corruption was 
paid, the public at least got something that worked. (In this 
case, it's Lockheed again .. . . ) Anyway, the book is 3 good 
information mine both for wind people and social scientists. 

"!o. 038·00(}00258·9 
1975; 

postpaid 
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-JB 
from: 
Superintendent 

Documents 
Printiflg Office 

Washington, D.C. 20402 

Wind-Catchers 
(American Windmills of 
Yesterday and Tomorrow) 
Volta Torrey 
1976; 226 pp. 

$12.95 postp,id 

ho-1'\: 
The Stephen Greene Press 
P.O. Box 1000 
Fes.send€n Rd. 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
or Whole Earth 

Constant-pressure, near·lJdiabatic compressed air 
energy storage scheme 



Wind Power
Access Catalog
,A  
in   1977  

 

Here’s an  bit of news from
 Department of Energy (DOE)

U.S.    
  in 

North Wind Power Co.
 

$2.55 

   co.

  



$15.00   
  

$20.00  

  
  7

  MA 

This Is How You Can Heat Your Home With
 Little Windmill

Simplified Wind Power Systems for Experimenters
 

1974; 72 
$6.00
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Design With Wind
The    wind   *he  of

 is “of new,  on   hand it 
done    things  

  research conducted    models.
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as 4  by conducting it  a  
 hole, and   a hole   
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Design With Wind
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  pp.
$8.00
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economic  any  a    

    of fuel and  resources.
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Gemini Synchronous 
    phase $780.00
    $ 1 . 4 5 0 . 0 0  
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Technical Information Package $3.00
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Food From Windmills

W i n d m i l l s  
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Clttilll'ay of u !'!V Rab!Jit DieseL I p•·rsurzal/y bww a man wlw's l{abbit Diesel .weruges 45 mp,.;; ,md I1JS dcme us Jl!•'l/ as 
52 mpg o;1lmlg trips. Tlwugh a I! it smailcr tlz,u: a Beetle, the R,,b!Jit is I!C<J.riy -10'.!;, bigger j,zsidc' Irs ro,J.d nzanner.-: arc 
impeccaiJ/,•, A u•ago11 und piclwp will ullcgnily uppeur i11 the ~wur filfJtre. Ra/Jbits .1r~, lltJ!I' mu.ie in rl~;• [·.s. ·l. 

CVCC Honda .:nginc makes so little 
smog in the first place th.zt it doesn't 
need fancy ~ruff to handk the nasties. 
The only real Honda flaw is ;t ten· 
dem:y to rll'it ntH badly and fasT. 

This c,ll\ he dealt with by having the 
car ruq-proot'ed insidr the hollow 
body parts at the tinH' of purchase. 
(11lis is NOT the same as "under
coating.") Hondas are also available 
as a very handy 4-door wagon. 

Rabbits, ala~, have a well-deserved 
reputation for unreliability. though 
apparently things arc getting better. 
Whether the Rabhits made in Penn
sylvania will be good ones remains 

to be seen. (The Plymouth Horizon 
. md Dodge Omni .Ire also !.lrgdy 
Rabhit und.:r the skin.) The gas 
Rabbits are fuel lOJCCtcd, which 
makes home tunir.g a nu-no. Rl·pair~ 

can be ~·xpen~ive. But the lbbbit 
dso comes .1s a Die~el, .md tbi~ is 
definitely worth ,1 look. Dic:-.cl 
engin~·s g~:t much better milc.1gc than 
comparab!t• gas cngin!:'s, They do rwt 
require tuneup~ at all. They reputedly 
live a lot long_er, though the Rabbit 
Dit·scl is mostly made up from gas 
engine parts which may provt.' too 
light for the job, Rabbit Diesels \\rill 
soon be available as a wagon and 
pickup if we may believe rumor, and 

One · wagons available anywhere, the C1troen CX Diesel can 
carry ron and gets 35 miles pa gallotl, The ex is the first higll productiorJ 
safety car, and has the lowest air resistance of any. Despite slick appear .. mce, it 
h(~ bad-road abilities nearly as good as 4-wheel drive machhws. Americmrs are 
not allowed to import them. 

this make~ them even mot<.' dc~ir:zhlc . 
Thcrc m.ty he a Rabbit v.zn ~,,on t<Hl. 

Anoth~·r i;uod feature i,.; .1 ~huuldc·r 

harness th.l! .mt•muti.:.dly put.~ 
itself on;\~ y~Ju shut thc Jo~r. 
StuJie~ ~how that :Jot <)lh' pers<.n 
in this country h.t~ be~n killed in .1 

Rabbit su equipped! 'llw~e bdb .m· 
pan uf .m ~·x1wnsivc option packzge. 
an indication of corpuute .unor.tlity. 
'Jmwthdess, assuming tlz;tt the 
qu.1lity control problem~ are S<>ln~d, 
the R.tbbit is the bt·st all-.~rnund 
lamily car available, VW has to br 
comm'<'ndcd for switching from the 
,dmost unbelievably ~lupid Bet>tk 
design to such an in<elligcnt mw. 
Cars of this gener.d cunfigmatiun 
an: ~urcly the w:1vc ol the rll'ar 
futllll', Wh;H happens when the oil 
runs out is uot yet clear. Probably 
some sort of electric cars will serve us • 

.s5o WHAT \\rill one of these new 
wave cars cost? Most of them go 
home for about S5,500. Though 
that is a lot of mon•;y, you will be 
bcttt·r off than with many odwr 
cars that arc alrc<Ody comparativdy 
obsult"tc, (lucidcntally, sonll' ,,f the 
very best cars can't be legally impor
ted into this "democracy.") The 
advanced design nwans that you CHI 

hold off on the financially di~a~trou~ 
trade-in because the newer cars won't 
offer much you don'l already have. 
Good care and cutting down on 
unessential trips will save still more 
money. It will also save you. 
(Remember where that cents--per
mile comes from.) And. it wi!! 
reduce pollution and conserve 
resources, which is where we came 
in. As with mal';y things these days. 
the hopeful strategies depend partly 
upon intelligently designed hardware, 
and partly on an enlightened attitude. 

~J. Baldwin 
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Pedal Power 
This collection of pedal powered devices and proposals for a 
wide variety of untried applications will fascinate anyone 
w.~Jo has nibbled at the idea of people-powered machinery. 
Frankly, I'm not too sure where all this is headed. Some of 
the ideas seem to have the sweating off of middle class guilt 
as the main function. Other contraptions will soon have 
their overworked human energy source hotfooting it down 
to the local Briggs & Stratton store. And a good mar?y of 
the machines are not very well designed; provision for chain 
tension and operator cooling are inadequate. Overall, though, 
this book is representative of a healthy shift in attitudes, and 
is certainly moving in .3 goad direction. At the very least, 
such concerns tend to force users of technology to take a 
closer look at what they are actually doing. Serious experi· 
menters wiff probably also wish ro consult Bicycling Science 
(seep. 82). Rodale is also marketing several pedal 
powered machines. , ___ _,--~ 

-JB 

Pedal Power 
\In Work, Le1sure, 
and Transportation) 
James C. McCullagh, Ed. 
1977; 133 pp. 

$4.95 postp,id 
from: 
Rodale Press 
33 East Minor 
Emmaus, PA 18049 
or Whole Earth 

Le Truck 
On Tahit1~ most public transportation is effected by vehicles 
known as ''Le Truck." These are flatbed trucks with park 
benches running down each side and a roof covering the 
whale kaboodle. Entry is up the rear bumper. Side curtains 
can be let down in case of driving rain. Le Trucks have no 
set schedule. You wait until one appears and then get on it 
for about 40 cents (US) and ride until you get about where 
you want to be. Some just cruise around the city. Others 
go all the way around the island. Many seem to be owned by 
individuals much as taxis are here. It seems to work pretty 
well. No big bureaucracy with huge capital outlay for garayes, 
mechanicr, insurance, union contracts. vehicle fleets and 
ratirement funds. Just a bunch of modest machines going 
where peopie want to go. They do it in Mexico too. Would 
it work here? 1'!1 bet it would. 

-JB 
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Without Wheels 
Sooner or later, the internal combustion engine, and the car 
as we know it, have got to go. The question is, how and 
when? The wreckage of our cities must be reversed and the 
car's parasitism oo the social bloodstream somehow ended. 
This book by a British writer amasses a large amount of 
modestly relevant information, and proposes a mixed 
approach, assumin~ the auto will never be killed through 
some blinding single .,tro,.;, ~of invention, but rather through 
a slow process of slow a. ,.1 ition and transformation - i.e., 
the same way it achieved 1ts present dominance. The central 
techno-social problem is, of course, that the auto-highway 
combine has passed the enormous costs of car-based trans
portation on the public in largely hidden and diffused ways, 
while any new alternative always has to be presented with 
m01e or less open figures -and losses. 

But from Bendixson 's worldwide survey we learn that we are 
not alone: manv ingenious and workable schemes to C•Jm· 

bat the Curse of the Car are being hatched everywhere. 
Traffic control zones to make it harder, not easier, to drive 
into central areas where cars are iii ready too numerous; dial· 
a-ride and similar systems that are halfway betwaen taxi and 
bus service; the ancient and honorable iitney; train and bus 
service designed to help turn cities back into compact, walk
able, sociable places instead of catering to suburban sprawl; 
tax and licensing policies that end subsidization of cars at 
the expense of other modes; experiments with computer· 
billed individual-driven tax~;; m downtown areas; all-day 
tickets for frequent riders. And so on - in Britain, Sweden, 
France, Saskatchewan, even the USA. "It is no longer .-1 
foregone conclusion," writes Bendixson, "that cars will 
inherit the earth." Since our alternati11es to cars are about 
the most underdeveloped among industrial nations, 
American readers hal!e a Jot to learn from him -as we 
continue what is bound to be a struggle on many fronts. 

Without Wheels 
(Aiternativ~s to 
The Private Car) 
Terence Bendixson 
1974; 256pp. 

$7.95 postpaid 
from: 
Indiana University Press 
10th & Morton Sts. 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
or Whole Earth 

Dial-a-Ride 

-Ernest Callenbach 

The prospective traveller rings a dispatching office, places an 
order for a trip, gives his name and address and at the time 
appointed a minibus with a radio telephone on bOard is wait
ing at the door. Some riders will already be in their seats 
and others will be picked up in turn at their front doors, on 
the way to the shops, the works, the hospital, the station or 
whatever .... Dial-a-ride is a bus and taxi hybrid. It gives a 
better quality of service than a bus but undercuts taxis in 
cost. Naturally, it attracts the antagonism of both. In Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, both the transportation authority and the 
Ford Motor Company were taken to court in 1971 by local 
taxi operators for having the effrcntery to 3nnounce a dial· 
a-ride service. Fortunately for the people of the town, first 
Washtenaw County Circuit Court and then the Michigan 
Court of Appeals found against the taxi men. 

• 
... a Morris Mini doing forty miles to the gallon and 
carrying four people will be more economical than a 
twelve-miles-to·the-gallon coach carrying twelve. Less 
fuel would be burned if the coach party was sent off 
in three minis. 
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        Bicycles in Shanghai Street There arc no private cars in China. 
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Pro<lucer Gas from Davis 
Professor Brian Horsfield and Dr. R. 0. Williams of University 
of California, Davis have been working hard to develop the 
hardware needed to convert crap residues into ffammabfe gas, 
hence useful power. The crop residues are not converted into 
methane in a digester. Instead, they are burned in a con
trol!ed atmosphere and cvnverted into what is called 
uproducer gas" which is rather like Propane in its potential 
use:s. These papers explain what is probably the state of 
the art. 

-JB 
General Concluskms 
1) In a downdr~ught gas producer, the grate/firebox con

figuration is'of paramount importance in providing for 
the continuous supply of good quality gas. 

2) Different designs of grate/firebox are likely to be used 
with different fuels. 

3) Conversion efficiencies in excess of 70% can be r<>adily 
achieved and 80% is possible with an ideally sized 
material. 

4) As the size of the fuel decreases, gasification in down
draught mode becomes increasingly more difficult. 

5) Mixing fuels of different sizes could alleviate problems 
caused by the high resistance to air/gas flow which 
occur with granular fuels. 

HOT GAS 
OU1L€T 

FIR£ BOX 

GRAT£ 

A 10 KW S1Qt1al corps motor/generator was operated success· 
fully for ~eriods up t'O 8 h:;,urs on producer gas. A 3-way 
valve, mounted between th.e carburetor and induction mani
fold, enabled the engin'i:! to be run either on gasoline or 
producer gas. 

It was apparent from the limited e.<perimentation C:escribed 
above and from an extensive literature survey ( 1 l that no 
serious problems wert! like,ly to be encountered vvhen running 
a gasoline engine on producer gas. A reduction in output 
power relative to that nof':nally obtained with g<;soline, was 
to be expected; however, output power could have been 

increased by instaliing a turbo charger and/or by increasing 
the engine's compression ratio. 

• 
GASIFICATION PUBLICATIONS 

1. University of California, Davis, Department of Agricul
tural Engineering. 1977. Research Report- Agricul
tural :lesidues as an Alternative Source of Energy for 
the Pacific Gas o.nd Electric Company. 279 pp. $15.00. 
Economic and technical feasibility study of the Poten
tial for utilizing agricultural and :forest residues as fuel 
for California Utility Power Companies, especially 
PG&E. Discusses collection systems, transportation 
systems, and energy conversion systems for such residues 
as field crop residues, fruit and nut tree prunings., animal 
manures, and forest residues. 

2. Horsfield, Brian, Howard Doster and Robert Peart. 1976. 
Drying Energy (rom Corn Cobs: A Total System. 25 pp. 
$1.00. Describes and analyzes a total system for 
using the energy in com cobs for drying com cobs. 
Sketches of seven low-BTU Gasifiers are presented. 

3. Horsfield, Brian and R.O. Williams. 1976. Energy for 
Agric<41ture and the Gasification of Crop Residues. 
20 pp. $ .85 Description and performance of the 
Laboratory Gas Producer model converting rice hulls, 
cotton gin trash, wood chips, walnut shells and com 
cobs to low-BTU gas. 

4. Williarns, R.O. and Brian Horsfield. 1977. Generation of 
Low-BTU Fuel Gas from Agric&..ltt~ral Residues and 
Experime'1ts with a Laboratory Scale Gas Producer. 
28 pp. $1.10. Detail description of a Laboratory Gas 
Producer and experiments primarily with nut shells to 
assess ash removal designs. 

5. Williams, R.O .. and John R. Goss. 1977. An Assessment 
of the Gasification Characteristics of some Agricultural 
and Forest lndustrv Residues. 25 pp. $1.00. A follow· 
up report to Report No. 4. Discussing the gasification 
characteristics in more detail. 

6. Horsfield, Brian. 1976. Current Er~ropean Activities in 
Gasification. 7 pp. $ .35. Describe.;:~ visit by Dr. 
Horsfield in April1976 to assess the development of 
Ia!> producers ir. France, England and Sweden. 

7. Gas."!, J.R. and R.O. Williams. 1977. Walnut Shells: 
Replacement (or Natural Gas? (Published in Chilton's 
Food Engineering Magazine- September 1977 Issue) 
5 pp, $ .35. A report on the Pilot Plant Gas Producer 
installed at Diamond/Sunsweet, Stockton, CA. Based 
on the Preliminary Report which i'i the next item, 

8. Goss, J.R. and R.O. Williams. 1977. PreJiminary Report, 
To the State of California EnertZy Resources Co1111erva· 
tion and Development Commi.u-ion. On·Site Extraction 
of Low-BTU Gas from Agricultural Residues (or th~ 
Replacement o( Natural Gas in Agricultural Processing. 
28 pp. $1.20. The preliminary report on the Pilot 
Plant Gas Producer at Diamond/Suusweet. Stockton, 
California. Also, contains a brief 'nht.ory of &a&ifica~on, 
cost analYSis for Diamond/Sunsw~et's gas and electric 
power needs and plans for other ~:pplications of the 
Pilot Pla.nt Produt:er through December 1978. 

9. Williams, R.O., John R. Goss, Brian C. Horsfield and 
Robert Hodam. 1977. Steam Raisint with Low-BTU 
Gas Generators and Potentia'- for Other Applications. 
9 PI'· $ .40. Similar to the 1•reliminary rep or!. 
Inc! udes an Uttroductory section on natural gas 
usa·~e in California. 

10. Goss, John R. 1977. Experimented Pilot Plant Gat Pro· 
ducE"r (or Walnut Shells. 4 pp. $ .30. A brief descrip
tion on the Pilot Plant Gas Producer as 'tnstalled at 
Diamond/Sunsweet. Stockton, California. 

11. Hotsfield, Brian C. 1976. Finns Involt•e-:1 with Gas 
Producers and Consultants lnuolued ruith Ga11 Produce,.,. 
2 pp. $ .25. A listing ll'ith addresses. 

12. Hotsfield, Brian and R.O. Williams. 197'6. Technological 
and Economic Aese1sment o( the Utilization o( Rice 
Straw Residue (rom the California Sacramento Valley 
for On-Form Power Generation. 83 pp. $2.75. A study 
of alternati ,~uses for rice ::~traw and collection methods. 
Limited discussion on gu producem as one of the 
Pnssibl<:! utUization systems. 

AU of the above: $24.55. Order by numbe. Add $1.00 to 
each complete order fot postage and handling. Make checks 
payable to Regents of the University of Cali.fomia. 
Order from: University of California. Davl.s 

University Extension Office 
4455 Chemistry Annex 
Davis, CA 95616 
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   The great methane bubble 

This is the kind of detailed skepticism we like to see accom
panying our criticisms. (Another good one is Margaret Mead's 
remark that current American romotlticism about China 
reminds her of the 30's, when we felt the same way about 
Russia.) 

We mean by printing this no slight on John Fry's excelle,1t 
methane book, or on Mother Earth News, a damned usgful 
magazine. They had a go at these devices. That's more than 
we've done. 

Furthermore, experiment£. are not for perfection, they're for 
learning. And learning rec;uires acknowledging the distance 
from perfection. Hence tbe following. 

-SB 

DEAR Mr. J. BALDWIN, Spring 1975 
SOFT TECHNOLOGY, 
Whole Earth Epilogue, 

I'VE JUST FINISHED READING THE ALTERNATIVE 
ENERGY SOURCE SECTION IN THE EPILOGUE
SPECIFICALLY THE METHANE SECTION. I FOUND 
YOUR REMARKS ACCURATE & REFRESHINGLY 
FRANK AS COMPAr:ED TO ALL THE GUNG·HO MOTHER 
EARTH NEWS ATTITUDE (among others). WELL, I'VE 
BEEN MORE THAN INTERESTED IN ANAEROBIC Dl· 
GESTION FOR THE PAST YEAR, HAVING HITCHIKED 
AROUND TO EXISTING FARM-S! ZED (AND EXPERI
MENTAL) DIGESTER SITES- THEY INCLUDE: L. JOHN 
FRY- SANTA BARBARA, Fry's 3 110 gal. DIGESTERS 
\lEVER REALLY worked- YET UNDYINGLY PRO
r...,OTED THEM IN HIS $12.00 BOOK: Methane Power 
Plants (The Practi-cal Building oil, RICHARD SHUTTLE
WORTH (John 'Mother Earth News' Shuttleworth), DIGEST
ER IN REDi.-:EY, INDIANA ... THEIR DIGESTER COST: 
$15,000.00 (can you believe that?) AND CONSUMED MORE 
UNITS OF ENERGY (BY KEEPING IT WARMED VIA 
ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENT IN WATER BATH) than 
it PRODUCED IN METHANE FORM. Please ~ke more 
accurate inquiries to the NET ENERGY GAIN OF A DI
GESTER-. I VISITED LES AUERBACH IN ~-1ADISON 
AROUND MAY 30th THIS PAST SPRING & HE WAS 
TENTATIVELY PLANNING ON BUILDING ANOTHER 
DIGESTER (STARTING AROUND NOWL YES. HIS book· 
let IS CONCtSE FOR AN "EXPERIMENTAL SIZED" DI
GESTER. Also, I visited The Rodale Press & a fellow named 
Alton Eliason (Nonhampton, ConnJ WHO HAVE BUILT 
275 gal. 0''lesters. 

All agreed upon basic principles -NONE OF THEM 
WORKED w/o A NET ENERGY LOSS! Only one produced 
gasl HOW CAN THESE THINGS EVER AMORTIZE TI-!EM· 
SELVES? 

STILL, FEELING UNDAUNTED- I RETURNED TO 
MICHIGAN in JUNE & BUlL T A 275 gal. Digester TO GET 
THE BASICS DOWN & MY HANDS GOING IN THE RIGHT 
PLACES- THEN, EMBARKED UPON A 1,000 gaL digester 
designed for 10-15 cattle. I INCORPORATED DESIGN 
CHANC;ES ALL along 1"HE WAY WHf:RE I FELT OTHERS 
HAD MISSED' (SOLAFI PANELS FOR ADDITIONAL HEAT 
SOURCE, 3 inches of Polyurethane insulation to minimize 
heat loss, an 18' x 15' GREENHOUSE- A 275 gal. TANK 
mounted on a chassis TO HAUL Digested sludge to the gar
den - A 1,000 gal. Floating gas storage tank) etc. etc. etc. 

Now as I'm finishing up on this project- of my Qwn financ· 
ing (cost$ run between $500-$600 everything inc:"ruding weld
ing supplies, greenhouse, etc. I have sev·aral things to ASK & 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS TO MAKE_, 

1) Any possibility of OBTAINING FUNDS MENTIONED 
on pages :152-753 of EPILOGUE? OR leads to write storHes) 
-articles on this project? How Does one go about it? Maybe 
OGF, ASE, or TMEN- Guess I'll write them. 

2) Continue your pessimism towards Homestead sized 
Digesters FOR the Following Reason(s): 

~) poor rate of return for amount of time/money & energy 
mvested. 

bi WMERE DOES REALLY i"'iETHANE ENERGY ORIGI
!\I.e.TE? NO ONE (to my knowledge) HAS F~EAL!ST!CALLY 
ASKED NOR ANSWERED THIS QUESTION. CATTLE/ 
LIVESTOCK Manure IS NOTHING MORE THAN UN
UTILiZED CEREAL/grain ENERGY FROM THEsun{soiL 
BVT -WE MUST dearly ask & see HOW EFFICIENTLY 
DO LIVESTCCK TRANSFORM Animal PROTEIN FROM 
Grair,(Cereal protein? Well -as ap!:ly put in Diet For a Small 
Planet- IT TAKES 21 lbs. ot Grain Protein to produce 1 lb. 
of Animal protein! The bCJiance of which (rn the form of 
MANURE) fiNDS ITS WAY TO THE KITCHEN STOVE 
AFTER Anaerobically Decomposing IN A QjGESTER. VERY 
ENERGY INTENSIVE-- PITFALL LIES OVER Western 
MAN'S lNFATUATION OVER GADGETRY .... I guess & 
Americans INSATIABLE DEMAND FOR MEAT. 

Another Point -
IF YOU WISH TO PURSUE IT IN ANOTHER "Epilogue" 
or Co-Evolution Quarterly is: WHY A DIGESTER? THE 
MOST PIERCING/AWAKENING WAY OF STATING IT: 
ONCE CONDITIONS ARE RIPE FOR AN "Adequate 
sized Digester" (ABOUT 20,000gal. & on up before~ 
thought is given to lifting up a shovel or pipe wrench) -
then -there should never _!::?~that co:1dition in the first place 
... that is, are we going to deal with the symptoms or the 
root of faulty/inefficient energy cycles? 

This line of logic all leads to several questions we must 
searchin£IIY answer for our children's children children: 

1} Can we afford the "luxury" of poor energy transformers 
& try to rationalize the effort by building Digesters? 

2) Once cattle are confined iwhich- incidentally is the 
biggest pain in the ass" with digesters- notice that everyone 
avoids this point in their quick-buck publications) -their 
confinement leads to a whole host of problems & diseases 
(foot rot, Flies- everything is exacerbated problem-wise 
the sarne as humans in high urban density population centers. 
It just doesn't make sense on a small scale. 

3) Once you have enough cattle to supply A Digestr:r to do 
something ... you are now agribiz & must go big time to 
grow the energy \GRAIN) tc feed the cattlE: to get the shiT to 
fill your Digester. iAII very Catch 22-ish.) 

However - on a large scale (municipal) - where you have 
10's of thousands of pe:...ple flushing their toilets (vyith all 
that water !I to bring the solids down the line to a central 
Dig€!ster - All this manure will make a digester teasible m 
regards to stabtlizin9._!he volatile solids fraw shit) -this 
aspect is the most imPortant m regard to digesters on a 
whole (nutrients broken down -ready for field applica
tion). 

Let me rattle on for a bit on a case history of sewage treat· 
ment at the closest gooti-sized CITY: Kalamazoo, Michigan 
(pop. 1970: 11 0,000+) (Twice selected as an "All-American 
City) 

In 1954, several sewage works enginet=rs had the foresight 
& resourcefulness to plan, build & hire a companv to build 
anaerobic digesters f•>r thei.- treatmer<t plant. Fine. There 
were two 100,000 F r.a (750,000 gal.) Anaerobic Digesters 
built & ran fine until the late 60's. The gas produced was 
burned in a heat exc 11anger and the hot water was then circu
lined w/i pipes throiJghout the walls & Floor of digester to 
keep sewage slop at optimum 95"F Temp. [THIS SYSTEM IS 
WHAT I modeled mine after - I used an old 'side arm heater' 
They us·-a to use them here in old USA or in Europ~, especi
ally SpE!in- They call 'em "FLASH HEATERS"- HOT 
water then circulates through 48' of 1" pipe w/in Digester.! 

Anyway -The Kalamazoo DigP.Ster gas was used to heat all 
the sewage works buildings. run the generators to produc:e 
power to ru;-. all the equipment plus have enough to burn 
off. A fine set-up till 1967 when the sewage wo.>rks decided 
that fateful step of combining industrial, domestic, & phar
maceutical wastes in one big show- well, the town of 
Kalamazoo centers on is the UP JOHN CO. - makers of our 
vitamins & endle:>s "miracle" drLigs- So- good ole' 
UPJOHN IN 1967- after putting in a line to the main 

*!he pam m the ass 1m relernng to IS manure colieciion & 
not the actual cattle confining. 

88 First appeared Spring, 1915. 
Updated Spring, 1978. 



sewage pipe~ began pumping their pharmaceutical wastes 
down the line~ AND WHAM! WITHIN HOURS, The 
Kalamazoo sewage works had 1 ,500,000 gal. of putrefying/ 
messy/non-digesting sewage slop. The Reason? As UPJOHNS 
skimmed off the foam & dumped residues from their ANTI· 
BIOTIC Fermentation tanks & vats, it was a matter of 
minutes/hours before all the sensitive, 2nd stage - ·'Methane 
Fermenters" were knocked out of production. 

So ended the presence of anaerobic Digestion in Kalamazoo. 

Continuing~ to alleviate this problem -Kalamazoo sewage 
works trucked/pumped all this putryfying shit out to 
LAGOONS to Aerobically decompose the 'problem: Need
less to say the population went crazy & effigies burned etc. 
at the horrendous stench. (All this to buy time to build the 
"ultimate in sewage disposal") 

SO -after about 2 years~ the Zimro units were finished 
to a fantastic tune of sewage costs. with the Digesters, price/ 
cost oer ton of sewage disposal was $4.50/ton ·FIXED COST 
TOO- since power companies couldn't regulate SHIT- Hi'! 
NOW, WITH Zimpro- the price/cost per ton of sewage treat· 
mentis $25.00+/ton and is stili rising [due to increased fossil 
fuel costs J . 
Little Back History- Zimpro is short for THE "Zimmerman 
Process" developed/perfected by a sewage works engineer in 
the early 60's. The Zimpro process is basically known as 
"WET-A!R OXIDATiON" And consists quite simply of 
compressing the incoming solids (they've Already been 

Jim Surge/'s dige.ner. He doesn't say how well it works.. 

EAST END of Digesrer (1,000 gal. 130+ ft.3) 
• Flexible, spiralin.1,· tub~: is level indicator before final 

!took up. 
•: Gate valve is for supernatant sampling & getting 

greenhouse sludge [or inside plants. 
• CH4 draw off at extreme upper left. 
• 4" pipe leading off to the right is for sluny/sludge 

removal to sludge "honey wagon" buggy. 
•Access hatch for inside constructwn & mrmuai 

clean- if necessary. 
~At bottom of photo: top 1 %-inch pipe comes from 

side arm heater at the extreme right. CH!i. is used 
intermittently to heat h'ater (connection system) & 
circulate inside digester. Lower 1 W' pipe is the cold 
(cooled) return. 

dewaterad) And heating them up~ then running them 
through a "REACTOR" or "cooking area" which -quite 
lite,rally, cooks the shit out of excremem. 

I.E. At the HIGH Temps. of 3500F+ the nutrients & organic 
mc,tter oxidize (Fiamelesslyl and render them sterile. IT 
Kl LLS THEM, AFTER COOLING DOWN A BIT, THE 
HOT SHIT IS RUN THROUGH A Blower/VACUUM Dip
Rc.ller type a-rrangement - The resuit being a DR I ED inert 
cake- looking, feeling, smelling, & having as much nutrient 
value as: 

WET CARDBOARD. 
H-ilS CAKE 1.5 THEN TRUCKED OUT TO LANDFILL 
The limpro Process is BJRNING OUR FERTILIZING 
nutrients!!! How Long can we expect to go on living on this 
planet if we burn our shit wastefully and take oodles of 
fossil fuels to do it? The Zimpro process is a patent/trademark 
o+: ZIMPRO, Inc. Address: Rothschild, Wisconsin. [Send for 
info. it'll blow your mind.} These folks are a division of 
S·terling Drug, Inc. 

THIS IS WHERE SEWAGE Treatment in Kalamazoo stands 
wday. Disheartening. 

REVIEWING THIS LETTER ... SEEMS AS THOUGH 
SOME BITTERNESS comes THROUGH IN PLACES. THE 
MAIN INTENT IS TO PUNCTURE some Holes in THE 
EXAGGERATIONS & HUNKY-OORINESS OF THE SUPER
OUTPUT OF ANAEROBIC Digesters, and to produce more 
reliable info..-rnation. 

TRUE, IN THE EARLY STAGES OF DIGESTERS- THERE 
V'1 AS A LOT OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE FORM OF PRAC
TICAL RESEARCH TO BE ACCOMPLISHED IN REGARDS 
TO Home/Homestead- small, decentralized SET-.UPS. 

However, after visiting existing Digester sites in the US of A 
\plus many abandoned BATCH-TYPE Digesters in So. France) 
And reading the available, current literature, Old sewage works 
j11urnals, long discussions with sewage works operators- etc. 
!SEWAGE WORKS OPERATORS ARE THE BEST FOR 
in1~xpensive reliable INFO.] 

THAT, Anaerobic Digesters are impractical for anytiling BUT 
Li~RGE Scale- manure intensive set-ups. This very fact pre· 
eludes a widespread, decentralized, small-scale acceptance of 
anaerobic Digesters as a viable alternative energy source for 
the future. 

SOME FURTHER CONCLUSIONS & ODDS & ENDS: 
In regards to SOME LOW-COST, LOW-Tech, scrounged, 
universal, easily made - highly applicable excrement com
poster - is this little set-up that I cut & welded up quickly as 
a take-off on the hideously expensive ($1 ,600.00+) "Clivus" 
(meaning inclination & THUS, THE NATURAL VENTING) 
Composting Toilet: 

\bl t..Er SEAT (HERT€0?) 
W/Tl&HTL.t0 

TOSTP(:.t', 
w(OA:Mf'E.R 

AND/OR. 

"' +-- 1/E.NT F'Li'E. 
(OI.JTClf= BU"--G 

ON t..ll,') 

<6---Sot..T
Ct..AI'lP n'R:. 

L.ICI 

A ~1U6 OF PIPE. 
oR. £-riAfT PfOlRLO.K:::. 
ON~ -$l0€.S OF 

OIU.JN\ TO PR.OVI CE.. 
FUI..C.RlJfV\ Po1..m; ON 

~_lH_l<\-1. DRUN\ C.f\N ~WI'JE.L 
AND T\ ~ e.ACJ'.. 

Jim Burgel 
Bangor, Michigan 
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Wood Heat

 J. BALDWIN

Shortages and high cost of  fuels have
encouraged many people to turn to wood. Too many,
probably, for this country’s wood supply to service
over the long haul unless disciplined forest manage-
ment is practiced. This seems to be an unlikely
prospect until there are shortages of wood too; 
cutting is a quick profit business.  obviously takes
a lot  time to cut and burn a tree than it takes to

 one. How many of  who burn wood plant
 Of course, you can  using ‘downed

wood,  but that is taking needed soil nutrients and
if deprives certain  of necessary shelter and
food. You can burn  and 

 over from lumbering  but this is  a
 resource and it smacks a bit of secretly con-

doning the awful lumbering methods that result in
slash.   not thinking about where your
hamburger  comes from. A great many 
burning civilizations have completely destroyed

 forests fold China, for example) and many
 are well on the way  and many South

American   this country we plant

approximately one tree for each  cot, so we
aren’t  either. Wood may be renewable but it
isn’t inexhaustible unless managed. Even that
holds a possibility of soil depletion over a long
period of time.

Whether you are going to be honest about it and
manage a  (or  from a managed  or
whether you are going to transfer a fossil fuel 

 to wood burning and ignore the  issues as
long as  are warm today, it will pay to use as
little wood as possible. This means good insulation
and a  building (rarely seen in a rural
setting) and good equipment. Tradition isn’t always a
good indicator of efficiency either. Our forefathers
saw the forests as inexhaustible and if their 
ceilinged houses leaked a lot of heat, they just put on
another log. Look at  gigantic size of many
colonial fireplaces! Even the famous  Stove”
is an energy hog. (Though Ben Franklin’s  was
not What we have today are cheap imitations of the
cheap imitations of his In any case, an in-



creased “se of wood as
fuel is going to add pres-
sure to an  over-
loaded environment as
the demand for trees
increases and as air pol-
lution is increased from
the burning. Such 

 make wood 
 not quite a simple

fire in the fireplace on
a rainy night.

 the hardware depart-
 a/so there is con-

troversy. “My Ashley is
better than  
and every other possible

combination of brand
 myth, and 

founded  is heard
these days. Professor

Jay Shelton, one of the authors of The Woodburner’s
Encyclopedia, has  run tests on  stoves
under laboratory conditions in an effort to 
some of  arguments. I don’t know whether he
has settled them or not. Mow  hear. “Yes, but his lab
is different than my  like that. /t’s clear
that there will have to be a  more research if we
are  going to know  we are doing.
guess that certain stoves are best for certain 

 weather, and wood type. Best is probably to
ask around, as there are many For
instance, did you know that burning driftwood just

 the   of  stoves? The  can
hear it now.  stove has been fed driftwood
right here in Coos Bay for 35 years and it’s just like

 Ah we//. Here are some books on the subject,
 stoves that our readers seem to like. We

haven’t had any letters on what  dislike,
probably because it’s too embarrassing to spend $300

on a turkey. For sure  should shop around. Many
stoves are heavily discounted. And keep in mind what
you’re doing to our trees .

Tbe 



The  Book of
  

Garden Way  Co
  

    

 
 Viking  Inc.
  Ave.
  city

NY 10022

Stove Book
   

1977;  pp.

$5.95

   
176  Ave.

  NY  

Donald R.  
1974: 242 pp.

$3.50 

How to Install a Fireplace

 and Building
Your Fireplace

 and
Wilbur  Eastman

$4.95

from:
Garden  Publishing Co.

 
or  



 Stove Buyer’s Guide

 Wood Burning Quarterly



Blazing Showers

Blazing Showers
Manual

$2.50 

 Showers
  327
  CA 95468

Mexican water heater

The  Cookstove



Pioneer  and Stoves Co.

Pioneer Lamps and stoves

$4.00

Another long-forgotten de-
sign,  B&M  5 

 and  
   

  tear-drop 
three-legged  and ex-
aggerated  dame make
modern   and

  available
in three   doors and

   
models are   wood.

   
    

 in   than 
  

‘burning in the 
  maintaining

   every-
  burned.  cast
  all American made,
    

 delivery , $900.00.

August West Chimney
 Handbook

$ 9 . 5 0
 sweep  

$ 1 3 8 5 . 0 0    

 
 CT 

The    and growing  what it   education.
The advertising   here in Connecticut  two things.
one. it     a   in  
and  they have their chimney cleaned  face 
real danger of chimney tire. I   

   message       
  And  my  makes 

 heard of   working in  and
     servicemen.   right,

 a    a much more attractive  
the guy doing it  like a 19th Century   all

     a  degree of dedi-
cation. and a  of  A!, there qualities are sadly
lacking in the  world,      a chimney

 I  a golden   bring   them
    ray     in   Of 

 and a  bank 

 
 Wood Splitting Maul

$19.95  Of 
$21.70   

 
23797  Road

 station, OH 44028

The

The Stickler
 

   
  
 NM 
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Losing Ground 
Desperare news. Firewood 1~ disappearing in the world. So 
d1i: mountain environments, irrigation svstems, fisheries, 
rain forests, and soil. Chapters from this book have appearerl 
as major articles in Science, N~tural History, and elsewhere 
because· of Eckholm's uniquely detailed perspective on 
environmental degradation in the Third and "Fourth" 
(impoverished) World. From there the planetary picture 
is stark. 

Losing Ground 
{EnvironmRntal Stress 
and World Food Prospects) 
Erik P. Eckhoim 
1976; 219pp. 

$3.95 postpa;d 
from: 
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc. 
500 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10036 
or Whole Earth 

·-SB 

By the mid .. twentieth century, said the Chinese minister of 
forestry in 1956, the country had "the greatest number of 
barren hills in the world." Throughout much of the country 
only tempie groves rematned as a reminder of the original 
tree-covered landscape. 

• 
With life untenable for so many residents of the Andes, 
largescale migration to other areas is inevitable. As usually 
occurs when Murnan populations are forced to flee an 
impossible :;ituation, the movement out of the mountains 
has given rise to many new social problems. 

• 
Ecologically sound planning requires concern for the next 
decade, the next generation and beyond; only the strong 
and vocal support -or insistence ... of an informed citizenry 
can allow -or force - leaders to depart frQm their usual 
fixation on the next month or year. A widespread public 
understanding of the ecolcgic;d danger is ultimately the 
prime weapon for fighting .any com!Tiercial interests -
whether highly placed timber concessionaires in Indonesia 
or Pakistan or corporate farmers in Central America -
threatened h'! environmental protection measures. If 
powerful economic and political interests oppose necessary 
reforms, then a stronger political force is necessary to 
override them, and information about the nature of the 
threats ta weH-being is essential for building such<; 
coalition. This is broadly true of virtually all pulitical 
systems - not just democracies . 

• 
Experience has proven that sound treatment of the land 
cannot be decreed by officials -·particularly those viewed 
as alier. or oppressive -and t~Jen forced upon people who 
d0 nor understand why changes in their habits are necessary. 
Faced with serious soil erosion in their African colonies, 
the British in the 1940s and i950s '<ried the coercive approach, 
and by any acccunt the ultimate results were abysmal. 

• 
The trends charted in this book do not point toward a sudden, 
cataclysmic global famine. What appears most likely, if cur· 
rent p<."tttems pre-,t~il_. is chronic depression conditions for the 
share of humankind, perhaps a fou:1:h, that might be termed 
Jconomically and poHtically marginal. Marginal people on 
marginal lands will slowly sink into the slough of hopeless 
pOI!eny. Some will continue to wrest from the·eatth what 
fruits they c;;::--1, others will turn up in the dead-end urban 
slums of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Whether the 
deterioration of their prospects will be a quiet one is quite 
;;mother question. 

Plant a Tree 
Johnny Appleseed realized that pt:mting trees is pol!tn:al; 
the Datsun company reaiized that plan ring a tree for each 
test drive would sell cars. This book could create a tree 
pl,:m ting movement, simply by bein~ such a good manual. 
It describes, state by state, citv srreet tree planting 
programs; urban tree maintenance and the brand new 
practice of controlling srreet tree pests by releasmg 
predator insects. There is equal discuss10n of planting 
and maint:mance for various rural conditfons, and a fine 
encyclopedia of many American, Europecm and Oriemal 
trees, with beautiful bl.:~ck and white photographs. These 
f}ictures for me are like fairy tales, recalling visions of 
trees in my childhood. 

-Rosemary Menninger 

Plant a Tree 
(A Working Guide to 
Regreening America) 
Michael Weiner 
1975; 277pp. 

$6.95 po,pa;d 
from: 
iv1acmillan Pub. Co., Inc. 
Order Department 
Front and Brown Streets 
Riverside, NJ 08075 

or Whole Earth 

Key Questions Important to tt>e Survival of the Tree 
1. Can the tree survive the minimum temperature of 
your locale for prolonged periods of time? 
2. Can the tree tolerate the fumes, dust, smoke, and 
road salt it may be subject to? 
3. Will it be able to thrive in the soil it is planted in? 
4. Is the rainfall adequate for optimum growth, or will 
watering be required? 
5. How resistant is the tree to diseases common to the 
area? 

~·F()""RE SETTING, TREE 
:sHOULD BE PRUNED 
!AT POINTS INDICATED 

I
BY BLAC..t<.. LINES, NOT I 
BY CLIPPING ENDS OF 
'BRANCHES. · 

PLANTING A TREE 
OBSERVE EVERY POINT 
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Some people called him “The  Man.”
Some people called him “The Human Mole.” Some
people laughed at him and called him names and
said he was crazy. His parents in Sicily thought
all of America was laughing at him. One woman
refused  marry him unless he built her a house
above ground. He never got married.

  was   and he came to
this country in 1902. He was 21 years old. the son
of a wealthy Sicilian fruit grower.  man seeking
his own fortune and personal independence 
new land. Little did he know that literally it
would be  the land.

tie didn’t speak a word of English and  
work he could get was digging the  
subway  That was the  of his
underground  It  take him   
all the money he made went for  and  
the only land he dug   the  of
New York.

He wanted his  land. He   and
 He wanted to plant his   

   m o v e d    
he bought 700 acres of land  to  that
beneath the surface  a    
third hardest natural rock in the earth. He 
his luck almost   as he cursed the hot
California climate he wasn’t used 

Then he got an idea: Why not  in this hard
ground? It wouldn’t support fruit, but maybe it
would support him  protect him from the harsh
California sun.

So he started digging. Forty years later he was
still digging.

When he died of pneumonia in 1946. he had
completed more than 90 underground rooms.



passages and courts covering seven acres of land.
He  a chapel, an  automobile tunnel
and a huge,  room 
a,, underground.

   have done is for nothing, for it required
very little money.  $300,” he told a
reporter for the Fresno Bee in 1924. At first he
supported himself by working for other farmers.
But in time he had his own fertile land and other 
people working for him, so he could spend most
of his time digging.

And dig he did. He dug most rooms 10 feet under-
ground, each with an open hole to the surface for

 and water. and each with a fruit tree  a
planter immediately below. He had one level 23
feet below and another  rooms 35 feet below
the surface.

His main tools were hand  A pick, a shovel.
a wheelbarrow. A horse and smell scraper were

used to move large rocks. Sometimes he would
allow his brother Giuseppe to help with the cement
work, but es soon es Giuseppe left he would
completely redo his brother’s work.

“I have been doing this for fun,” Baldasare 
told a “Money? What do I want With

money? If I had a million dollars I couldn’t spend
 it. Neither could you. Nobody could. I em broke

but the cavern  all the work it represents are
 more than a million dollars to me.”

Today it’s  the “Forestiere Underground
Gardens,” located   miles north of 
town  two blocks east of Freeway 99 
West Shaw Avenue.

At first  you see are a bunch of 
out of the dirt. Look closer, however, and you’ll
notice these “bushes” are  the tops of trees
growing from deep underground. There’s one citrus
tree 22 feet below  surface   one tree
growing seven different fruits: Navel oranges,
Valencia oranges,  tangerines, sweet lemons,

 lemons and grapefruit.

 are  pomegranate trees and pear trees and
persimmon trees and  trees and palm date
trees and  trees and strawberry trees. 

Baldasare Forestiere grew strawberries on trees!

There are red grapes and green grapes and rosemary
and myrtle. all growing underground, all growing
toward the skylights   planned, shaped,
controlled, designed to give incredible life to his
underground world.

There are fireplaces and benches and shelves etched
out of the stone walls. There are arches and tunnels
and grottos and patios and gardens everywhere.
There’s a pond where Forestiere used to store fresh



fish he caught  the San   until he
 ready to  them.

There’s  pond  a    feet
below ground where he used  keep exotic fish.
And 10 feet below that is another area where he
could sit and look up at the fish and  skylight
above them.

There’s a  fcr  “sump pits” 
the winter rains and an underground bathtub with
a hose  to a metal tank above ground where
the sun would heat  bathwater. And there’s one
huge room, 35 by 100 feet, which 
dreamed of turning into  underground restaurant.
but he died before it was completed.

“There’s a whole lifetime down here.” said 
(“Hick”)     who   
hide-and-seek in “Uncle  caverns. “There’s
one hell of a lifetime down hero.”

 remembers his  well. He remembers
how   would bless and kiss each plant
he put  the soil  each branch he grafted onto
his citrus trees. He  his  making
his own wine and calling it “Sangre di 

 “the blood of Christ.” He remembers Baldasare
in  of hi; old radio listening to Lowell Thomas.
Or sitting in  underground study reading Eleanor
Roosevelt and  Tarkinqton in 
Magazine. “He was  at a  for words,”

 said. “He read a lot  used a  of 
words   understood.”

 World War II  violently criticized
the American government for putting his Japanese
neighbors in detention camps. “Everyone thought
he  unpatriotic,”  said.  remember

    b e i n g      “ 1
used to    work. I  
! criticized  for  making his  
rooms perfectly round. ‘Any    a 
of string and  it round!’ he  “To
make it crooked and    nice  that’s

 real work” 

Today  and  wife  keep five of
   acres open to the public.

But because of financial problems and the hard 
of the winter  the Underground Gardens
will   open  until the  of 1978.
Contact  Gardens, 
A v e n u e ,   CA 93711  
for more 

“God, you’ll never know how much I  never
meeting Uncle said    
into the Forestiere family long after 
had died.  yet I feel like  mat 
she says.  keep  at   and 
his life all around me. I keep saying: Hey,

   you! Thank   opening
something up in 

“I can’t help if,” she rays. “You can feel it. You
can sense it. Lonk around. Look at  walls
and arches and gardens. Look at this world down
here. You can see how much he loved 

 you can  how   loved  

 bedroom: Arch   outdoor 



fv1alcohn VVells 
comments 
F:e: F-on".i:iece s Underground G<lrdens 

Dear Mr. B.and 

Yuur request for a techn1cal analysis and "how-to'' evalua
tion of F0restiere's worh gives me a perfect opportunity to 
use 011e C'f my ~hreel f?vor:te architectural quotations, 

B~H-Id1ng~ shou!cl speak for therr:selves2 

Arc F~Hest1ere's Under·ground Gardens actually buildings, 
though 7 Ber·nard Rudm'sky cCJIIs such spdces architecture 
by S'Ubtraction. '.'"Veii whether they're buildings or not, 
they do speak fur th;;mselves eloquently if what I 
see J'ld reJd 1n the Examiner are tv be believed. Here is 
mau: so s1mple a glance 1s all anynne needs to unJersta;1d 
it r:c~n?.etel','. 

We arcn.tects spe:1\1 from tive to erght yean in college, anci 
anot"~-r three 'to ~;v'" yeors in apprenticeship, before the 
5tatt: com:dccs ~~~ ready to ohar our gems t0 the waiting 
publ1r J~">d loc,k w!lat we g1ve it! Thirteen years of 
tra1ning .;I'd the best we can produce are metal and glass 
bo.-:e.; !>tanding ifl ·1arking lot~! Forestiere demolishes us 
v~ith a wheelbano1,-~ afld a dre<~m. 

You want a technical a1~alysis of his work? I'll give you 
cne. there it s~a.-,d~. The Garde11s exist; what more can 
1 say? Do W€' need compt•ter stud!es to prove these 
fantastic spaces successful? How many others, covering 
thous;:>.nds of square feet and co5ting only $300, ca!'l 
you. nam~? 

How to do it? Easy: dig. 

No, it's not as easy as that. Onlv a ForestiP.re could do 
such things. I might try, a!"'d get nothing but cave-ins. 
Or tap an underpround river. You see, he~~- You 

17le roofs: All the work wa~ done hy hand 

look at those gardens and it's cbv10us. They almost se8:-n 
to have existed before Forestiere ar(iva,:J. He simply set 
them free. The trees that grow there, the love uf life 
you feel, and the strange attraction of the Gardnns, all 
indicate ;.hat th1s was not your avprage d1tch-digger. 
Not by a long shot. 

I'm fascinated by the untutored genius that appears now 
and then, even in the humblest of people, driving its host 
against all odds to dn what he must. Rodia of Watts. 
Gaudi of Baro:;elona. Fore~tiere. Sper;ulation about the 
source of SIJCh g1fts inPvitab~y leads to a confrontation 
with the unanswerable, but it also gives us, I think, our 
best ~eason for hope. 

Malcolm WeHs 
Chprry Hill, New Jersey 

1. The ether two: Thoreau's" ... all work Passes out of 
the hands of the architect into the hands of nature, to be 
perfected." And now this gem from Forestiere: "To 
make it crooked and make it look nice -that's the 
real work." 

2. Was it Wright who said this? I fcrge"&, but it's 
right on target. 

The underground gourmet: Forestiere 's simple kitchen 
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WELLS' OFFICE- BACK DOOR 

The hillside exitway is barely seen in this shot from across the dirty stream, but not 
one dime was spent on this landscaping. We spread mulch on barren subsoil after we 
covered the building, we!lt away, and returned to find the work all done. 



B Y  M A L C O L M  W E L L S



   and    the
 world.  doing them   a chance  see

 very old and   cities. and that made all
the difference. Only in the  ancient  overgrown of

 did  buildings begin to take on that 
 kind of adornment you  cdl planetary

 The  people interfered, the  the
living world moved in and took over. “All  said
Henry Thoreau, “passes  of the hands of the architect
into the hands   be perfected.”

You might think the wildflowers  trying  
us something.



Cherry   Jersey, is  lavishly rich, trashy  
  My office is a tiny  on a  
  a freeway  a   I bought 

property (fur  all I could see were  few scabs of old
asphalt on a  of barren subsoil. It was dead; all the

 down      woods  farm  suburb
 abandoned   yard.

Now,      a jungle, even though I:”
  no   ever bee” used, and a building

now underlies  the  secrets:
plenty of  and   key starter-plants. (And, well,
maybe we did do  a  weeding, if    the
truth, but    establish a” artificial diversity

       itself.) Now,
 we tell  clients    choice building sites

 always  them  pick the  ones, not the best,
 we     do.   can see for

 how  and   it is   a
bit of this  continent.

The  surprise here was the wildlife. How  of
it   trip I  to  with that 
six-lane  to   get here if did.  
squirrels,      
tortoises,  rats, mire, moles (speaking 

 insects, and  squadrons of birds.
One  even claimed  have spotted a  but that

 sighting  still  considered official.

We feed the  oi  but we fed  at the old
office  door,  and  “ever came in such

  redwings, mockers, doves, tits,
  chickadees,  sparrows, 

   I’d heard that  had  do 
 a  in  for wildlife   but I

never   it,    saw it  myself. Now,
after  a   many of    our
sunken  is  rightful home, and a Lot of 

 have bee” startled  see a rapidly departing 
 up the   that they  ping   “I 



F 1.\/ 

,;1 ; !{_''< L;/,:1\'. "'1'[1/i,JI/ rlllrl 

''•i· ; .' .'r ·•-,/ ,'/.'1\' .'!/II< -/1 /u>t.?c·'' 

IIJJ:-.-11. Bf 11./J/.•W: SIT!:: 

D1·in,: {,md \\'(l/ling w he rel'!ored to life. The price 
low Tilt p,.olpec/s stlence, prit'OC}'. wildlife. c/pan 
'"llil:''". wi!d_.rlu1rrn·. 111ure anJ nu•re ropsoil,less and 
!ns ,_./1)\/0ii, lower and io•~'{'r fuel hili>-

!.\'!HE !WARI\'G TRAFFIC'S BOOM 

In the :t!"nce oj ;ny !ow:iy room I smile sometimes at 
how itH<:-.,· I am 10 hare st11mh!eJ onto an archiredurp 
that d1J1 .,: a!! tlww' good rlung> and rums out w be 
sile!-u as we!!. Jfr silent office is jusr 22 feet from rhe 
spot where tfm picrure was taken. 
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/'hD Sf!JFS OF-! Jlf(,'/!11'.1 }' 

·ln·hirt'('/IITC ,;r l'''u1·,· ~nt!; '!<I !In 
,•nergl" likt• mud. 

SUN AND SHADE 

No two minutes a;-e n•er alike dmvn in our sunny 
courtyard. Tfw .>_fjices facing rhis open xpace change 
moods with c ·ter_\ paning cioud, erery passing hour, 
every passi1;5 \·eason. We went into rhe earth and 
_found ourse,\f'.l' more in ttuw wirh thl' sky-' 
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     on fibrous   drainage pebbles  
boards on  closed-cell  board on vapor-proof waterproofing

       seem  have   of promise.
We’ve hod good  from      people like the
liquid-applied 

A TRICKY DETAILING JOB

 is exposed 
     
   

proofing-on   surface.
 be     for

rhe   builds 
  under 

  the
   from

 like   
use  on 

   wood 
   wall.

  the  insulation
can be   if  

  outdo”, 



Some of the  frequently asked
 QUESTIONS..

  about tree  won’t  damage the structure?
 my four years of experience so far   no

indication of this. The  experts I know
explain it this way:  seek water; if no 

 into,  through, the roofing 
roots  have no motive for trying  do so.

2. How much do   cost?
I could hedge on this and talk about life-cycle 
but if    know about initial  
indications are  the total  

Being a New  architect,  can’t say from direct
experience, but  buildings, being
inherently stranger than conventional buildings,



to these 
   

Go back and read      
 paying attention.

5. Don’t underground building destroy   sites 
intended to save? Aren’t  streams affected, too?

First  we refuse to build in   on
prime agricultural  or on   flood
plains. Our goal is to 
for subsurface conditions,  
in architecture is so  it hardly  a
threat, but  day may come when it  No

 should be attempted   detailed
studier of the subsoil conditions. Such  can
help prevent  subsurface  And it 
likely that by the time underground buildings become

 a minor force on the construction  
body  being built up around them should
be adequate to prevent underground damage of 
kid   above 



  the      tried
 roil mixes and depths,  now favor 

weight  with  mulch.  
 of mulch on.     

    be a   But
in  case you    replenish the mulch,
at   lusty   Mulch tends to

 and disappear. (Ah.  
 didn’t  so    on  roof!)

7. Doesn‘t  this   lot of land?  you  build
high-rise buildings where  you put  the people?

Earth-covered buildings are  quiet and so appealing
they offer us  chance to build  dense housing.
Some of the most densely-populated parts of the world

  Greenwich  etc.)  
rise areas, for the most part.  this were  a new

 fad we wouldn’t be so enthusiastic about it.
Gentle architecture has got to apply to city and suburb

  and soon, too  if there is to be any hope of
 this insanity   architecture today.

8. Aren’t underground building damp?
Yes, if  inherent  are 

 moist  air will drop its load of moisture
on   surface,  underground buildings can
have delightfully   in the summertime.
There are two choices: dry the air or  the 
The right answer depends upon too many factors to
discuss here  mass.  climate.  of

 power  etc.  but  
 certainly  less in  and energy 

than any conventional architectural solution.

9.   a kind  Don’t we need to
have impressive and dramatic 

If you want to see non-architecture, look around you.
We’ve  to pervert what was  a 
earth art. And as for impressive  how would
you rate a hillside ablaze  wildflowers  with

  out 

10. Isn’t underground architecture  wasteful than 
ground  Don’t massive special  
far more of our dwindling  light-weight
structures do?

The subject at band is life.    land forThe subject at band is life.   living land for
50 or 100 years by covering it50 or 100 years by covering it  dead boxes and
asphalt  in no way be favorably  withasphalt  in no way be favorably  with

 in such a way as to let the land not only in such a way as to let the land not only
survive but  for a  two. And ofsurvive but  for a century  two. And of

 the  comparison  out of  after
ten  fifteen years. Don’t be misled, the advantages
of conventional architecture  just like the advan-
tages of theft: large and    disregard

  considerations. Otherwise, there’s no
comparison. We’ve let a felony called conventional
architecture go unpunished far too long. 
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Adobe News 
Adobe 1s one of the best ways to build if you live whAre it is 
practical tn da so. Not only is it esthetically pleasiny, it mE~kes 
use of focal materials and is thus a fine example of resource
conservation. There's a bonus too: adobe lends itself well 
to "passive" solar hearing iinc! .__·ooling schemes. (Yuu use the 
house as both collector ana storage instead of a mess of 
hardware.) Of course, there are IJooks on the subjec1 
(CA TAL 'JG & EPILOG, pp. 102, 515) but the best way 
I know of to get a feel for the possibilities is to read this 
nifty paper. The articles treat both tradition aod the 
experimental new with some of the mast friendly real· 
people reporting I've seen. 

Adobe News 
$8.00/year (6 issued 

$1.50/singie issue 

Mud, Space & Spirit 

-JB 
(Suggeswd by Jon Oav1s] 

from· 
Adcbe News 
P.O. Box 702 
Los Lunas, NM 870~~ 1 

There's a new book oa Adobe too, a beautiful or.e involved 
<Nith the idea of adobe. It's a good place to start if y.:w're 
considering earthen construction. 

Mud, Space & Spirit 
Virginia Gray, 
Alan Macrae and 
Wayne McCall 
1976: 95pp. 

$7.95 postpa;d 

-JB 

from: 
Capra Press 
631 State Street 
Sar1ca Barbara, 
CA 93101 
or Whole Earth 

The warmth of adobe can be greatly enhanced by using a 
method of sealinu interior wa!!s which leaves the indivrdual 
bricks vistble while keeping them dust free. My husband 
dP.vised an inexpensive easy method while building our house 
in Placrtas. After laying the adobes on~ at a time our~elvgs 
we war.ted to be able to see them on the inside instead of 
plas',ering over them. 

The first step is to go over the walls with a clavv ilarr>mer and 
define Pa':h brick by removing excess mortar. As yor.. scrape, 
you also fill any gouges with mud. Then, 90 over tl·,e walls 
with a wet whitewash brush, brushing vigorously to smooth 
thP su-·face and seal cracks and hvles. On brrcks which are 
s:mdy, this is all that need be done at first. However, our 
brio::ks h.1r:l a high clay content and we found that they 
cracked badly after being brushed and dried. We found 
that adding a small amount of cement to the water being 
used "lO brush the walls cured the problem, while not 
enough cement need be used tha~ it changed the natur<JI 
color. fhe cemer;t is not necessary if the bricks are sandy. 

When :he walls are thoroughly dry, we used a coat of an 
inexpe:lsive Iogwood oil to seal them. The higher refined, 
more expensive oil wdl soak in rilther than seal over the 
adobes and should not be used. We chose to le<Jve the 
bricks thei;- natural color, but should you prefer white or 
any other color walls, you can paint over them with any 
oil based paint. 

Certain proce!:ses and stages of adobe work have become 
associated exclusively with women. To the enfarradora, 
broadly "plasteress" in English, belong the final phases of 
constructirm, the finishing. The enjarradora gives the whole 
architecture its final shape, color and detail. 
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Homegrown Sundwellings 
Peter Van Dresser is one of those men who have been telling 
us for decades that we must take care of our environment 
and be less wasteful_ He's built cne of the two nldest solar 
houses in this country. Age and frustration haven't slowed 
him down a bit, and he's fortunately outlived pubfic in
difference. This book chronicles some of his most recent 
explorations of the possibilities in.lerel1t in simple solar 
architecture fashioned from local materials. (In this case 
adobe.) It's not a man-ual, it's an attitude·arijuster. More 
good stuff from New Mexico. 

Homegro·wn 
Sundwellings 
Peter Van Dresser 
1977; 135 pp. 

$5. 95 postpaid 
from: 
The Lightning Tree 
P.O. Box 1837 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
or Whole Earth 

Tho Indian Tipi 

- JB 

There's only one book on lndiao tipis because no one's had a 
hope c>f rivalling it. Here's its new edition, revised, expanded 
from 208 paqes to 350 and welcome. 

-SB 

Indian Tipi 
t\ts History, Con
struction, & Use) 
Second Edition 
Reginald & Gladys Laubin 
1977; 350 pp. 

$12.50 postpaid 
from: 
Univ. of Oklahoma Press 
Sales Office 
1005 Asp Ave. 
Norman, OK 73019 
or Whole Earth 
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Over and above ths generally accessible "book learning," 
however, there is- especially in rural and traditional New 
Mexico- an urusually widespread workOr:g familiarity with 
the realities of horne construction using nat1ve materials at 
hand. There ate many communities within which the building 
of a house :; Hill very much a family affa1r, w1th several 
generations pHticipating in the mixing and lay in~ of adobe, 
the hauling i11, barking ar.d placing of vigas, and all the other 
steps in creating a habitation literally from the ground up. 
And this familiarity is being generously share-d with new 
settlers in the region, many of whom have become skilled 
craftsmen and small building contractors in their own right . 

• 
The point ~hould be insisted upon that domed, warped, hyper 
bolo.1d and similar surfaces dear to c;vant-garde architects, 
which must at the same time be rain- and weather-tight, are 
very difficult to execute in low-energy indigenous materials. 
For their success they are dependent on the use of high· 
energy plastic membranes, sealers, foamed or sprayed fillers 
and coatings, aluminum extrusions, plywood and the like. 

• 

?Ef.C"!ION 

North-South Oriented Direct Gain House 

This is a bear medicine tipL The red spot is the Oear's den. 
Oaws and tracks are on the trail at the bottom. J'he zigzags 
are lightning and storm, followed by the rainbow. The bear 
was the patron of wisdom, magic, and medicine. The Indians 
knew the bear kept well by eating certain herbs and roots. 
The followed him and watched him and learned much of 
their medicine from him. The Bear Spirit might be invisible, 
or he might appear as a huge bear or as an old man. Both the 
bear and the buffalo were patrons of courage, and Jr.dians 
regarded it as high an honor to "count coup" on a grizzly 
as on an enemy. Big medicine, this tipi. 



  

living in One Room 
Small is in fact Beautiful, or at least it can bed you're clever 
at using space. This happv collection of ingenl..!itY snow:; wlnJt 
c;m be done. Some of the ideas border on being downrignt 
fiendish; disappearing kitchens and beds abound. Most rooms 
show that compact living need not mean lowered l1ving 
standards. (We can vouch for that, we've been Irving in a 
17-foot Airstream trailer, the Silver Turd for 4 ~'ears now and 
like it fine.) It would be mce if the work shown here Slgmftes 
the beginning of a trend awav from Buick Architecture. 

Living In One Room 
Jon Naar and Molly Siple 
1976; '\50 PP. 

$5.95 postpaid 

- JB and Kathleea Whitacre 

from: 
Vintage Books 
455 Hahn Road 
Westminst")r, MD 21157 
or Whole Earth 

f.'uery cor'!POnent part 111 the I"ondon attic of consultant/ 
designer lHichae! Wolff moves. The cotton-covered foam
rubber cushions that can be combined into a bed are also 
used to sit on 'Jround a low coffee table that moves on 
casters, as do the J'V table, the hi-fj speakers (couered in 
white cotton for uisua/ muting) and the cabinet to the 
right. whic/J house$ records and hi-fi equipment. The 
entire scene can be cleared in rr.in<Jtes (or a party or a 
business meet in{;. 

The Spacemaker Elook 
Another excellent collection of ideas intended to make living 
in relatively tight pla.:es seem less right. The idea!i f'r1re are 
less ori•.mted ,·awards one-room living than to waals gene;a/ 
cann.ness in space use and visual spaciousness. Most of this 
will be old hat to mobile home dwellers and to Europeans 
(especially Scandinavians} who hPwJ been doing this sort of 
thing for years. Replace expensive, reso'Jrce-eating volume 
with compact cleverness. Exceptionally good drawings. 

The Spac.emaker Book 
Ellen L1man 
1977; 120 pp. 

$9.95 postpa;d 

mirrored windows 

a t>ay offect 

-JB 

frorn: 
The Vi kin£ Press 
299 Murray Hill Parkway 
East Rutherford, NJ 07073 
or Whole Earth 

Painter KaP Zuplu1s created this h';!<'fii<Ji<S ,h<i> drai". r /" 
drip II.Jater directly mtu the smll, t'la a shapdl ru!!/wr 
mat, saving 11a/uable span' and diminalintt the butile.- ul 
sponging tl.J<> counter. 

to enlarge floor. paint 
b.dseboard seme color a.s fi'Y-lr 
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 Trailer Supply
Recreational Vehicle

$1.00 

Parts    
815   

  CA 92703

The Mariner's Catalog Volume 5 
Mariner's Catalogs a; a most commonly referred to in an 
indignant how!, e.g., 'Where the HELL is my Mariner''S 
Catalog?r .. (Matter of fact 1 can hear Stewart right now). 
About rhr; only way you can keep one is to nail it to the 
table. Like in well-reputed predecessors, Volume 5 accom
panies the items or phenomena with a fine, Maine-flavored 
persona! commentary that's hard to resist. Though it rends 
to be expensive .. yacht equipment is often more efficient 
and compact than landlubber tJdrdware. Some items >.'an 
be heppily adapted w n!iving smatr uses. As is their 
custom, there~s no duplication of previous Mariner's 
Catalogs, which are still availabfe at their original prices. 

The Mariner's Catalog 
Volume 5 

-JB 

Vulume 4 

George Putz & Peter Spectre, Eds. 
1977; 192 pp. 

George Putz & Peter 
Spectre, Eds. 
1976 

$7.95 po>tpaid $5.95 postpaid 

Volume 3 
George Putz & Peter 
Spectre, Eds. 
1975 

$5.95 p,mpaid 

Volume 2 
David A. Getchell, et at 
1974 

$4.95 !JOStpaid 

Volume 1 
David R. Ge:che!!, Ed. 
1973 

$4.95 postpaid 

All from: 
lnternat!on<~l Marine 

Publishing Compc:ny 
21 Elm Street 
Camden, ME 04843 

And if ratcheting two feet of bit throtJgh o.ak frorn a location 
six inches off the floor or out from the wait is not your cup 
of kumquat ext-ract, here's a 1-!ar.dy item from Miller's Falls: 

illers Falls Company 
7 Wells St. 
reenfield. MA 01301 

Frec'son Trailer Supply 
Wo.-king with owner-responsible power sources or i'ttempting 
to icfiv~c s,-,rall" can be frustrating when it comes to hardware: 
you /Jitfwrcan't find any, or you are stuck with the out
rageously expensive yacht equipment that is much over· 
designed for land use, A useful compromise can be found 
in recreational vehicle hardwiJre, but it i~ often hard ro find 
too. especially in an array that makes a choice possible. This 
catalog presents an array that make:. a choice possible. ro 
say the least. If you .. ve "always wondered where to get 
one of those' ... .. try here. 

Fredson 

& Accessories 
iCatalogr 
1977 
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-JB 

postpaid 
from: 
Fredson Trailer Supply 

N. Harbor Blvd. 
Santa AM, 

Goinf! w sea has all rh{' adl-'autages o(suici,lt· wi£Jwur ,u;r 
J[ its-inconveni{'nc.:s. - · 

-William Md .. ee 
• 

Dutch craft are reliable and fer-giv1no;;. T~ey sail and ground 
on their bottoms and provide tremendous room for thetr 
length. In aU respects, ieeboards are ~:;pe;ior to centerboards. 
That is not an iconoclastic remark of "an inspired but contro
versial" designe~ in an "tnterest;ng if offbeat" publication; it 
is a fact. teeboa~ds ao not compromise tne strength or add 
to the cost of the keeL They slip and cavitate !ess. Ther£.: 
are no trunks ~o collect rot, •ocks. and sticki~1g boards, and 
the cabin is not suddenly divided into his and hers. You can 
fix them wltllout bringing catastrophe down on the season, 
and they can be built as strongly as desired - Ito thickness 
lifll-ts- and you can see the pennant 3nd fittirqs entirety. 
So there! 

Manufactu6ng many of the trad1tiona> models o'f Dutch 
craft in both steel ar.d wood 1s: 

Kuojiman en de Vries 
DeHsffiijk 6 2 u 
Dell a/d Linge 
Holland 

• 
Anyway. we were iovia!ly "fillmg" our canvas, as per instruc
tions, with five (;Oats of marine paim- tYJQ pr\m~;r~ and 
three finish coats- when some cle leal type in the company 
mentioned that by so doing we WP1e doubling the 11.-·t:ight of 
the boat and the co:; I of the bo8t. "C.-;,,es a!mightv ,"some
body said reverently. "we'1 'sposed to finish the boat, not 
the customer!" 

:\nd then some bright triend say.>, _-rnething like, "Well yer 
such a dimwit, ya desarve it." He, r1ct ~:nowing that we are 
vnly in a dimwit disgu~se, was promptly cajoled into -reveal
ing this awiu! secre"':.: A:RPLANE BUTYRATE DOPE! 

Of course! What idifAs we had been! Hen.::eforth, we sh-all 
go to our local small-craft airport, !ocate the sup'-'lier of 
aircraft dope, and {Kapovo.ee) a light, smooth, easy-to-apply, 
quick-drying, noncracking, touglo, controlled-shrinkage 
«;urface for kayaks and canoes will be gained. 

Colored dopes run about $20 per gallon. Clear dope is less 
than half that. You can also get ~h1nners, retarders, fungi· 
cidals {fungus is a!W<.. ,s <1. problem on the canvas undersides 
in marine craft}, and relat£Jd materials. We received our 
information from: 

Van Dusen Aircraft Supplies 
P.O. Box 232 
Ea:lt Boston. MA 02128 

Check your local airport. Can you imagine a two-seat bi· 
plane trying to get off the ground filled and sheathed 
with marine paint?! 

HELLSTAR H~T WATER HEATER 
For Vans, Campers. Motor Homes, and Boats 

The method used to heat the water is a qui-ck recovery heat 
exchanger r_mning off the vehicle's coolant system. Installa
tion requires the inser!ion of two "T,.s in the heater hose 
lines to the inlet and outlet fittings of the heat exchanger 
coil inside bot water tank. The inner tank is all aluminum. 
Surrounding this. tank is 1141" of fiberglass and foam 
insulation. The outer shell is of steel construction and haS a 
beige, baked enamel finish. This heater may be installed 
in conjunction with any hand or eiectric water pump or 
~lector valve that will withstand the temperature involved. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Capacity: 3 gallons either model 

Heat ex:c-hangei: output: 5000 plus BTU's /hr. 
Recovery Time: 15 min, to heat from water 

GO degrees F to 140 degrees F. Maximum 
water temperature normally r-eached-
195 degrees F. 

10-1103·00 BW3V Vertical Water Heate-r 
(20.0 Jbs) $74.95 

HW3V 
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Barns, Sheds and Outbuildings 
Old-timers to /earn from are getting hard to find but they're 
not alf dead. This one, born in 1881 is still alive ond kicking. 
He knows about how to build an ice-house, a cool-room, and 
-, Swrss birdhouse, among other things. Root cellars too. 
Though the book is intended as an instruction manual of basic 
designs, I found it reasonable to sit right down and read the 
whole thing through as if it were a novel, which it sort of is. 
the pay scales are a little off for today's labor market, 
,hough; a dollar a day is what they paid then. 

Barns, Sheds and 
Outbuildings 

-JB 

Byron D. Halsted, Ed. 
1881.1977;240pp. 

$6.95 postpaid 

from: 
The Stephen Greene Press 
P.O. Box 1000 
Fessenden Road 
Brattleboro, Vl 053G1 

or Whole Ea:th 

lcP. should be cut with a saw, not with an axe, into blocks of 
regular size, so that the', will pack iuo the ice house solidly 
and without leaving spaces between them. !f cut in this 
ma:-~ner, ice will keep perfectly well, if not more than three 
inches in thickress; but a thickness of six inches at least is 
preferable. It SllOuld be cut and packed in cold, freezing 
weather, and i", as it is packed, a pailful of water is thrown 
over each layer to fill the spaces 
between the blocks, and 
exclude the air, it will keep 
verv much better than other
~vise. For a day or two before 
the house is fiiied, it is well 
to throw it open in order that 
the ground beneath it may 
freeze, and it may be left 
open for a few days after it 
is filled, if the weather con
tinues cold. The ice house 
should be finally closed 
during cold, dry weather. 

From the Ground Up 
After the first wave of books on a given subject a host of 
imitators usually appears offering little improvement other 
than an occasional gimmick. The gimmick in this book on 
post-industrial home-building is worth checking out: the 
authors have included a quickie course in strtJctural 
principles. They are also good on frost heaving, selection 
of wood, and other arcana that is very good to know but 
that is usually left out o;' similar books. They want you 
to know why you're being toid to do it that way. Nice 
drawings,toO. .. ... 
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-JB 

From the Ground Up 
John N. Cole and 
Charles Wing 
1976; 244 pp. 

$7.95 postpa;d 
from: 
Little, Brown & Co., Inc. 
200 West St. 
Waltham, MA 02154 
or Whole Earth 

Farm Builder's Handbook 
How far is it safe to span with 2 X 10 floor joists? Where do 
you find out stuff like that? Here. But be 'l'.lamed that this 
is nat a build·vour-own bam book. The author assumes 
that you already know how to build. This book sets safe 
standards for farm structures where usual city codes don't 
applv. Even if you don't follow his advice, his numbers 
will be an indicator of how far vou can stray and still be 
safe. The book is particularly good for figuring pole 
type buildingt. 

Farm Bu''d< 
Handbcu~ 
(Secor ;.d~tior:) 
R. J. Lttle et al 
1973; 264 pp. 

320.00 
\rom: 

HANDBOOK 

Structures Publishing Co. 
Box 423 
Farmington, M I 48024 

or Whole Earth 
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Ideas for All Around the Farm 
What American farmers tinker with when they're not busy 
feeding the world. Successful Farming magazine collected 
these suggestions from farmers over the years. 1250 handy 
ideas and 540 illustrations showing down h::Jme engineering 
and "making it work right" creativity. 

Ideas for Ali 
Around the F•rm 
{Second Editior1) 
Editors of 
Successful Farming 
1974; 98 pp. 

-Paul Kokesch 

$2,00 postpa;d 
from: 
Successful Farming 
Box 384 
Des Moines, lA 50336 
or Whole Earth 

I make bale stacks stronger by using different lengths 
of pipe with holes drilled at intervals and long U" 
bolts fastened in them.- With these pipes at different 
levels in the stack, I can make bigger stacks. Bales 
are held tightly together keeping out rain and snow 
and there is less spoilage. 
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Country Comforts 
"Designs for the Homestead" is the subtitle of this very fine 
presentation of designs for a wide variety of homestead needs 
as diverse as outdoor hotweather cook stoves and augers for 
r;-,aking wooden waterpipes from logs. The designs are 
f'J.'\,:eptionally well described with tsxt, clear drawings and 
(a flourish of French horns please) photographs! This means, 
folks, that we have here rea/live designs actually done and 
proven, at last. Not only 
that, but the work has 
obviously been done by 
people that it would be 
nice to know. The book 
has been done by them 
too. It would be possible· 
to pick a nit here and 
there, but on the whole 
this book sets a new 
standard for its breed. 

-JB 

Country Comforts 
(Designs for the 
Homestead) 
Christian Bruyere and 

Robert Inwood 
1976; 237 pp. 

$6.95 postpaid 

from: 
Drake Publishers 
801 Secor~d Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
or Whole Earth 

Building With Logs 
The most thorough manual on log house construction to date, 
as well as the only book which dwells on the Swedish 
Technique of building. The results achieved by the Swedish 
method are perfectly fitted wall logs without any intrusion 
on the natural character of thf! tree, no need for chinking 
and little insulation. The house produced has amazing 
durability and can last centuries if need be as well as having 
a strikingly dignified appearance. 

-Neil 

[Author also publishes a magazine, The Canadian Log Builder.) 

Building With Logs 
B. Allan Mackie 
1974; 76QQ. 

postpaid 

from: 
B. Allan Mackie 
P.O. Box 1205 

Canada 
V2L 4V3 

In Harmony With Nature 
This is, by far, the best book on log house construction. It 
is new, long haired, beautifully detailed in its i/fustrnion, and 
applies both the U$e of the traditional tools (adz-':, axe, broad
axe, chisel) and the ever Iovin' chainsaw. If you have a piece 
of land with some trees on it, I strongly recommend this book. 

In Harmony With Nature 
(Creative Country 

Construction) 
Christian Bruy€re and 
Robert Inwood 
1975; 213 pp. 

$6.95 postpaid 

from: 
Drake Publishers 
801 Second Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 
or Whole Earth 

~O'<TIOM!'<C. ~ .. OcOINC. p, 

lOCO IN l'LACt FOil IMA~"-\N(o 

-J.D. Smirh 

Long before we actually started construction, we put stakes 
around the proposed perimeter of the house. And every 
morning we came to the site from our nearby tent and inspec· 
ted that area. Some mornings the area would seem very tiny, 
so we would enlarge the perimeter. Other mornings the area 
would seem huge. Those mornings we'd made it smaller. We 
soon began "playing house" in the area. We figured out where 
the various sections would be and how much space would be 
necessary for each. In the kitchen we measu1ed areas for 
refrigerator, stove, sink, cabinets, and cupboards. 

Then Janey would pretend to make a meal. I'd "gc in the 
livingroom, stoke the fireplace, and sit down on the couch." 
I'd pretend to entertain friends. We'd pass each other in the 
hallway and sit down in the diningroom to eat. Though we 
didn't stick to plan for the finished product, we had a good 
idea of the space we needed. It turned out that 20' x 24' 
with an adequate loft area would be sufficient space for us 
-no immediate plans for enlarging our family. 
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The  and the Code

I 

Owner-Builder 

When push comes to shovF-, the Big Problem with buildmg 
your own home 1s usuaf!y something to do with gettmg the 
abode of your desires l)ast the building inspector_ This is 
even more of a !)rob! em if you a-re not quite the sort of folks 
the local folks are used to. What do you do? This handbaok 
of case histories and strategy is by none other than that o!d 
master Ken Kern (The Owner-Built Home, CATALOG p.94) 
and friends. It's about as good a source of information as 
one could hope for. Whether your inclination is compliance 

iiiiii~!iii!l~~·r· this a look. -JB 

The Owner~ Builder 
and The Code 
(Politics of Building Your Horne) 
Ken Kern, Ted Kogan, Rob Thall on 
1976; 182!-)p 

$5.00 po,.peid 
from: 
Owner Built Publications 
P.O. Box 550 
Oakhurst. CA 93644 

In these times of "energy crisis;' 
the Uniform Building Code (Sec. 
1410) and the Uniform Housing 
Code (Sec. H701a) require 

ng facilities capable of maintaining a room temperature 
of 70 degrees F. at a point 3 feet above the floor in all habit
able rooms." This clause excludes wood heating as an ade
quate method because, in the words of one building official, 
'' ... a BTU rating cannot be established for wood heat.'' 

Rural owner-builders employ wood heaters as their only 
source of heat, and for this they are often held in violation by 
building inspectors. Wood is a readily available fuel in many 
rural environments, and its u~.ilization daes not contribl•te to 
the depletion of fossil fue.·~ .. lnd'3ed, much availAble country 
l3nd has alread'l been longed by timber f:O!Tipanies and the 
remaining fire-hazardous stash provides fine lo\!OOd heat. In
stead of be1ng commer1ded for usin~ a resourceful a!r.ernative 
to cor~sumptive heatirHJ ~~~~vir2s or for elr!a! ing ;;lash, owner. 
builders may find abatement .,roceedin?s against their houses 
for "lac.k of adequate heating facilit;es." 

Anon Forrest of United Stand frowns at a sign on the 
entrance door to the California State Capitol Building. 
A government building not up to code c<Jn get b;)• with 
an "Enter at Your Own Risk" sign. Why not an owner
built home? California newspapers flippantly treated 
Jerry Brown's support of United Stand issues as "the 
governor coming out (or outhouses." But, for the 
United Stand delegates, Brown's responsiveness helped 
restore their faith in government. 
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Housing E:ly People 
Outte stmptv, eac/J and evtY1' P!,,'fill!!t S(u':' at l"riJ<) 111 rile 
so=: vera/ soctt!tles of tf;is world should b'J rnarle (~! :.,t uut 
1n tne weather urUil he :Y sl•a has reAd a11d acf<.nowfedgeJ 
understal?dtng the princ;ple~ uutlinecl in tln$ little rapter 
of a book. The id~as c,re well dfustrared With de '.las taring 
examples of _governme.•Hal madeq··. 'L v and bcau1iful examples 
of ordmarv people at work on the1r own !1vtnq accotntnoda 
vans. fl1r. Turner IS not alone til his views, ilr;d ;-vtdl 'nare 
support StiCh ideas Will gain enoug!J .-nomer:turn to rnuke a 
real ddferencP. for a lot of people. Then'! wa-s rr.uch talk 
along these lines at the United Nations Habitat Forurr; in 
Vancouver in June, 1976. 

HousinR By Pe<>ple 
(TowarDs Autonomy in 
Building Environments) 
John F.C. Turner 
1976; 162pp. 

$3.95 PO"P'id 

~ JB 
{Suggested by Jan Hogan] 

frorfl: 
Random House, Inc. 
Panthenn Books 
455 Hahn Rd. 
Westmin.>ter, MD 21157 

The block of flats abol't:' :sa few hundred feet away from the 
houses below. This example from Lu.s Pulmas, Gmary n.·iands, 
supports the proposition that aesthetic,']:tv hideous, mciall1• 
alienating and technically incompetet·r 2i-chitecture is boulzd 
to replace that with tradiiionalt•alues when .fossil-jitel!ed 
he:aunomy rakes OJ-"er. 

·• .. . ,~" ... ~--:~~ ~ 
·~- ~ 
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Since virtually all the authorities  utilities, building
codes and the Federal government -are agreed that
in terms of energy conservation, the more insulation
in a building the better, it  worth hearing from one
of the only voices around saying that it simply ain’t
so. The voice belongs to  L. McGrew. civil,
mechanical and chemical engineer, former space
scientist  worked on heating and cooling design
for the moon shots), and currently president of his
own   company. Applied Science and Engineer-
ing,  

McGrew does not deny that more insulation will cause
 heat loss; he simply argues that beyond a certain

point. there are other, simpler, cheaper things to do
to heating systems that will  far more energy
than can be achieved by stuffing more insulation into
the walls. His data is not warmly received by the
insulation manufacturers  says
McGrew. “has lobbyists in every state in the union.“);
the gas companies are upset with his alternatives; and
McGrew increasingly finds himself telling legislators
drafting energy conservation codes that they simply
don’t know what they are talking about. All of which
tends to make his arguments into something of a 
man crusade, albeit a crusade with hard data.

For the last year or so,  company has been
monitoring the energy use and heat loss of existing
housing in the Denver area.2 The data gathered from
this whole systems approach points to gas furnace
design and operation as a prime area for improved
energy conservation. McGrew adds,  terms of
having the greatest impact on national energy con-
servation, the two simplest things to do are to adjust
gas furnaces so they operate more efficiently, and to
install room air circulators.” (See box.)

GAS FURNACES

Natural gas is used for more than half of the space
heating in the U.S. The most common system is
natural gas/forced air, in which the gas burns and

 a cast iron heat exchanger. Air blown
through the heat exchanger is warmed and continues

 ducts into the house. These systems are

cheap, safe and maintenance free. but their design
criteria assumes natural gas to be cheap and plentiful,
which has been the  until recently. But no
longer and increasingly less in  future.

McGrew claims a gas/forced air system is “marginal
as a heat  device because it  not maximize
the overall efficiency of the  For example,
the American Gas Association  the industry’s
self-regulating body, rates the  of gas
furnaces. A typical figure of 75% efficiency means
75% of the heat produced goes out of the 
into the building and the other 25% is lost UP the
gas vent stack.

The catch is that these ratings are for the furnace
 not the whole system of furnace, blower, and

duct-work  the house. Also, the rating
considers a furnace that is on and warmed up,
although in actual use of course the furnace cycles 
and off repeatedly  when it is off the  exchanger
loses its heat up the stack. Taking the whole system’s
efficiency into account, as McGrew has done in his
Denver study, results in average efficiencies for 
forced air systems of 20.30%.

This kind of figure is what has the gas utilities up in
arms with McGrew. but since  are a measure of

 burned versus  delivered  a room as heat,
they are much more meaningful than the AGA rating
of an isolated  in a testing lab.3 Adds McGrew,
“A furnace contractor can tell you the AGA rating,
but none of them are able to tell you  actual
efficiency when the furnace is hooked up to the air
ducts of a 

What helps? Turning down  thermostat does not
affect the size of the flame in the furnace, and neither
does closing heat registers in empty rooms. 
solution is to reduce the orifice size of the gas jet,
which reduces the size of the flame. Turning down
the gas flow would accomplish the same thing, 
fully getting more heat into the rooms than goes 
the stack, but gas companies are  with some
justification  horrified at the idea of Mr. or Mrs.
Average Customer fiddling with the 



Another  to increase efficiency is to  more
air through the ducts. Putting a larger diameter

 on the fan end of the  drive belt will
help, or even adding a  cage blower to 
more air  circulate.

McGrew also thinks the average furnace is way over-
sized. “A typical furnace is  to have a 
duty cycle on the coldest dav of the year.” 
McGrew. “This means that on that day the furnace

 only  of the time. That  is 4 times
 big on     the  it  b e

running all the  The standard contractor’s rule
of thumb in sizing a furnace for a house is that the
furnace should  100  of heat for each
square foot of floor space. McGrew believes  25

 ft.  floor is adequate to do the job.

Since manufacturing  insulation requires a
lot of energy, McGrew is not in favor of squandering
the final product. Especially when a typical home
has 60 square inches of holes  poked

 its insulated skin, all of  losing heat to
the outside. (Furnace   water heater 
bathroom  kitchen range  hood vent.
and clothes dryer 

With these kinds of leaks going untended, and with
gas   more heat than they deliver,

  indicates that it is just throwing
money away  use  than  inches of

 in either the walls or ceiling of a house.
Three and  half inches in the ceiling doesn’t 

 the  code minimum  and many
new  are now  framed with 2   instead
of 2 X 4.  specifically so they can carry 
insulation in those 

Instead of modifying  poor design. or changing a
  practice. our consumer economy

would always  to sell us a new solution. or at
least more of something we already have. Jay

 mean that an insulation
sales pitch couched in the rhetoric of energy conser-
vation may not be the whole story. 
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The Food and Heat Producing
Solar Greenhouse

The Food and Heat
Producing Solar
Greenhouse

In the short: time this book has been available, it has become 
the one where you look first. For good reason too- some
body or other has actuaffy done what's shown, and there's a 
lot shown. More than rhoV'm7eallv, because there's also lots 
of how and why too. And a good bibliography with comment. 
And good photographs of proven details. And step-by-step 
instruction on both building and operating. In fact, the book 
is a marvel. Lots of love in it. 

The:! Otwell's greenhouse/ 
home combination had an 
aver:Jo1"-' low of 55 degrees and 
an average high of 75 
degrees during the first 
winter in use. Correspond
i~<g outdoor temperatures 
were 1 0 degrees and 50 
degrees respectively. 

So there they sit, 
Katherine and Bi!l Otwell, 
in a beautiful IGw-cost 
completely passive solar 
home 'n the Arizona 
desert. They're eating fresh 
'tegetables from their 
greenhouse when it's 
below freezing outdoors, 
burning a minimum of 
wood in very cold weather, 
designing other low-cost 
solar homes, and defying 
the notion that such dwell
ings don't exist yet. For 
further information write 
to: William Otwell, 
Arizona Sur . ..-vorks, Star 
Route, Chino Valle'/, 
Arizona 86323. 

-JB 

(Design, Construction, 
operation) 
Rick Fisher and 

Bill Yanda 
1976; 161 pp. 

$6.50 po.tpa'd 

from: 
John Muir Publications 
P.O. Box 613 
Santa Fe, i.oM 87501 
or Whole Earth 

Dr. Voute has developed a rather in-::ense personal relationship 
to his unit. To paraphrase him: "The damn thing's like a 
spoiled pet or child; it needs attention all the time. I think 
we'll skip December and January growing next year and take 
a vacation from it." This is said lovingly, believe it or not . 

• 
4IThe it'lflatable polygreenhouse, naturally, doesn't have the 

durability of a rigid fiberglass or glass house. However, it 
dP.fin1tel-; has an initial cost edge over any similarly sized 
pre-fab solar collector. If the owner takes good care of the 
material and stores it in the summer it might go as long as , 
five heating seasons. before replacement of the inexpensive ' 
polyethylene. That's far bevond the pay-off period. As a 
matter 0f fact, in some applications like mobile homes (see 
photo}, the Solar Room could pay itself off in one her<"!ing 
period. (That's ignoring the food production capabilities 
of the unit.) A~ly home owner getting hit for $150 to $200 
a month heating bills (common in many areas) should 
certainly investigate this system. 

Uesides the inflatable Solar Room, the com:-,>any 1s also 
developing wa1er heaters and thermally designed window 
box greenhouses. 

Write them for more information at Box 1377, Taos, 
New Mexico 87571. 
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This Davis, California, subdivision has solar hearing, bike paths, crop land and room for goats and 

B Y  R I C H A R D  

   

Low  energy-conserving shelter has been around In October, 1975,   the first city in the
now  some time; it tends to be owner-built, country to  these  of  when it

 and rural. At the other end of the scale, the adopted the study’s recommendations into its 
person with $100,000 to spend on a custom home ing code. Jon Hammond, one of the study 
has an ever widening variety of soft tech hardware to and now with Living Systems in  
choose from. But what about middle class home California, puts it  bluntly   the first

 where or how do they get to take advantage code which has ever recognized  there is   in
of the recent advances in energy efficient home design? the sky,  that  position affects the heating and

One of the first,  far only, developments 
cooling of buildings.”

energy efficient middle income housing is Most building  are prescriptive,  the
Homes of Davis,  Developer Mike Corbett details of construction. The Davis energy standards
spent  years  to get Village Homes off the are  as  performance code, allowing builders
ground. and to date has 55 single family homes finished to choose their own methods and materials, so long
out of  projected total of  on his 69 acre rite. as the finished building does not   heat loss

exceeding 150  ft. of floor space for single
Davis Performance Code family residences (the standards get tighter for

 development might still be on the drawing boards
 buildings).

it it wasn’t for the progressive  of the Davis
City government. Spurred by  group of university
students, the city and the University of California at
Davis funded a  of  efficient 

The Search for an Alternative

Ii’ Mike Corbett’s subdivision is unusual, his own
 is not. The son of a home builder. he  

design in 1973. The Arab oil  that year  of typical American suburban life:  family
proved  and helped legitimize the study, moved several times in the rapidly expanding 
as millions oi Americans were given time to meditate   five years was the longest he lived
on the firite nature of world resources while waiting in any   By the mid-1960s  was building
in gas lines all across the country.  homes on his own. In the late 1960s he 

Some interesting data resulted from the Davis study.
In one apartment complex it war found that an 
facing top floor unit required six times as much energy
for summer cooling as did a ground floor north-facing
unit. The air conditioner was fighting the morning
sun shining in the east-facing windows. That’s simple
enough, but the point is. no  had ever  to

turned to school at Davis, studying architecture and
psychology. He was aware of the stigma attached
to him as a builder by some of his more radical
friends, and was also exposed in his studies to the
social consequences of poorly planned suburban
sprawl loss of farm land, increased dependence
on cars, unhappy  increased crime.

raise   before. Tired of the status quo, Corbett  out in the early

      51 
1970s with thirty other families to look for a piece

5       ,   of land on which they could jointly build  commu-
nity. After nine months of unsuccessful searching,
the group fell apart, but Mike and his wife kept
looking. They found  Village Homes site and
bought it, with a small group of friends  investors.



 biggest single hurdle was convincing   
loan money for the front end improvements the

 would need, like  paved
streets   hook-ups. Although 
basic idea was simple a development with larger

 and fewer houses  bankers were leery
of his innovations. Corbett tried no  than
eight banks and  and  before he 
found anyone who would say  And  the
way he had to  some of his  most
notably a plan to hook every eight houses into their
own septic system instead of using the city sewers.

The lots are not large,  four  five thousand
square feet, but this allows more land to be kept 

 both for the  common areas that
are shared by every eight houses  for permanent
agricultural lands within the development that 
set aside for crops, pastures, orchards and vineyards.
Fully 40% of the total  of Village Homer is in

 more than any conventionally developed
subdivision in existence.

Corbett is building  of the  himself; half
of  are on   half are 
homes. Other contractors  building the rest, 
only about 10% of the homes owner-built. The
houses are not large, varying in size from 900 to

 square feet, with the average house 
 ,400 square feet. They range in price   ,000

to $75,000, and if this definition of middle income
housing causer  eyebrows, it must be 

that these prices are competitive with other new hous-
ing in the Davis area, and that this whole  
launched and is succeeding during some of  greatest
inflation in building costs in history.

Houses   take three to four months to
sell; for  ones under this amount there is  waiting
list. But  profit margin on the lower priced houses
is small, and in effect they are  by the sale
of the more expensive homes. Although Corhett is
both developer and builder, he is very careful to keep
the sale of lots separate from  of homes.
Homes  financed by individual construction 
but an occasional  over-run   house must not
affect the balance sheet   development. Says
Corbett:   idea is  going to be replicated
elsewhere, it is absolutely essential that this first
development be profitable.”

Design Features

The   conservation features of the
 are evolving as tie building goes along. Not 

of the early  have solar hot water heating, but
on the  ones it is now standard. Public accept-
ance had  lot to do with it,  Village Homes designer

 Hofacre explained: “A year ago we could hardly
sell solar hot water heating, but now there’s  big
demand.” Hofacre attributer this change to higher
utility bills, increased public awareness of the finite
nature of natural  (California’s two year old
drought has been a considerable consciousness raiser),



and plain old peer group pressure. “When you walk
down the   notice that every  on it has
 solar  you want one  said 

Davis’  makes it  that building 
and hardware work  for summer cooling and
winter heating. Mild winter5 bring only 
freezing   average temperature during December
and  of  F. The average summer 

 for the hottest month is only  but this figure
alone  misleading. Afternoon coastal breezes can
easily cool a 95” high to  55” low at night,  when-
ever these winds fail, the summer high can go to 110”
and the low  only 70”. In other words, summer
nights are cool, but the days are hot.

 of design features that include tile roofs, good
insulation, light colored exteriors, minimal east and
west windows, and overhangs to keep the summer 

 of southern windows, Village Homes requires no
energy for summer air conditioning. Because of the
mild winters, passive solar space heating works well.
A tile floor that soaks up winter  through southern
windows ail day and then re-radiates that stored heat
at nigh: is a good example. In Davis a properly

 and insulated house can provide 40  60%
of the total winter heating needs. The more expen-
sive  solar space heating systems using solar

 or other hardware are capable in Davis of
providing  70% of the total winter heat.

The added cost of there energy saving and energy
collecting  for a 1,400 square foot  are
shown below.

$1,500 for solar hot 
. 700 for double-pane glass in windows

50 for R-25  in the roof (more
than if the  R-19 

 used)
500 for better quality aluminum sash

window frames, which don’t leak air
at the joints

10 for  of the hot water 
in the concrete slab floor

2,400 for  tile floors or water-filled 
wails of  passive  space 
system. This figure  includes 

 of   gas forced air 
up heating system, although some of
the newer houses are using wood stoves
for back-up systems, which are
considerably cheaper.

5,000 for an active solar space heating system.

There is  extra cost involved in using 
toilets and shower heads, or in properly  the
house to face the south.

Solar Rights

One of the considerations still being worked  by
the Homeowners Association at Village  and
by the city of Davis, is solar rights. You spend the
extra money for solar  and  
glass and six months later your new  do”: neigh-
bor decides to   row of poplar trees. What, or
who, gives?

The formulation under discussion in Davis would say
that nothing can shade any of the south-facing glass or
solar collectors on  house for more than 40% of the
total hours each day that the  could fall on them.
This 40% figure is further broken down to 20% in the
morning and 20% in the  and it can only be

 morning and  afternoon sunlight that
is blocked, in other words, when the shadows are
longest. These early and late rays hit any window
or  at quite an angle anyway, and many of
them will be reflected away rather than penetrating.
What it is crucial to preserve are the midday hours
of direct sunlight. With such a regulation in force,
it is easy to visualize a lot of tree pruning and clock
watching going on each year around the time of the
winter solstice.

Village Homes has expanded the horizons of the Davis
city  and regulatory bureaucracy, and has
managed not to alienate them. The same is not true
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ui tilL' h'-,kr ,\ C:ihL'T'!ll'11l'r1l. Vi!Lt'2C Humc'> !'> n•.J\. 
'J.Df-1) I :',-(:L\ ',-,..,_. ~\~~- H-L\ j ();- guvtrl'il~~l'nt surrwr;,_,d k,w
iilt~·JC)t lwu:,i11~ lit,\rl~. l11 -,eeking FH . .; ciprr-o\,d I r-um 
the DcpMlnh:n1 r1r' fl\lU'iin~ ,m,:l Urb,n; DL'vc\urnlcnt, 
jv1ih· Cwbctt ·-tll rlll\J a buJC,llllrdtiL sturw \\-,til. 

In p;-cviuu~ inL·r·,lctiuns with loc!l guvcrnment,li ,tnd 
Jcndin,~ rcgu:,JUun:-, Cr;rhctl hJ~ ncguti.tted, cduLclted 
arH.i cl_)ni].Jrumi'lt'd. On ;-,1r.: ucc<L~iL>m, he h,t>, ignorcl 
the ruit:'s. For r.urnpil'. the shmver'> in hi~ ncwl'l' 
lv:.ltlh..:S iu.ve twu dr.rir!., in the tlour ,illd J :,\vitchin~ 
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hd~·e bruh.cn them ih,lt it ha:. becr;mC' J fMc~ does not 
p:nticuLnl) r:nh,mcc thl' integrity of government. 

The FH..\ /i,_,d lo_l'i of ()bfections to the pi am for Viil,lge 
Home:.. ·1 hey didn't like the parking bavs and thev 

fw,tead {)! buci\,l.·Jrd'i with fcnu:'.\ running the ptoperty 
iinc_,, l'if!aqe !-lomes pro•·ides a co.?l!norl un:u to he 
s!J·.;red b_1 n·ery ,·ight houses. The bvcf<yard o( each 
huu'-e ubu!s rhis I /3 acre spau>, which alsu contains 
thr bike path . .Yeighhor~ decide how rhe common !and 
>~"ill t·e u·;ed. If the!y 0pt for som<' rflickf'.ns c~nri gout~, 
thut'\ fine. Bucl::yord wn·!Jathi:Jij in )"Jur birthdil}i 
1uit rnuy u!w im·oh'e community consent. Notice 
the concrete tiie roof'. tniriul!y it costs twice U<; much 
u:; asphalt shakes, but it is light cofou:d (ref/cering the 
summer sun and keeping the house cool), American 
made, and wi!/ las: roo years. 

tiluugh!. tilL' i11\'i )\i'.luid be !Jid uut :·,;i.Ji,tllv lu the 
·~u, ,·rrw -,r_reeh the \Vel\ it is norm.ilh· dtlnc• ,\·hich 
, .. ,.-u~!id h._!\'L' n1,ick the· uniturrn )Out)J-tacing Jiignnlt-nt 
'd ._til L!w \ut-- inl~lo--;..;,iHL'. in ,.(fed -,cuniing .ill of the 
em•r·gv"Cilll'>l'rv,n:~ dc-.,tgn tL·,tture'> with one single 
Tcqrm~·nwnt. Thi:. quuutiun fr·nm ,t r·cgiun.',l FH:\ 
nftici,rl tr· Mii-;c Curbl'll j, tvriL<11 1.\lc nHintcn-
,iflLt' rJt hur:;c), poultn tlf u(/'Ct' r·,Jrtn ,mima!s in !lw 
:.uhdiv!-:.ion .tre,t i:, i~1compdtib\c with the de':>ire., of 
typil'J\ humeo\\!lC1-- .tnd wuuld eAcrci'>c ,ul ,tdver'>e 
effect on i:.h-.: tuLUre m.tr·ket,rbility of propcrtie':>." 

CoJbett <:.miles ;r'i he recounts the hassle'>. The irony 
i'> th~1t his <;ubd!vision is not t!lJt revulutionary really; 
9()'< ul it is du.: tu tht? premcdit,ttcd Jpplic,ttion of 
common Sl~fhl.:. He /u-, buyer-,, and plenty of vi~itur~ 
~tuppillg by ru~ ~l iook. -~nd the housing industry 
h,b an ""''tr11p!e of how future '>Uburh':. might be done 
J little different\\'. • 
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 take one of the central evils of  rime 1% be     of universal  where everything
is readily transferable into everything else, a relentless marketplace planet with everything for Nothing
remains truly   isolate.  is   to” quick and connected and dangerously unstable.

Examine in this  the possibly healthful functions of difficult language translation, trade tariff, border official

bribe, suspicion of strangers,  money exchange fee; of variant legal systems, ethical systems, measuring systems.

Crossing each of those  involves a delay  a bringing to consciousness of otherwise unconsidered

routines  a constant re-evaluation  another degree of complexity  a barrier to 

efficiency, a  where life is a/ways  abundantly diverse.

Universal liquidity is a barren sea.

 the world  a bad idea.

PRO:
YOU     ten.

BY STEVE BAER

LET’S NOT SWITCH
TO THE METRIC SYSTEM

The Decimal system and its sidekick, the Metric
system, are a smug pair. Ready to count or measure
anything in the universe, they appear  bored
with the task. The world is filled with puzzles, contra-
dictions and irrational  Yet these two who
appear on such occasions refuse to share in the em-
barrassment. A little rounding off-- perhaps a new
symbol-- and they are on their 

How does one go about registering a complaint about
their manners? Even bringing up such en idea could
lead to hours of patient explanation by 

 and engineers:

And so on and so forth.

I em trying to learn how to reply. What is the matter
after all? How can you object to numbers or meters
or kilograms or degrees centigrade?

One problem is that the Metric  is foreign. We
didn’t grow up with it. How could Americans ever
talk about a hot day being forty degrees or driving at
one hundred kilometers per hour. That’s not what we
say. And this is reason enough not to change. So what
if forty degrees centigrade is the  es 104°F. It
doesn’t sound the same. In fact it is actually somehow
just a little different.

Measurements are used in both descriptions and cal-
culations. Because the Metric system makes it easier
for people to do calculations  no reason for us to
throw out our old English system. Let those who

 to calculate, calculate. Let them solve their own
problems without  destroying our very
language. A road sign reading in kilometers doesn’t
tell you any more than a road sign reading in miles.
Perhaps you could sympathize with the shift to the
Metric system if someone could lead you  an



enormous bureau where clerks were doing endless
calculations-- inches to miles,  to tons. 
you  see the victims of  outmoded English
system  might finally relent. “Oh, all right-- 
see the suffering-- we’ll learn the  system, we’ll
go along  

Perhaps this  true in the pest-- people did suffer.
I suffered. It is hardly true today. Now we have the
pocket   are cheap; they work well;
they can  anything to anything. You just press
  b u t t o n s .

There is absolutely no reason to bend for the con-
veniences of the engineers and the bureaucrats--
they  need  help. They have already helped
themselves.  effort on their pert to make us con-
vert is simply cruel and stupid. They only want their

 of rationality spread to where it has no busi-
ness. They  all of us to bow a little more deeply
to them.

You know where the English foot came from-- it is
the length of your boot. Maybe not exactly, but close.
And the inch-- it is the width of your thumb.

Where did the meter come from? It came from the
North Pole, before anyone had even visited the North
Pole. The meter was originally defined es 
of the distance from the equator to the North Pole.

Let the astronomers and scientists have their Metric
system, but let’s protect our own English system.

Not only does the English system offer us nice hunks
of space and weight es basic units. it also exercises
different notions of divisions and symmetry. Two cups
to a pint.  pints to a quart,  to a gallon.
And then in weights, sixteen ounces to a pound. Here
is the binary system introduced to every school child
-- used for life by every citizen. It is beautiful--
splitting things in half and then in half again. The
Metric system, trotting along side the Decimal system,
avoids such an approach by burdening simple fractions
es  with lengthy decimal equivalents.

Twelve inches in a foot. How interesting it is to deal
with twelve. How amenable it is to division compared
to ten. the base of the Decimal system. Look at
twelve’s divisors-- 2,  6. What a generous dis-
position it has. We can be thankful that twelve and its
multiples-- 24 and  holding on even in the
Metric system which continues to use the same calen-
dar and clock es the English system. But this may not
last the century. Already the Canadian Metric 
tion recommends shifting to  Metric Day;

the   i  day;
the centichrona =  day;

 the   11100 centichrona.

And then there is the argument of the 

The world needs common pert sizes. Bolts and nuts
should be the same the world over. The thread should
be  on the same pattern. I am not sure this is true.
Why should a Belgian bolt fit a Canadian nut? If we
do grant the industrialists their common bolt sizes,
this  shouldn’t threaten the English system. We
can afford to exchange    for 12 centi-
meter bolts.

 greet shame is that as  of measure extend
they cease to be simply measures. The become. in-
stead, recommendations for the sizes of things. Unfor-
tunately it taker a certain amount of nerve to make
something an odd size. to pay no attention to these
recommendations which reach us es a kind of back-
ground hum.

Le Corbusier realized the effect that measuring instru-
ments have on the sizes of things. Not to be beaten by

 an instinct, he sought to benefit from it  intro-
ducing his  a scale of measurement having
nothing whatsoever to do with the Metric system or
the English system. In Le Corbusier’s The 
and  2 he describes in greet detail his scale
based on the dimensions of the human body and
growing  into space not by multiples of ten or
twelve, or two or three, but by the divine proportion,

2

Rectangles made with their sides in the divine pro-
portion are especially pleasing. A scale of such dimen-
sions has the nice property that the sum of  con-
secutive intervals equals the next larger interval.
Einstein said of the  “It is a scale of propor-
tions which makes the bad difficult and tha good easy”.

1

L



This seems to me to be one of the roost enlightened
end sensible efforts that a man has ever made. Here
was someone really  with the promise of
mathematics and uniformity; someone not discouraged
by the fact that our number system seems almost to
resent stating his proportions-- for how clumsy en
expression or its decimal equivalent

1.618034. is.  the divine proportion can
appear among the keys of the pocket calculator along
with pi. The  divisions can be repeated on
tape measures es different colored lines. Let’s keep
the English system and add the  and then be
alert for still more useful measurements.

Let us beware of anyone trying to take the seven day
week away from  Primes such es  are so un-
gainly it is a comfort to have seven at hand metering
out the days in a week. What a relief that the week
isn’t even; what  relief that it doesn’t have ten days!
We need variety.

WHO NEEDS
SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT?

Nature builds deltas,  and mountain ranges all
without counting. There are birds, flowers, centipedes,
and yet we never find any numbers-- no sheets of
calculations.

Dead leaves. tail feathers, snake skins, but no calcula-
tions. We don’t dig into a  range searching
for the meter stick used in its construction. It isn’t
there. The parts themselves know what to do. The
rocks tumble et the bottom of a flooding river-- the
water evaporates into the air. As one thing follows its
pattern it sets other patterns.

Nothing balks. The whole world talks and works et
the same time.

Why is it that we need number systems. measuring
systems, calculators? Don’t you suppose the material
we use in establishing such systems resents this? Who
are we to place matter in such limbo?

Why make wood into a yardstick that only holds
paint marks in place? What a boring task-- what a
pompous thing to be occupied with. More and more
of the world is relegated to remembering and ordering.
Libraries full of cardboard, paper and ink; metal taken
out of the ground for statues and historic markers;
stone quarried from a mountain side to be  into
ungainly shapes and patterns. Any time that measuring
and accounting can be forgotten and the materials
handled spontaneously. I’m sure nature is more com-
fortable. A foot is a foot-- why have a painted piece.
of wood repeating what is already said et the end of
your leg?

.
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that the location be homesteaded before we express our awe 
and w-onder. 

Is my number the cube of another integer? Is it the cube of 
a cube? Is it, instead, a prime number? Is it, instead, an even 
number? Perhaps a number divisible by 21? The number 
isn't impressive untU I know answers such as these. 

The mathematicians will tell me I have missed the point-that 
I don't understand the meaning of numbers. But I suspect 
thert are surprises in store for even the sober mfl.thematician. 
I would like tv propose another waY of counting. One that 
would make it a challenge to name even the number of weeks 
you had lived. 

Prime numbers are numbers that can't be a.ranged in a rectan· 
gular array -single lines excepted. 

Every number is either a prime or the product of smaller 
primes. I would like to suggest a number system where each 
primt• would have its own name ... 

1 
lead 

6 

2 
coal 

3 4 
silver coal.coal ' slate 

9 10 
coal.~ilver iron 

8 
coal.coal.coal silver .silver coal.slate 

11 
gold 

12 
coal.coal.si\ver 

13 
u.ran.ium etc. 

Most simple E-quations would involve a fairly safe journey into 
the unknown of larger numbers since a product is safely bred 
from existing stock. But what about a product +another 
quantity? The question then arises, what is its name? How 
is it formed? There would be no simple answers. In the 
lengthy shuffling where construction by the rectangular array 
is attempted/ a great deal would be discovered about the 
prope-rties o the new quantity. 

H we were on a ship without measurin_g instruments and we 
needed a unit of length, someone seekmg harmony would 
want the unit to be 1/100 of the ship's length. To find what 
l/100 of the ship's length was, the ship would likely be 
measured with some convenient stick marked off repeatedly 
on the deck. 
I think the convenient stick chosen to measure the ship would 
probably be a better candidate for a unit of length than the 
divine 1/100 of the ship, On what other growtds would the 
stick have been chosen'! 

Systems of calculating and measuring are divine links between 
ourselves and our technology. They are part of the womb in 
which machines are created. 
Animals produce other animals by breeding. Our equipment 
is made, altered or repaired while surrounded by measurng 
instruments and calculations. 

Compare the breedin~ of animals or the propagation of plants 
with man's constructions. How in the tiny, tiny space of a 
seed are the construction instructions passed on? Nature is 
baffling. She must take an entirely different approach wi1:h 
matter than we do. Perhaps it is a kind of inspil'ed leadership 
that the sprouting seed offers to the materials around it. The 
seed can't find the same reluctant dirt and water that we do. 
These same substances must in fact be swarms of molecules 
only too happy to enlist in the construction of a blade of 
grass or a tree. 

One goal of measurements and calculations seems to be to 
get ahead of the world. A ra.ce to the inevitable. Fleas 
racing among themselves along the nose of a race horse 
racing acros.s the finish line. 

Some English conversioll.s to remember: 
1 gal. =exactly231 in.3,231 =3·7·11 

1 cubic foot of water at room temperature weighs 1000 
ounces. (Linus Pauling mentions this somewhere.) 
1 mile= 5280 ft., 5280 = 2 ·2·2 ·2 ·2 ·3 ·5 ·11 

One reason 5280 is such a good wtit of measure is that it has 
so many small primes as factors. 
The same with 360 as 360° in a circle-. 360 , 2 ·180 :: 2 ·2 ·90 = 
2·2·2·45 =2·2·2·3·15 '-"2·2·2·3·3·5 

The Metric system never even recognizes any factors but 2 
&nd 5. 

Boycott the Metric System 
The centimeter is unloveabfe, inhuman, 3nd not even reafly 
convenient. It is the chill breath of a vicious Fascist 
conspiracy. We welcome, therefore, two towering allies 
in our fight against the Metric which begins with Steve 
Baer's diatribe "Metric System Con." 

First, economist and behavioral scientist KENNETH 
BOULDING, writing in the December 1975 is5ue of 
Technology Review: 

. .. The metric system is a preposterous historical accident, 
with very little to recommend it but popularity. Its units 
are arbitrary and it is not even consistently decimal: time 
is still measured in Babylonian sixties. What's more, the 
scale of tan is mu:;:h inferior both to the scale of eight -
which at least is binary- and the scale of 12- which is 
both binary and ternary. What is so great about five times 
two? The metric system is the triumph of French revolu· 
tionary logic over good, sound folk measures that have 
psychological meaning. Measures such as the foot, the 
yard, the bushel, the furlong, and the acre all originate 
in human behavior. The Celsius s.-;ale is just as arbitrary 
as Fahrenheit and psychologically less satisfying ... , 

The rest of the world ts probably right to buliy us into 
adopting the metric system since it's convenient for 
everybody to tell the same lies. But iet u:s not pretend 
that the metric system has any scientific foundation and 
let us not give it the benediction of the scientific community. 

Next, the formidable historian EUGENE ROSENSTOCK· 
HUESSY in the chapter on France in his opus Out of 
Revolution (suggested to us by Richard Baker): 

THE TYRANNY OF THE DECIMAL SYSTEM 

We can see this French use of mathematics very clearly 
in a question at world·wide interest: the decimal system. 
The fog of a\loirdupois and troy weight was dispersed. 
Water, Adam's ale, was made the cornerstone of the new 
natural system of weighing and measuring bodies and 
distances. A thousand grams of water are one litre, and 
a litre is a cubic-decimeter or 1000 cubic centimetres of 
water. The metre, again, is in connection with all nature, 
being the ten-millionth part of a quadrant Ia quarter) of 
a meridian, from the Equator to the Polo. Its standard is 
a piece of platinum kept at Paris. The grand conception 
of "nature" could not be better expressed than by this 
new constitution for nature. The old measures, foot, yard, 
acre, rule, grain, pint, etc., were all taken from the near 
environment of man: his own body, his fruit, his soil, 
served as sources of his language. Tho French Revolution 
speaks in the name of nature. It starts from the E-=1uator 
and brings home one forty·millionth of its circumference 
for practical use. The idea is universal, the adaptation is 
made by subdivisions. Man truly becomes a grain of dust 
on the globe in the same measure that he believes in the 
metre as one ten·millionth of the quadrant cf his planet. 

Decimal numeration and decimal systems are not "natural" 
in the way of common sense. Dozen. score, and hundred· 
weight contradict the hypothesis that ten and five are more 
natural than 4, 12, 20, and 112 or 120. They are not. Not 
even the natural lOgarithm can be based on ten-ten in the 
abstract. The decimal system ought rather to be called an 
abstract or reasonable system. 

Furthermore, the decimal system reveals the real meaning 
of "nature" in the French language. "Nature" is not the 
noble savage, but the reasonable Robinson Crusoe, not 
the blushing Adam. but the reflecting Voltaire; it should 
not be called "nature•• but "reason," and should be 
written in capitals: REASON. 
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Other Homes and Garbage 
This book is yet another overview of possibilities open to 
those interested in 'self sufficient living," "alternative 
energy," and like that. But it's the best one. If you're 
not well informed in such matters, reading this through 
wiJJ fill your hopper, and there are enough numbers 
given to let you test the feasibility of your wildest fa11tasy. 
(For tight-standards work, though, you'/1/ike/y need more.) 
It's unusually well-researched and beautifully iflustn•ted. 
No rehashed reprints here. 

~~ 
' . 

Radical Technology 

-JB 

Other Homes 
and Garb,•ge 
Jim Leckie, Gil Master·s, 
Harry Whitehouse, 
Lily Young 
1975; 302pp. 

$9.95 postpa;d 
from: 
Sierra Club Books 
c/o Book Warehouse Inc. 
Vreeland Ave. 
Totowa, NJ 07512 
or Whole Earth 

Ah yes. Wind machines, poorly detailed solar collectors, 
goats, pyramids, and typical bourgeois schemes masquerading 
as environmentally OK because they are wearing the Jess· 
embarrassing pre·washP.d Levis which make them look like 
they've been working. You can find lots of books that look 
like this one in any "organic bookshop". But this book is 
different. It has sharp criticism of society and just aboul 
everything else you might think of (done in that sly British 
manner) and this is coupled with the best presentation of 
"Visions" of what may be done that I've seen. The emphasis 
is on changing social order by taking responsibility for your 
actions into your own hands. The publishers blurb calfs it 
"the encyclopedia of a multifaceted quest". The only book 
in .this part of the culture that I have personally found excit· 
ing and excited. It's by the Undercurrents people (EPILOG, 
p. 538). 

-JB 

Radical Technology 
Godfrey Boy I e and 
Peter Harper, eds. 
1976; 304pp. 

$5.95 postpa;d 

from: 
Pantheon Books 
Random House, Inc. 
455 Hahn Road 
Westminster, MD 21157 
or Whole Earth 

An integrated (ireplacei.storage·tcmh design (fireplace can 
be used as a!4xiliary he-at source). 

The Trombe-Michel house: winter and summer operation 

Ideological forces are just as much at work in academically 
influential studies of modern ecology. Howard Odum's 
Environment, Power, and Society {Wiley, New York, 1970) 
is a particularly obvious example, in which the author's views 
on "power and society" are dressed up as energy·flow 
diagrams and made to seem logically necessary. 

• 
"Radical Technology" is a very vague terrn we decided to use 
because, having rejected "Mutiny on Spaceship Earth". 
"Moulin Rouge•·, "Bicycles of the Gods" and other such 
gems, we couldn't think of a better title for the book. For a 
long time we referred to it as "The Alternative Technology 
Book" because "alternative techno1ogy"- or "AT" as it is 
known in the trade- is by far the most widely accepted 
umbrella term for wind·generators, methane-digesters, auton· 
omous houses, solar stills, etc,, etc. But this was exactly its 
problem. It was too much associated with pure gadgetry, 
especially of the mere~y environmental variety, for use by the 
affluent to soothe their consciences and amaze 'their friends 
at a safe distance from the cities. 

We wanted to express 
an ideal of technological 
organisation that was 
part of a total move· 
ment towards a new 
form of society; but at 
the same time to assert 
the belief that techno!· 
ogy itself matters, not 
just who controls it
that, in other words, 
not only the relations 
of production, but the 
means themselves must 
be changed to permit 
the achievement of a 
just, stable and fulfill
ing society. 
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Photographs by Stewart Brand 

inside the test model for the Cape Cod ark. Amid a dillersity of tropical and food plants, a 
"solar tube" traps and stores solar energy. while culturing algae and fish. Sunlight enters the 
building throuph one layer of Kalwall and three layers of the Suntek membrane developed 
by Day Charoudi and Sean Wellesley-Miller. The habitat remains tropical in mid-winter 
Massachusetts . 
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   supplemental  sub-ecosystem. To      

   greenhouse. Tke      rod  
word   wooden box pump   and  commercial  pumps].
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After  hours on various  we land  Prince Edward
    Canadians  it) and are informed only

then  it will be a  hour bus ride to the airport where
we    land. We hope the New Alchemists
know that. They don’t; when we get  air-
port there isn’t anyone there to meet us and it‘s getting dark.
Blowing up  too. And we haven’t had anything to eat all
day because the several airline schedules neatly avoided the
necessity of feeding us. We don’t have a phone number for
the Ark either. We trudge  to the road and commence
hitchhiking in what we hope is the proper direction, but
nobody is biting at night. We’re just about to set up camp
in a  at the edge of the runway when a car stops.

 man going home from work. He hasn‘t heard of the
Ark, but be says he’ll take us to it, about GO miles, for
$15.00. “Sold,” we say, and  off after picking up his
wife for the ride.

At   Ark’s  address, we ask  teenage
boys where it is.  heard of it, but suppose the
police  have exact directions.  tries the Mountie
barracks and gets directions from a  who has been
there and who is very impressed by the  We enter a

 maze of back country roads at midnight.  driver
is disgruntled by the complications. We have to ask directions
again but   lights that just have to be the Ark, and
we’re there at  But the place is locked up. Nobody
answers  beating on the door. We pay our driver and be
takes off leaving us standing there disconsolately  the rain.
We jimmy a window and throw our stuff in  with our-
selves and creep upstairs amidst an astounding  of
pipes, tanks, ladders, scaffolds, plastic panels, wiring, wet



The Ark one day before opening~ 
frantic painting, cleaning, finish mg. 

SOLAR COLLECTION~ Three different ki11ds of solar col!cctors are being IIWtli· 

tared, U:.Hed, and evaluated under rugged Prince Edv.:ard Jsla11d cm;stal conditions. 
nle !'en icc! panels are flat plate drain-down type, selectil"e black ahsorher, solar 
heat collectors, Vertical position takes adl'a1ltage of winter sun re]lecred off SI/{JW. 

n1e sun-warmed water is stored in chambers totalling :!1.000 gallon.\ under rhe !il'illg 
room for later use in a fan coil heating system. The a11g!ed solar panels ur rhe far 
end are for domestiC hot water heating. Tile wide slantmg roof (H'Cr the greenholtSe 
is made oflong-lh·ed twi.'l skin acrylic material which acrsas transparent insulation 
-!erring in light while retarding heat loss from the su·ucture to the armosphere 

paint, blowers. lumber and glass. It looks like a plane crash. 
As we climb an unl1nishcd staircase, we see feet coming 
down the stairs above us. "Who's there?" "Jay and 
Kathleen." "Wr:: didn't expect you until tomorrow." 

In minutes \>oe're over <lt a neighboring house w~~ere everyone 
else is eating like hogs and washing it down with a variety of 
liquids including something called "Lambs" which turns O\lt 

to be 151 proof rum. (Egad!) The room is packed with 
tired but happy people happily roarin):C at each other about 
what they've been doir'p that day and hope to du tomorrow. 
Name~ arc ~xckmged, but it's hopeless. We eat two loaws uf 
bread, a pound of checst, some borscht, and join the exodus 
to "upstairs" where we all ~leeping bag it up. 3:30a.m. 

September I 2 

We wake to find everyone gone to work. They've lc: us sleep 
in. We stuff in some breakfast and take John Todd's truck 
over to the Ark and are greeted by a swirling uproar of people 
all working like mad. In addition to the New Alchemists we'd 
met the night before, there are a number of local craftsmen, 
farmers, and passersby carrying things back and forth. I am 
a bit WIHried about 11tting: in, but John Todd soon settles 
the problem. I am put to work fitting lids onto fish tanks 
and Kathleen commences fitting shelving into closets -
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much to the amazement of the local carpenters. We begin 
to see the picture: people are doing \Vhat has to be done. 
The organization is lateral. John is not in charge, desp;te the 
fact that he is most often the spokesman for the Alchemists. 
Ole Hammar\und and DaYid Bergmark are in charge if 
anyone is. It turn~ out that they are the Ark's architects 
turned contractors -and carpenters when 1~1ey feared 
(probably rightly) that the Ark might nut gc! done right if 
contracted out to strang~rs. Their care shows in the (ktailing. 
and they know what has to be donl'. 

I am frankly appalled at the amount of \\I.Hk th.tt must h~· 
accomplished to meet the deadlin~· of the Prime \hnistcr'~ 
visit, which is a Big Dc3..1. John is s..:rving as a lubricator. 
whizzi'1g <.~round ordering ma:crials and seeing to it th;ll 
trips to tiJ'\"n are arranged eftkil'nt!y. lk is ah\l aJ ran~inl' 
far the ~·.M.'s visit. Lots nf p0litit:s. It\ :..t gond thmg J,Jhn 
is Canadian. The P.E.I. people arc an mdcpcndent lot. and 
don't seem espcdal!y fond of Americans, though they .ne 
cordial enough fhc local tradesmen wurk lllU!C del!heratdy 
than the Americans, but the tot;,! effect i~ still pandemonium 
because there are ~o m:}ny work in~. l·cw order~ Jrc pa~st.'d 
It's pretty l'bvious what isn't llnished 

The ladies are mOstly involved prcr~ning the garden .md 
painting things. There <~re overtones of male chauvini\1 j(lh 

allotment. but generally things seem prt"lty good. There are 



September 

Things are now as  3s they are likely  be. Everyone
 doing their specialty.     

anymore. They didn’t  embarrassingly enough  mc,
 the unevenness of the floor made the tanks 

oval instead of round. Higher priority is  get a,, the tanks
 and tilled, a,, 32 of     an

that and   sideline “f  the undisciplined
450 lb. crate of  vent window  devices
that arrived    installation. 
the  requires me t” work   of the 

 and  which  have been looking for-
ward  They’ve  watching   see  work. 
we do, they   familiar. I kneel to suck on a hose 

 a siphon into  fishtank.   when you’ve
done with that one,  have another up here   
a  master carpenter. On-the-job humor is  same
everywhere  

The    in  breezes 
there is a lot of discussian as t” why. The  
that Vince  want any disasters and  set the blade
angle of attack   He is preparing to make

  John    that thing roaring
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John Todo explaining the aquaculture 
oonds to Trudeau and press. This 
commercial greenh,Juse and aqua-
cui ture area is the heart ot the A,·k. 

SOLARALGAE: PO/V'DS- Made of thin J/l:erg!ass Hhich ut!ow1· more than WC 
of' the light ru enrer, they are ideal J(;r grciW[IrJ! alguc und fi:-;h Furrh a. rite a(!!ih' 

aCI as ahsurhcrs of solar energy Cilli'>IIIJ! th~: tanks io wurm anJ ,;c/ as loa 
ren~{Jf:'rature "Ji<rnacc··" warming the gret'nho/ISC. Th,·y Jl"t' ,m ,•x,unp!c' cit I hi' 
l'alue ofintcgratillJ! hiotic and srmctrua! t'lunuus. C'n/ik,·moH rish culnn-c. 
the Ark's closed sys/ems use !iglu 11s their pnmmy t·n,·~g_\' 'i01l''Cl:flr<Jri,Jing ho1f1 
/i('af ai/J OXI',!,'ell Atnf/dif Wht'll 0.\:i'J..'C/1 Sl'/n.'OiS deted }<!II' UXl'J.,'L'II/i'r,/s ill tilt' 

Waicr. adJiiional oxyge~l wilt he uJJ1;d trom an uir cc 'ri!(Jrcssor- \;-l!ich uf_\-,J 

nrcufarcs \\'iller hl'lwc_'/1 rank\' £ 'p w .}(}J)O(} f/•:1,· lllc.if!/11 nm ,,,. ICiH'<i 
wi!hin !he Ark at a timt'. In the _tilfl.//""l' /rcYh •n11t'r lishcs an.J cr!Hlac<'tl !Wilh' 
fu I'GHI:'rtl Sorth Amcn'cc and !(/lcranr of Hl/1·\\"arl!lt'd \t·crcr ol'lll }J,, ··u!rurc,/ 
along wirh ;l:e ri!apia. 

K:lthl and I are work:n¥ to!<cthcr nu\v for 'l change and ,J~e 
really crJck!ng ~don_!! like old times. We're putting in the 
hot air vents :1\ the top uf the greenhouse, working balanced 
on a very slea1.v Slaffuld, as are the ele<.:!ricians and rarpen
ter:s. T'here arc dose calls. Thuse fish tanks are 20 feet
below us and their rims arc only 1/16 inch thick. We arc 
careful but we are also tired. The fvod situ<~tion has 
deteriorated and nobody is eating well. The vents are stick
ing in the;r openings. We foresee that there will be trouble 
fro-m that source as the Ark ages. Sealing all the windows 
<1nd vent~ will be a major ]n<Jh!em. We are installing venb 
with wet paint on them. Nc time to do othenvise. We 
haven't washeJ up in more th<~n a week as the plumoing 
im't in Gperation yet. At 10 p.m. we go off with a couple 
of other American v0lunteer worb:.rs to get a shower at a 
l''Ci'>rby c:ampgwund. \Vhen the mnger finds out we're 
from the Ark he won '1 take our money. 

Septem bet 20 

One ,_lay to go, and the pldce Iouks worse than it has so far! 
John. Nancy Willits, Ole and David have been doing the 
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24-hour bit and look it. Wet paim eve1ywhere. Nancy Jack 
Todd \Vants everyone out so she can decorate the place 
with her crew. but the ru!! nwn are in the wav ~md nw 
wiring isn't m yet. The place is ahsolut,; m,l~:hcm. Fveryunc 
1s in a hurry. There J.re actual cu!!isions. The kids :nc 
ordered from the build1n~- I i1nade th'-' ~hop with the final 
fish tanks and squecrc it down loa 15 foul sqHare. Une 
bursts. 500 galle ItS (>n the 11uur! Pumps are hurried 10 thl' 
scene. Visitors won't l'ven come in the dnurway bt'e<IUSC ut 
the confusion and the \iery !ugh cnergy vi be. We kn<>ck off 
fur a few hours. but can't sleep and :He soon tuck on the job. 
A helicopter i'raps by to dlt~ck the landing ~lie Locals 
appear with a huge knt and literally th<Jll~ctnd~ {JI ~:mdwid1..:s 
made by neighbors ~o the reception \Vtll '\p•.'ak wl.'!l uf the 
people from Little Pond.·· Frantic scrubbing <I!ld loudwp 
)!oing. on inside the Ark. A farmer arrivn \\Jth :1 trJ.ctur 
ar,d proceeds to bu;y the huge pi!P ,,r con~tru~·twn _1unk. 
One hour to go J.nd we split to uur tent to d'.'<ill up J littk. 

When we return, the Ark looks lik~ some tiling from another 
planet. Spotless~ Flowers everywhere wsid~. J-"resh fruit. 
John and his new hav.; pbnted tre,_.~ :1ll (_>ver the pla~.:c' 
Some crew has bid out hundreds l)f feet 1_;( ncar ~r:l\el pJths 



J. Baldwin-· the Kilroy of soh tech, wl'to has been nearly 
everywhere-· fillmg solar ponds. 

in the mud. The Clivus \1ultrum toilets smell sweet as dover. 
The indoor farm-gardens are alive with little sprouts. There 
are Talapia swirmning around in one of the tanks. The whole 
place glitters in the morning sun. A bl.':autiful day in the 
midst of a rainy season. A fresh wind comes up and the 
Hy drowind whizzes, actually making pov-:er for the first time. 
The Prime Minister ali!.!,hts from his Huey. He has with him 
the Premi~r (whose cooperation made the Ark happen) and 
an aide, and the chopper pilot. No cops or secrei servke at 
all! Not a gun ln sight. (There is a cop in the parking area 
to direct visitors away from the mud pits and keep all cars a 
quarter ;nik from the Ark.) Hundred~ of P.l: .. l. people swarm 
across d1c- field and gather to hear the speeches. The speeches 
actually have content! People nod. There's hope in :,1[ this 
crazy stuff. If it works, it'll be good for all of P.E.l., and 
that's not :~.li of it either .... 

Mr. Trudeau is shown around, and it is clear tha·l he is 
impressed. He says that there is lots of money for such 
projects, but a great shortage of worthy projects and p<"ople 
able to run them to completion. He remarks casually if it 
is possible that the universities are not doing all they might? 

VEGETABLE CULTURE- Leaf crops, tomatoes, and 
2ucumbers will be ePaluared as commercial crops in the Ark. 
Straw bale, deep earth bed, and hydroponic techniques of 
raising foods will be researched and compared. 

\\1lile he i~ getting the tour. an old rnan cl!m!J, ttp tu tht' 
microphone and begins to sing :.1 ~l.'a -:h.tm:- in ,1 thin 4ll~t\'CI· 
ing vuict:. He's good too. He's fulh>\\eJ b) .! lidcikr dr twu 
and a lady who sings of sailors lost at ~eJ. .md ternbk q~nm~. 
"You gonna sing your song for us Ed!" ""\\l1y. I might at 
that," and he docs. We've never 5e<-'n ~tn~ thtn_,r like ti·i~. 

Anynne who wants to perform docs. The ~:J.ndwKhes ~re 
d..:voured by one and all. The Prime \tinister l-:3'>\'S and 
his Huey knocks the kids d'--'\~n with the \\ind bLbt. tThe;, 
love it.) Everyone is exhausted, pruud Jnd. bJpp:,. ,Uld th.:re 
is a very good feeling in :he air. Tlh' local P"'opk r<:f<Or tu 
the project as "our Ark.·' 

So the Ark is buttoned up for winter. The uffi~o:ial opening 
was just an e:-.cuse to get it on line before ih<: snows. ['h.: 
local pCllplc stay intu the wee hours of tiw m~>rning drinkin!' 
and making music. The Premier returns :J.nd \\hoops it up 
too. Kathl .1nd I just make it :o the plane with J.n Alfa 
Romeo 90 mph in the win with one minute to spare. 

We didn't talk much on the way home. \\'c \Verc prctt;. 
tired and I had a tooth abcess :~.ctinp: up. But after things 
calmed dcwn a bit we found that we'd notk;.;d ~imilar 
things. One is the remarkable harmony that people rnan<1gc 
to achieve wh<!n they all \\'ant to see some-thing happen. The 
New Akhemists also are probably wise in not living to~ethcr. 
When there is high work pressure, people nc.:d to bt.> by 
themselves t·) cool down. People also need to be abtc to 
take time for their own projects without feeling guilty. 

We were very pleased to set- the Canadian attitude towJrd~ 
the Ark. It was by no me::ms unanimous (on~ newspaper 
reporter referred to the Ark as AmcricJn millionaires 
spending a million dollars of Ctnadian m.oncy) but !!t'nerally 
people saw it as a needed e:-.periment and not as a political 
payoff scheme. Obviously, the Canadians resp,~nsib\e for 
getting the New Alchemists th:;: r::oney have ~ood vision. 
No USA grants were forthcoming, though perhaps now there 
may be some. I was impressed that the Canadian officials 
could sP.e that the Ark was not merely a building but rather 
was a way of raising food and trees. It's more of an attitude 
than an object. That attitude alsc shows that John Todd and 
the other front people for the New Alchemists have been 
<Joing a fine job of communication. 

The Gemini inverter which took electricity from the Hydro
wind and fed it into the P.E.I. power net on opening day 
- "running the meter backwards." The man from the 
power company advised, "Let me know before you do that 
again. Your electricity has too much noise in it still." 
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Nancy Jack Todd in the living area, which has three bedrooms, kitchen, dining and living room, and a research laboratory office. 

Hut the main thing we fdt V.lHking with all those people was 
a fcdtng uf putcncy. The Akh:.!mists don't subscribe to being 
hdpk::~ :1nd dependent. One \'.':.JY or another, the work they 
r~~c\ to l1l' important gets done. In these days of doom :.Jnd 
despair 11'" a real pleasure to sec people putting everything 
they h>IVe intu such projects. You're not going to sec corpora
tions nr governments attempting Arks. Studies maybe, and 
·p,Jssibly ~lww-off hardware no\',.· and then. But not entire 

MONITORING - The metabolism and producth·ity of the 
solar algae ponds are continuously monitored and the data 
rransmitted to the lahoratory - oxygen, pH ammonia, 
light, and temperature. 

integral schemes like tlw Ark. I ~U<.'SS we're writing this diar~ 
to try and c:xpbin that \\'hen you sel' photogr:.~phs of the Ark 
all finished and shining. it was built by jr;q plain folks who 
did their homework and then e:-..ecutcd what they found 
was worth a try. No mystery, just a lot uf hard work by 
people who are willing to take chaiKes and Sl't aside their 
personal concerns long cnu].lgh to make sOiacthing real\}' 
good happen. We're glad we Wl'llt. • 

MIST PROPAGATION-- The bench mis! propagaiiun system, 
which prevents Cllftings from drying out and Jying, will /Je 
used to root thousands of fruit a11d nui tree cuttings. The 
trees will be planted in Ne\v Alchemy's ex peri men tal food 
forests and made aFailable to local farms for resti11g. 
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C:u; :d.J ."' 'c·\· ,.",,:,,,.!.\' ti;,/ o-;ur io :n tile l'ilc'OU<d.'}l!rJI•_·n! u r -,~. f: 
~' ,-,.d<t'h And C<irJJda 's S'ILtlleo r ,orc>v,nce, p_,; nee 

!,.•,!lis riu' world 1n dr;"c:our.-;yPment of n•_ic1 1!dr 

/•1 .'976- P. E.!. 's younq !4CJ pu:•n;,t:r J~iex C:Jrnpn,''.-', 
v<ith ;Ire ,'.•Uncnry c.·uncurnng, :;rmult.meou.~lv hdn•n•u the cfp 

_vt:/opnlunt o! nucie,Jr ene,gv tn the prov.~n,y a.-ld l}i:IVf! ro tlw 
New .Aict~enusts 137 a~ res <~f onrTI~' co.-1.\ldi idnd Spry Po.·nt 

fur researcl: in ''"'-''m· .1 1id fourl-prodtH:IrliJ d/tt}:-!lJCtVC.\. 

Tht! p,nuci_nal!o" IJV huch~du in the• 0,Jt'fli!J'] of ~/;eAr.~- on 
>e,DI<''"''"'' 27, i9l6, Wd.\' til,! ::fl(na o( ,J )lf!:J.' oi huild,ng 

VVIH!.~S of frc~ntic !,•Jts-.',,n_~.i (J,Jnleli iJV CO Sot't Tech eo,rot 
Ba!dwm). Th,• Ar.~ .'Jd\ co:npie!'ed on schedul!! The Pnme 

spok{' ,v:th f.Jr rnore thCJn cerernr;n.al pFrct'ptwn. 

After his ra!k i ,;sf.ed rhe P.'V! ~'he h.ni <~flV tllt!,i u!'e of the 
governrnentJ.' popular.-n-· of tits 5•)11 uf Jct'v1tv Satd 

About New Alchemy 

Each y1:3ar tnc i'h'W A!chemt.•-;ts puhi:sh a jou;nal or their most 
recent •vork and thoug/Jts. The late.c:t one, No.--+, /;as details 
ofrheCapeCodAF?K. Th·,·_4RK,;atrueje.vel. !tsscaie 
feb!.> nnne .rnoae.\ t ·'-':JC/ hurnan tlnn rhe huge P. E. I. structure. 
nnd /he who/2 rllinq ha.-; ,1 rF-rn.JrkcJIJle fpc::f:n_q ot ··rrghtness" 
about it. ,.:\,<, vt.-rtil pr{'v:ous journals (now out of pnnt, .Jias/, 
No.4 IS a h,;ppv blend of screntdtr: dm.1. humor, r!Xcltlnq 
probes, fi!Ce people i:lnd good photogr.J_o!Js. 

JB 

The Journal of Tht: 
N?w AklK!nl..,t:-, \o.--+ 
Nancy Jack Tu-.Ju, EeL 
19ri; 149 ~;p. 

$7,00 i)CS~PdiO:i 

fron1 
T!>t! Nee •'J ,J,icherl'f lnst,tln.:> 
P_O. ['loK <1.:)? 

\Nouds H(Jie, fl..-1!\ 02543 

it you'r;l 'tke a >!!!nntny color ph ow of the Cape.' Cod ARK, 
Wtth an dxp!an.J!:on cd i(S ;:v:>wm:; on the otner ;;de rf,ere 
is one availaf;ito. 

ARK Poster 

You :OF'} ,:/so ;nv;red .-Jnd encourJged to f'ir>ancia!ty >upoort 
tf;e Ne-.v Aichemrs:s h·/ ;otn;ng as a member. Membersr.1ps 
include nev-;s/etters and a copv of the Jouma! 1n preparatiOn. 
Assocmte merJber:; al.c:;o rec»n'e 1t1e mosr recent Journal. If 

Trudeau, "'I have no proolem fu;dtny mone:.· '_,,. rh1:; .-;on of 
project. Thu f)rohiern ,s ftnci109 It! I' fh.'OPit· to wr.- ;f ~·.;e/i 

He nodded 3f tht.> Ark. "'HOII'.t r!ld'IV f,'.'Oups do ~'Del .'ulr'W 

who could do tl!at?" I was ~·imcked at the "4Uestro•1 dild rny 
JflSWt'r - "Uh. -HdyDt' four, mdvbe frve group;.' He went 
on. "I 5houfd ask vcu, where are people w1th th1:3 sk;i/s 
go:ng to come from~'?" 

Ever a sucker for polrUCian.;· ,.,.!1:1: questwns, I shortly found 
mvwlf urging T!1e New Alct;ernrsr.s t/lat tf>ev starr a 
tra111mg program. 

I'm not sure 1t needs ro brj satU, but tin: opentng vf the 
Ark was 111 fdct a mov1."19 -
Such events usually aren't. 
for danCJnq. 

even trtumphdnt occaSIOn. 
Tt1is was. Li/..e tiddie mustc 

-- SB 

you're looking for a cause to support that yields results you 
can see. here it is. Tax deducribie, too. 

Subscription rnernbers~ip 

Assoc1ate rnernber 

$25.00/yc 

Sustaining member 

$1 OO.OO:vc. 
Patrons of the ln·>t1tute 

$1000ocmoce 
There ts also a book about the New Alchemists. It has articles 
from all the Jounuls, and is printed in the same format, 
though by a commercia/ pub-'tsher. ff you missed the past 
Journals, thts 1s a good way 
to catch up. 

The Book of The 
New Akhemists 
Nancy Jack Todd. Ed. 
1977; 174 pp, 

$6.95 postpecd 
IS8.50 1n Canadai 

from· 
E.P. Dutton 
2 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10016 
or Whole Earth 
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Either  the  of behavior  book is pushing
  of it   of the   of

the  efforts of   As die
 of     members, no

 even     officers or jimmy
the  letting down  a? 

The ship,   credit,  them. And some of the
officers listen  for  from the  that
survive and How   people 
up?“’ “We/!, if’s  but in  We’re 
ashamed  more.  “YOU got room for company?”
“Maybe, but why  see if  can do it
where you are?”

For  change  country is  at   in a depres-
sion. This is it, the Peace in Our Time that we fought
for. The expectable  and despair are indeed

  is  else. You 

it  I     deta i l .   
it a waste of  

 is  form of caring.      
  doing it Caring  friends.

neighborhood, people    help. and other
organisms. E.  Schumacher,    

 as the  species in our ecology we owe a
 oblige  the rest  accurate,  think,

and people who are doing  find they enjoy it.
it makes them humble.

  that  one should ever   
   work anyway, and the

opposite does. Soft Tech  astray when it tries
to /t’s   a practice,
and as  if  easily imitated  it  

 imitator, who can  his or her  ideas,
is a far    have in the world than
a 

Marsha/l  best   believe,  his remark
somewhere that knowledge does  change 

 does. This book is merely knowledge.
Perhaps useful if you’re doing something  

 if 
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water pipe, 24.   
   Wind power
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memberships. 167 
principles, 149-150 
projects, 155. 156 

arks. 148. 152. 15.3-155. 156. 157. 
165: opening of Prince Edward 
Island ark. 159-164. 166, 167 

backyard tlsh-fann greenhouse, 
151-152 

hydrowind. 154. 155. 161. 163 
solar ponds. 152-15.3. !54. 162 
publications. 156-157. 158. 165, 157 

New Equipment Digest. 19 
New Mexico. U. of, 71 
Nextel optical paint, 46 
Nightwall, 33 
Nilsen, Richard 

on Australian bus.h crafts. 29 
on environmentally planned 

subdiYision. 136-139 
on fann equipment, 22-:~3. 24 
on 2as fum\J.nce heat lt:ss. \30-!31 
on insulation. 131 

Nitinol engines. 35-39 
North Wind Power Co .. 71 
Northeast CarPi. 93 
Northern ManUfacturin£ Co., 22 
NTIS. 72. 85. 112 -

0 
Odum, Howard T. and Elizabeth C .. 1-H 
"Oil Recycling Acl. A Model Used,·· 

79 
Old House Joumal Buyers' Guide. The. 

127 
One Room, Li•·ing ln. 117 
Optimum 200 tent. 121 
Ossberger-Turbinenfabrik, 28 
Other Homes and Garbage. 147 
Otto, Frei, 120 
Otwell, William. 135 
Owens Valley, Ca .... 129 
Owner-Builder and The Code. The, 128 
Owner Built Publications. 128 
Oxy-Acetylene Handbook. 

p 
Paint, optical black. 46 
Pam, Rick, 146 
Papworth, Mark L. .. 86 
Park, Jack. 72 
Paving blocks, porous, 113 
Peck, John, 92 
Pedal Power. 78 
Pedal truck, 19 
Pegasus Unit, The, 86 
Penfield, Lou, 125 
Pennsylvanian Fireplace. 92 
Perlin, John, 52-63 
Perlin, Luba, 53 
Pesko, Carolyn, 48 
Peterson, Kay, 119 
Philippines, jeepney industry in, 146 
Pilot Plant Gas Producer, 87 
Pioneer Lamps and Stoves, 95 
Pitcher pump, 24, 74 
Planning and Building Your Fireplace, 

92 
Plant a Tree, 97 
Ploughs, 22, 27 
Plumbing, 14, 18 
Pneumatic Structures, 120 
Porous paving blocks, 113 
Purtla;;.d Cement Assn., 134 
Power sources, 7, 28, 65, 146, 147 

diving engines as, 30-32 
peddle, 78, 80-81; see also Bicycles 
solar .. See Solar energy 
steam, 84 
VW engine as, 20 
water, 28 
wind, 70-75, 110, 152, 155, 161, 163 
see also Energy 

Prefabricated homes, 140 
Preservation, American, 127 

Prince EdwJrd Island ark, 152. 154-155. 
156, 157; opening.. 159-164 .. 166, 
167; see a!so New Alchemists 

Pro water heater .. 3.1 
Procedures 1/and/mok of Arc H'elding, 

Tht!. 21 
Proaedin,J!.S ofrht> Symposium on the 

Devdo{'ment and Utili:arion of 
Undergnmd Space, 112 

Producer ga~. R5-R9 
Public transportation. 78, 146 
Pueblos. energy flows in, 129 
Pumps 

air operated .. 133 
pitcher.. 2--1-
windmill. 74. 75 
water (boat), 146 

R 
Rabb .. Judith and Bernard. 140 
Radical fL.·hnology, J.n 
Railroad bicycle. 80 
Rain: Journal of Appropriate 

Technolo[;;y. 7 
Rainbook, 7 
Ranch supplies, 24 
Recreational vehicles (RV~). as homes, 

117,118, llQ 
Recycling 

and anaerobic digesters. 85-89 
and compostmg toilets, 89, 157 
oil, 79 

Refrigeration Research, Inc., 46 
Refrigerators, 25, 28, 46 
Rehabilitate Abandoned Buildings. 

How to, 127 
Reid, Jo, 92 
Repairs, 19 

appliance, 28 
plumbing, 14, 18 
tools for, 8-17 

Richardson, Fred, 21 
Richardson, Richard, 90 
Riordan, Michael, 132 
Roach, Rob, 65 
Roe, Doug, 79 
Rohm & Haas, Plastics Dept., 4 7 
Rosenstock-Huessy. Eugene. 145 
Ross, Bob and Carol, 92 
Ross, Charles, 66-69 
Rutavator's, Howard, 22 
Ruthenberger USA, 19 
Roto-tillers, 23 
Rttral Home Technique.\·, 26 

s 
Sachs, Beth, 45 
Sachs Dolmar Chainsaw. 96 
Sailboats, living on, ll9 
Salaman, R .. A., 25 
Satoh tractors, 23 
Saussure, Horace de, 52 
Saws, 96 
Schaur, Eda, 120 
Schwartz, Hernando, 79 
Scientific terms, dictionary of, 29 
Scythes, 24 
Sealing tape, 19 
Sears, 8, 9 
Seasteading, ll8, 119 
Seriatim, 168 
Serrande shutters, 47 
Sewage 

and anaerobic digesters, 85-89 
and composting toilets, 89, 157 
Zimpro process, 89 

Shadduck, Gregg, 86 
Shapiro, Andrew B., 91 
Sharpening, 29, 96 
Sharpening Hand Woodworking Tools, 

A Manual, 29 
Shelton, Jay, 91 
Sherson, Marc, 33 

Shure! iff. W m. A .. 48 
Shutters. 33.47 
Shuttleworth, Richard, RX 
Sierra Madre. ~h1_1·.> (~(rhe. 27 
Sili shutter~, 3:'1-
Silvo Hardw<JrC Co .. S 
SimplijiNI Wind Poll"cr S\".\fnns ji•r 

E\fH'rimenter>. 72 
Siple. Molly. 117 
Skov. Neils A., SO 
Skylid), 34 
Skylight Book, The. I !3 
Skylight Wtuer Heater. 34 
Smith. J.D., 24. 126 
Soap, making, 27 
Solar Age, 46, 49. 65 
Solar Age Catalog, 46 
Solar Bookshop, 73 
Solar bum project.. 66-69 
Solar diode. 64 
Solar Directon, 48 
Solar energy, 7. 141, \47 

bioshelters, 41.. 44-45, !35, 147; New 
Alchemist, 148, 152-155, 156. 157, 
159-165, 166, 167 

as conserving other energy. 43-44. 
47. 134, 140; ;·ee also bio~he!ters 
(above). water heaters (helow) 

costs, figuring, 64 
Davis, Ca .. building code, 136, 140 
directory. 48: see also products .. 

sources of (helow) 
and energy pies, 50-51 
and energv ~ubsidies, 141 
engines, ~Potential, 30-32, 35-39 
enhancing, 64, 65 
and fish culture. 151-154 
and heat pumps, 133 
homes .. 40-45. 47. 4R, 64. 116. 132, 

13.3, 135 
checking potential, 140 
costs: figuring, 64; in Vi!lage Homes, 

138 
subdivision, 137-139 
see also Glass House, The: New 

Alchemists: water heaters (below) 
information packet, 64; see also 

magazines (below) 
magazines, 7, 49. 65, 167 
mea~uring, 64 
products, sources of, 32, 33, 34, 46. 

48: see also magazines (above) 
societies, 49 
and solar bum project, 66--69 
and solar rights, 13g 
water heaters, 32, 33, 34. 47 .. 64. 

132, 137-138: early Californian. 
52-63 

Solar Energy Assn .. (ISES), 49 
Solar Energy Digest, 65 
Solar Energy: Fundamentals in 

Building DesiRn, 132 
Solar energy societies, 49 
Solar Energy Systems, Components for, 

46 
Solar Energy Thermal Processes, 64 
Solar Gravity Drivers, 34 
Solar Greenhouse. Food and Heat 

Producinf?, The, 135 
Solar Heated Buildings, 48 
Solar heating. See Solar energy, homes 

and hot water heaters 
Solar Home Book, The, 132 
Solar homes. See Solar energy, homes 
Solar information packet, Ca .. , 64 
Solar Meter, Pocket, 64 
Solar ponds, !52-153, 154, 162 
Solar Potential, Your Home's, 140 
Solar rights, 138 
Solar Room, 135 
Solar Sustenance Project greenhouse, 

132 
Solar water heaters .. See Solar energy, 

water heaters 
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 to a generous and efficient arrangement with
Penguin, these  Books are helping keep
us  deal is, Penguin buys finished books

  at 25% of  ($1.25 each for this
$5 bock)   of  copies or more. They’re

 of the firstprinting of Soft Tech
 $37,500) to distribute in the U.S., Canada, and

England, We’re printing an additional 3,000 for direct
 sale from us.

 $5 you pay for Soft Tech at a bookstore  
the following directions:

$240 to the bookstore

1.35 to Viking-Penguin

 to   73 is 

 00

We’re enabled to produce this dense a book this
cheaply by virtue of the on-going accumulation of
goodstuff for   The 
does not make money  it  but the books
do make a  so it balances 

 The first  Book Space Colonies  is
doing splendidly  37,000 copies in print, with a

third updating and printing coming soon. This
summer (July ‘781  see the third   
book,   Watersheds ($61, which is

 all-new material. some of it derived from
 Peter’s much-praised Watershed  of the 

 the line, into 7979, we’re scheming 
-half of it   Good Stories 
mostly reprint, as this book is. Our map 
graphical Provinces of the World  is such a steady

 that we’ve done a 1978 update and second
printing  now in Joining it this 

 be a computer-photo-map poster 
Galaxies” (price not yet determined/.

 the green  into and comes  of the same
  POINT, a non-profit educational foundation.

Once upon a time   a million bucks
from the Whole Earth Catalog and  it away (to
people like the New 

Since those windfall monopoly days we’ve been
joined by  and lively competition.

 And glad of it.

    

   
  

  Randall 
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 Don 

 Patty   
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 Garner
cover S.N. 

SOFT TECH
production and manufacture costs
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‘Or Whole Earth’
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BOX 428, SALJSALITO, CA 94965

"DETAILS 
ARE 

VULGAR' 

... said Oscar Wilde, and a lot of publications seem to 
agree. They tell you about moods, feelings, general trends. 
But they don't tell you the details you want to know. 

They don't, for example. tell you how the astronauts 
use the bathroom in space. 

The CoEvolution Quarterly does. It told the details of 
living in space that everyone wonders about most, in an 
article called "There Ain't No Graceful Way: Urination 
and Defecation in Zero G." (One detaiL when the 
astronauts are in their space suits, a few-hours per flight, 
they wear tight, bermuda short shaped diapers. The whole 
story is available in the Space Colonies book on the order 
blank to your right.} 

The CQ also tells you about the details of living respon
sibly on the Earth. Mach of the material in this book 
about exactly how you can build and use soft technology 
to soften your impact on the environment first appeared 
in The CoEvolution Quarterly. 

The CoEvolution Quarterly is a 144 page, advertising·free 
mass of details you can think about and use- and you 
can get it four times for $12. CQ people know it's hard 
to understand something, to believe it, or to do it yourself 
without hearing about the small hassles and small joys 
that are p3.rt of anything real. So past CQ's have 
given readers: 

• Details on how to do it: How to buy the best tools 
and how to use them (p. 8 in this book). How to burn 
wood responsibly (p. 90). How to build solar collectors, 
make wine, buy horse gear, store food, make a dirt 
bicycle, spin your own thread, build yaur own computer. 
All by people who have actually done it. 

Detail~· from people who were there: Malcolm Wells, 
who has three feet of dirt on his office roof, on under
ground architecture (p. 1 02). John Todd on building the 
Ark (p. 148). Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson arguing 
about how to use cameras in anth1opology. Theodora 
Kroeber, who's 45 years older than her husband, on 
cross·gencrational marriage. Orville Schell on what it 
was like to work in a factory in China. 

• Details on what it really says: All CQ book reviews 
have long quotes from the book itself so you can decide 
for yourself if you're interested. And there are 60·100 
book reviews in each CQ. 

The CoEvolution Quarterly reports first hand on the 
complicated, exciting, occasionally vulgar details that 
make up the real world. If you would like to hear about 
them, send us $12 today. 

-Anne Herbert 
Assistant Editor 

((})J[J[)f][J[({})N 
Quarterly 
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CROSS SECTIONS OF THE CAPE COD ARK

I · Courtyar,i.s (Vot Shot::rJ) flo using 
33 Sfi/ar-A(t?•te Ponds Comu:cted 
to lmerim Aqw.t<-'lllture P.ociltty 

2 - Sol.lr Pond Aqu.u;ulture Elements 
WM711 U.'.uer HetJt !' tomg<" 

J- Demo.-Jstr,,tiou Poul 

2 

~<:N AA 

I - RQck Storage 

2- Air F!ou· 

4- Rock Hot Air I-I eat Stomge 

5 · Experimelltilll::con<Jmic Plm1t 
Culture Zoue 

6 ~ PJ·oductioll Zolle 

7 • FotHf Crop 

I 
I 

''i'\ 

8. imu/ated Jl:ortb Ref.i!ctf-ve 
f uteri or Surface 

9 · ReseardJ Lalmratury Pede,>ta/ 

/{] F:an for Remm.•ing /lot tlir to 
Rock Stat"<Ige 

~<:;llGN 1:1e> 

4- insulated .\/orth Wail 

5 - Fiberglass (Double Layer) 

3- Tratnlua.mt Solar-Algae Pond for Suutbem Exposure 

lntemiue Fisb Culture 6- Far: 




